KW 201 High quality-low price
AMATEUR BANDS COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

The KW 201 has been specifically designed for optimum performance on Single Sideband. It ranges give coverage in the amateur bands from 1.8 mc/s. to 30 mc/s. A mechanical filter gives an I.F. selectivity of 3.1 kc/s. at 6 d.b., and 6 kc/s. at 60 d.b. A ‘Q’ multiplier is available giving a variable range of 3.1 kc/s. to 200 cycles selectivity.

BASIC PRICE £105
additional extras if required
100 kc/s Crystal Calibrator £6.00
‘Q’ Multiplier £8.10.0

KW 2000A TRANSCEIVER
180 watt P.E.P operation on all amateur bands 10-160 metres, complete with A.C. power supply £220 inclusive

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
KW VANGUARD transmitter, 10-160 metres AM and CW £73.00
KW VESPA transmitter, 10-160 metres SSB, AM and CW complete with AC PSU £120.00
KW 600 linear amplifier, 500w P.E.P., 572B tube built-in power supply £110.00

Exclusive U.K. agents for DAUCO and HAMMARLUND equipment.
Agents for Sommerkamp equipment, including the transistorized transceivers, Collins, Drake, (2c receiver available shortly) Swan, Mosley, Hy-gain, CDR, Kokusai mechanical filters, Tokai walkie talkies.

The leading supplier for the Amateur Radio Market
K.W. ELECTRONICS LTD.
1 HEATH STREET, DARTFORD, KENT
Phone: Dartford 2574. Cables: Kaydublew, Dartford

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR
AGENTS IN MANY COUNTRIES
DIRECT SHIPMENTS MADE ALL OVER THE WORLD
THE FINEST COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER DESIGNED FOR AMATEUR SERVICE

The superlative 'EA12' incorporates crystal controlled 1st oscillator; high stability 2nd oscillator; continuously variable selectivity—down to 50 Hz with crystal filter; muting by panel switch or external relay; two noise limiters for a.m and cw/ssb; short term drift better than 20 Hz and less than 100 Hz in any one hour; calibrated 'S' meter; two AGC time constants; deep slot filter. £185.

The Competition

Eddystone Radio will present and deliver, within the United Kingdom, one of their famous EA12 amateur bands communications receivers to the author of the winning essay on one of the following:

1 What major developments are needed in the design of communications receivers to cover the increasingly stringent requirements of international amateur radio.
2 Advantages and disadvantages of transistor techniques applied to the design of amateur bands receivers.
3 Describe a field of development in the design of the input stage of a communications receiver to obtain lower noise levels.
4 The value of Panoramic adaptors with amateur bands receivers and the facilities required.

The author of the essay judged to be the most constructive or technically informative, will win a fully guaranteed EA12 receiver.

THE PANEL OF JUDGES

Professor Roger Jennison, B.Sc, Ph.D, F.R.A.S, F.Inst.P, Director of Electronics Laboratory, University of Kent, at Canterbury.
T. P. Douglas Esq, M.B.E (G3BA)
H. A. Bartlett Esq (G5QA)

COMPETITION RULES

1 Essays should not exceed 1,500 words with the author deciding which of the four suggested subjects are of the greatest importance.
2 Manuscripts to be typed or alternatively written in ink, on one side of lined foolscap with wide margins.
3 Author's name, address, age and occupation to be clearly shown.
4 Entries to be posted in a 'sealed' envelope to Eddystone Radio Limited, Alvechurch Road, Birmingham 31 and received by August 31 1967.
5 Entries received after August 31 1967 will not be considered.
6 Copyright of all articles submitted reserved by Eddystone Radio Limited.
7 No employee of Eddystone Radio Limited or associated companies is eligible to enter.
8 The decision of the judges is final and legally binding.
9 No correspondence will be entered into on the subject of the competition.

Eddystone Radio Limited
Alvechurch Road, Birmingham 31
Telephone Priory 2231 Telex 33708

A MARCONI COMPANY LTD/ED26
MORE TITLES
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO (Newnes) 9/-
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO COLOUR TELEVISION (Newnes) 15/8
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO ELECTRONICS 15/6
DICTIONARY OF ELECTRONICS (Penguin) 8/6
ELECTRICAL HOBBIES (Collins) 5/6
ELEMENTS OF RADIO ENGINEERING (Cleaver-Hume) 15/10
Q. & A. ON ELECTRONICS (Newnes) AUDIO 10/-
ELECTRONICS 10/-
TRANSISTORS 10/-
SHORT WAVE LISTENING (by J. Vastenhoud) 13/2
INTRODUCTION TO VALVES (Iliffe's) 9/4
RADIO ASTRONOMY FOR AMATEURS. 220 pages (by Frank Hyde) 31/-
REMOTE CONTROL BY RADIO (Philips) 10/9
RADIO & ELECTRONIC HOBBIES (by F. C. Judd, G2BCX) 22/-
SHOP & SHACK SHORTCUTS (by W6TNS) 32/-
SHORT WAVE AMATEUR RADIO (by PA0HHe, Philips Technical Library) 22/-

All prices inclusive of postage and packing

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 VICTORIA STREET : LONDON, S.W.1
PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT

You can depend on Shure quality MICROPHONES For amateur radio communications

Shure Model 444
Controlled Magnetic Microphone
Specially designed for radio communications, giving optimum performance from single sideband transmitters as well as AM and FM units. Response cuts off sharply below 300 c/s and above 3,000 c/s, with a rising characteristic to 3,000 c/s. This results in optimum speech intelligibility and audio punch to cut through noise interference. High impedance. Dependable under all operating conditions. Complete with switch for instantaneous press-to-talk or VOX operation; finger-tip control bar; long-life switch; adjustable microphone height; sturdy, high-impact base and case; 7 ft. two-conductor shielded cable.

Shure Model 201
Diaphragm Type Ceramic Microphone
*Provides clear, crisp, natural voice reproduction of high intelligibility
*High impedance *Ideal voice response and omni-directional polar pickup characteristics
*No humidity or temperature problems
*Light, strong and compact
*Heavy duty push-to-talk (non-locking) switch
*Frequency response: 200 to 4,000 c/s
*3-conductor retractable cable.
DICTIONARY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION

W. E. Pannett, A.M.I.E.E.

This fully illustrated dictionary provides extended definitions of thousands of specialised words, terms, and abbreviations in use today in radio and television. Includes elementary terms and basic concepts, fundamental electrical and electronic terms; units, electronic devices, including valves and transistors; radio-telegraphy and radio-telephony; monochrome and colour television; sound and high fidelity reproduction; transmission lines, wave-guides; communication satellites; aerials, transmitters, etc.

380 pages, 220 line illustrations. 36s.

From all booksellers, or in case of difficulty by post 38s., from:

GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
TOWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON ST., W.C.2

"CALLBOOK"
SPRING EDITION
Now Available

Ensure your copy by ordering early!

Known the world over as the CALLBOOK, this comprehensive reference lists about 270,000 licensed radio amateurs in the United States directory and more than 120,000 in the DX listings. It is known the world over as the CALLBOOK, this comprehensive United States Directory and more than 120,000 in the DX listings. Each issue is an entirely new book with revised listings of new licences, names and addresses. Every amateur operator and SWL needs the latest CALLBOOK to get the most out of Amateur Radio.

DX Listings 31/6
US Listings 51/6

The two together, covering the World, £3/18/6

Available only from
Publications Dept.,
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1
Abbey 5341

LOW-COST FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS are now available, for immediate despatch, from 4/- each.

These top quality junction Field-effect transistors are now available at a price comparable with that of valves, for use in AF and RF applications where space and efficiency are at a premium. Brief specifications of a few of the many devices held in stock are given below. For further information on these and a great many others send 2/-p. O. for a copy of our PET 'DATA SUMMARY,' which will be available in mid-April.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>BV (max)</th>
<th>GSS</th>
<th>IOSS</th>
<th>YF</th>
<th>Ymax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFP 104</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>T0-92</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>5-0</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N 4891</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>T0-71</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>5-0</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N 3819</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>T0-92</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>5-0</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N 3820</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>T0-92</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>5-0</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P.S. : Are you on our mailing list?

MAIL ORDER ONLY PLEASE

TERMS : C.W.O. or C.O.D.

M. R. Clifford & Company (Components Dept.),
209A, Monument Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, 16.

P.S. : Are you on our mailing list?

MAIL ORDER ONLY PLEASE
TERMS : C.W.O. or C.O.D.

P.S. : We are an ELECTRONIQUES DEALER, which makes us a single supply source for almost every component needed.

Short Wave Listening

PHILIPS PAPERBACK

SHORTWAVE LISTENING by J. Vassenhoud. Size: 8½" x 5½".

This book is intended as a guide for the benefit of the increasingly large numbers of regular listeners to short wave listening stations and also for radio amateurs who are interested in short wave listening.

The group includes every country who in their new country are anxious not to lose touch with their homeland, and those who are intending to emigrate and will thus in future have to do much of their listening on short waves. The second group is of those enthusiasts who regard short wave radio as an indispensable medium for the exchange of information internationally in the simplest sense and employ it in order to widen their knowledge of other countries. The book, which deals with the possibilities and problems of short-wave reception on the level of popular science will enable the reader to discover a whole new world of his own.

CONTENTS

Short Waves
The Principles of Short-Wave Transmission
Practical Short Wave Transmitting
Short Wave Prediction of Signals
Sources of Interference
The Aerial
The Correct Choice of Receiver
Communications Receivers

Do Any Regulations Exist
 Governing the use of Frequencies in the Short-Wave Band?
 DX-Ing In Practice
 DX-Ing With a Tape Recorder
 DX-Ing Using a Frequency Meter
 Some Commonly Used DX Terms in Three Languages
 Transmission of Time Signals at Standard Frequencies
 Some of the More Important DX Clubs

Available from stock:

PUBLICATION DEPT.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

Please add 2/- postage and packing on all orders of £1 or less.

MAIL ORDER ONLY PLEASE
TERMS : C.W.O. or C.O.D.

M. R. Clifford & Company (Components Dept.),
209A, Monument Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, 16.

P.S. : Are you on our mailing list?

MAIL ORDER ONLY PLEASE
TERMS : C.W.O. or C.O.D.

P.S. : We are an ELECTRONIQUES DEALER, which makes us a single supply source for almost every component needed.

"CALLBOOK"
SPRING EDITION
Now Available

Ensure your copy by ordering early!

Known the world over as the CALLBOOK, this comprehensive reference lists about 270,000 licensed radio amateurs in the United States directory and more than 120,000 in the DX listings. Each issue is an entirely new book with revised listings of new licences, names and addresses. Every amateur operator and SWL needs the latest CALLBOOK to get the most out of Amateur Radio.

DX Listings 31/6
US Listings 51/6

The two together, covering the World, £3/18/6

Available only from
Publications Dept.,
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1
Abbey 5341
WESAK RADIO

Telephone: CARDIFF 29972

SWAN 350 plus A.C. p.s.u. plus transistor V.O.X. Cash price ... £195
K.W. VESPA TX plus A.C. p.s.u. Only 7 months old. Cash price ... £95
AR88LF with " S " meter ... £12 10s.
AR77E with " S " meter ... £25 10s.
EDDYSTONE 840A. F.B. condition £22 10s.
EDDYSTONE ECR. General coverage Rx £15
R107. 1-2 M.cs.-17-5 M.cs. ... £12 10s.
H.R.O. complete with A.C., p.s.u., speaker, coil pack, rough ... To clear £10

FOR THE BUILDER:
R's, C's, Transformers, Valves, Transistors, Diodes, Meters, etc., etc.

Special Offer:
T240 ... ... ... (p. & p. 2/-) 18/6
507's ... (p. & p. 1/-) 5/-
SB254M ... (p. & p. 2/-) £1 5s.
6L6G ... ... ... (p. & p. 2/-) 7/6
AR88 mains trans. 3 only ... (p. & p. 7/6) £2 5s.
12ft. 3-section Whips ... (p. & p. 3/6) 7/6
Mains Transformers, 500v.-425v.-350v.-... (p. & p. 3/-) £3 10s.

100's of valves, s.a.e. for list.

H.P. available on goods £25 and over.

54 DANIEL STREET, CATHAYS, CARDIFF, S. WALES

SWANCO PRODUCTS

SWANCO PRODUCTS LIMITED

G3NAP AMATEUR RADIO SPECIALISTS G3PQQ

NEW EQUIPMENT

Sommerkamp F-Series SSL Equipment £ e. d.
FR-1006 double conversion superheterodyne with crystal controlled first mixer, 80-10 metres 112 0 0
PL-2008 SSL/AM/CW transmitter, 240 watts PEP. Complete with built-in power supply and accessories 130 0 0
PL-1000 Linear Amplifier, 960 watts PEP with built-in PSU and designed to match any SSL exciter capable of 30-100 watts 180 0 0
PM-100 SSL Transceiver. Still in production! 50 0 0
Sommerkamp Mobile TS-600-G Transceiver (10m.) ... 50 0 0
Total TC-99 25 M.cs. kits ... 10 0 0
Swan Transceivers also now available. 50 0 0
Swan 400 watt transceiver, 80-10 metres. Full coverage ... 250 0 0

Lafayette Equipment

HAP-1 4-band Communications Receiver ... 16 10 0
MA-6A Communications Receiver ... 25 4 0
RT160 Communications Receiver in Semi-Kits Form ... 26 8 0
MA-700 Receiver (with 2 mechanical filters) ... 37 16 0
MA309 10-80 metre SSL/AM/CW Amatuer Receiver 78 15 0
Contactor Switchgear (Electronics)

CSB 2A10 solid state receiver ... 42 7 0
CSB 2AR solid state receiver ... 44 0 0
CSB 2AR solid state receiver ... 44 0 0
CSB Type II A.T.P.A. mobile/portable/fixed antenna ... 9 15 0
CSB microphone, Type HM2 ... 2 17 11

Partridge Electronics

" Joysticks " £ e. d.
Shure Microphones £ e. d.
Joystick Std. ... 4 10 0
Joystick De Luxe ... 5 16 0

To clear £10
Type 3 Tuner ... 2 15 0
microphone ... 5 10 0
Type 3A Tuner ... 3 13 0
microphone ... 10 12 0
Type 4 Tuner ... 4 4 0
Shure 401A microphone ... 10 12 0
Type 4R Tuner ... 4 4 0
Shure 22FFK microphone ... 10 12 0

SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

Many items in stock, including : DX-40U, 888A, £70 ; HRO's, etc., your enquiries please.

WANTED

Your modern receivers, transmitters, SSL gear, etc. Please send full details, stating price required. We will settle any existing hire purchase.

Full H.P. facilities now available. One third deposit, 12, 18 or 24 months to pay. High trade-in allowance on used equipment. Details on request.

247 HUMBER AVENUE, COVENTRY
Telephone Coventry 27714 After 7.30 p.m. : G3NAP Tile Hill 64279 G3PQQ Keresley 3455

AMATEUR RADIO ARRAYS

ALL AERIALS FITTED WITH UNIVERSAL MAST CLAMP, BALUN AND WATERPROOF CONNECTOR BOX

PRICE LIST

MARCH 1967

ALL AERIALS MATCHED TO

75 OHM FEED IMPEDANCE

Band Cat. No. Description dB Gain over Dipole Price

10 Metre 10/4Y 4 Element Array with twin cross-bar ... ... ... ... 7-0 £18

4 Metre 4/3Y 3 Element folded dipole Yagi with 1/2" diam. boom ... ... ... 5-7 52/-

4/4Y 4 Element Folded dipole Yagi with 1/2" diam. boom ... ... ... 7-0 71/-

4/6Y 6 Element folded dipole Yagi with double 1/2" boom ... ... ... 8-7 158/6

4/8Y 8 Element Folded dipole Yagi with double 1/2" boom ... ... ... 10-0 229/10

4/10Y 10 Element folded dipole Yagi with double 1/2" diam. boom and bracing strut ... ... ... 11-2 316/6

PM4 Coaxial Harness to match and phase two 4M Aerials ... ... ... 36/-

2 Metre 2/4Y 4 Element folded dipole Yagi with 1" boom ... ... ... 7-0 34/6

2/6Y 6 Element folded dipole Yagi with 1" boom ... ... ... 8-7 44/-

2/8Y 8 Element folded dipole Yagi with 1" boom ... ... ... 10-0 55/-

2/10Y 10 Element folded dipole " Long " Yagi with 1/2" boom and bracing strut ... ... ... 13-2 129/-

2/8 Double 4 Slot fed Yagi with 1" diam. boom ... ... ... 10-0 70/-

2/12 Double 6 Slot fed Yagi with 1" diam. boom ... ... ... 11-7 95/-

2/16 Double 8 Slot fed Yagi with 1" diam. boom ... ... ... 12-6 120/-

2/10 HO " Halo " Mobile Aerial, head only ... ... ... 15/-

2/HM " Halo " Mobile Aerial with 1/2" diam. mast ... ... ... 19/6

PM2 Coaxial Harness to match and phase two 2M Aerials ... ... ... 19/-

70 cm. 70/16 Double 8 Slot fed Yagi with 1" diam. boom ... ... ... 12-6 71/-

70/14Y 14 Element folded dipole " Long " Yagi with multiple reflectors 1/2" boom ... ... ... 16-0 92/6

70/18P 18 Element " Parabeam " Yagi with 1/2" diam. boom ... ... ... 17-0 94/-

PM70 Coaxial Harness to match and phase two 70CM Aerials ... ... ... 15/-

Terms & conditions apply.

Prices and details of Rotators, Masts and other accessories on request.

TERMS : C.W.O. ALL PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY IN U.K.

NORTHAMPTON, ENGLAND
Tel. Northampton 62147 (ONO)

J.

BEAM ENGINEERING LTD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pages/content</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMATEUR RADIO ANTENNA HANDBOOK, 157 pages (by H. D. Hootan, W6YTH)</td>
<td></td>
<td>24s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTENNA ROUND-UP (by CQ)</td>
<td></td>
<td>25s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTENNA ROUND-UP (Vol. 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>30s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTENNA HANDBOOK (A.R.R.L., 10th Edition)</td>
<td></td>
<td>19s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO AND ELECTRONICS</td>
<td></td>
<td>18s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK, New Edition</td>
<td></td>
<td>24s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETTER SHORT WAVE RECEPTION</td>
<td></td>
<td>24s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHART OF INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS—GENEVA (Official, 10 Kc to 40 Gc.), New Edition. 24ia. x 16ia. wide folding pages</td>
<td></td>
<td>31s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS</td>
<td></td>
<td>3s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQ ANTHOLOGY 45-52</td>
<td></td>
<td>3s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQ ANTHOLOGY (1952-1959)</td>
<td></td>
<td>25s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS (A.R.R.L.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>16s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS HANDBOOK</td>
<td></td>
<td>24s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>22s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNDAMENTALS OF SINGLE SIDEBAND (Collins)</td>
<td></td>
<td>26s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GETTING STARTED WITH TRANSISTORS (Gernsback)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO</td>
<td></td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUIDE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAM ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS. 157 pages (Ham)</td>
<td></td>
<td>24s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMS INTERPRETER</td>
<td></td>
<td>8s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANDBOOK OF HAM RADIO CIRCUITS (by W9CGA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>24s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINTS AND KINKS Vol. 6</td>
<td></td>
<td>11s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR (A.R.R.L.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>16s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW TO IMPROVE SHORT WAVE RECEPTION</td>
<td></td>
<td>20s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;HOW TO LISTEN TO THE WORLD &quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>2s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEARNING MORSे</td>
<td></td>
<td>2s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEARNING THE RADIO TELEGRAPH CODE (A.R.R.L.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOBILE HANDBOOK (Published by CQ)</td>
<td></td>
<td>24s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOBILE MANUAL (Published by A.R.R.L.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>24s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL RADIO CONTROL (F. L. Safford)</td>
<td></td>
<td>25s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW RTTY HANDBOOK</td>
<td></td>
<td>32s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW SIDEBAND HANDBOOK (by CQ)</td>
<td></td>
<td>25s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVICE HANDBOOK, Tx and Kx, 150 pages</td>
<td></td>
<td>23s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPERATING AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION (A.R.R.L.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTABLE TRANSISTOR RECEIVER</td>
<td></td>
<td>3s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUAD ANTENNA</td>
<td></td>
<td>23s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO AMATEUR EXAMINATION MANUAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK (A.R.R.L.), 1967</td>
<td></td>
<td>44s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK (Data Publications)</td>
<td></td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK (U.K. only, 1967)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6s. 7d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO CONTROL FOR MODELS (F. C. Judd)</td>
<td></td>
<td>16s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK</td>
<td></td>
<td>14s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO HANDBOOK (Win. I. Orr)</td>
<td></td>
<td>86s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO VALVE DATA (Hilliage), Eighth Edition</td>
<td></td>
<td>10s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB EQUIPMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td>3s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9 SIGNALS</td>
<td></td>
<td>8s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT WAVE LISTENING</td>
<td></td>
<td>13s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS FOR THE BEGINNER (Data Pubs.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT WAVE RADIO AND THE IONOSPHERE (Hilliage)</td>
<td></td>
<td>11s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURPLUS SCHEMATICs (Purchased by CQ)</td>
<td></td>
<td>21s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURPLUS CONVERSION HANDBOOK (Including &quot;Command Sets&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
<td>24s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICAL TOPICS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR</td>
<td></td>
<td>10s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEVISION EXPLAINED (Hilliage)</td>
<td></td>
<td>13s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSISTORS THEORY AND PRACTICE (R. P. Turner)</td>
<td></td>
<td>23s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSISTOR RADIO HANDBOOK (Editors and Engineers)</td>
<td></td>
<td>45s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO</td>
<td></td>
<td>19s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF HANDBOOK (Or W5SAI)</td>
<td></td>
<td>24s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF MANUAL by A.R.R.L.</td>
<td></td>
<td>21s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (CQ)</td>
<td></td>
<td>26s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLD MEDIUM WAVE GUIDE</td>
<td></td>
<td>16s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLD RADIO AND TV HANDBOOK, 1967</td>
<td></td>
<td>32s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept., 55 Victoria St., London S.W.1 • Abbey 5341
(Nearest Tube Station: St. James’s Park)
LAFAYETTE RECEIVERS
FINEST VALUE FOR MONEY AVAILABLE TODAY

MODEL HA-500
Ham bands 6-80 metres, 10 valves, mechanical filter, 12 valves, double conversion, outstanding performance, 75 gns.

MODEL HA-550
Ham bands 10-40 metres, mechanical filter, 12 valves, double conversion, outstanding performance, 75 gns.

MODEL HA-600
Ham bands 6-80 metres, 10 valves, mechanical filter, product detector, 150-400 Kc/s., 550 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s., two mechanical filters, product detector, B.F.O., filter, noise limiter, etc. Only 36 gns. Carr. 10/.

MODEL HA-650
Ham bands 10-80 metres, mechanical filter, 12 valves, double conversion, outstanding performance, 75 gns.

CATALOGUE

LAFAYETTE V.H.F. RECEIVERS

SURPLUS RECEIVERS
R-197. 7-17.5 Mc/s., £15.
R-209 Mk. II. 1-20 Mc/s., £22/10/-.
AR-88 receivers from £30.

Hammarlund SP-600JX. Few only £5. Available in excellent condition, £100.

DRAKE 2-C RECEIVER
£99

FEATURES

- Covers ham bands 80, 40, 20, 15 meters completely and 28.5 to 29.0 MHz of 10 meters with crystals furnished.
- Or tunes any 500 kHz range between 3.0 and 30 MHz with an accessory crystal.
- Three Bandwidths of selectivity (equivalent to 3 filters) are furnished: .4 kHz, 2.4 kHz and 4.8 kHz.
- Solid State Audio with 1.8 watts output.

for details write or phone:

G. W. SMITH & CO. (RADIO) LTD.
3-34 Lisle Street, London, W.C.2
Phone: GERRARD 8204/9155

G. W. SMITH & CO. (RADIO) LTD.
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Every Day
Mon. to Sat.

Phone: GERRARD 8204/9155

Philadelphian Electronics Ltd

Tel-01-624 6638
**J. B. LOWE**  
51 Wellington Street, Matlock, Derbyshire

Tel.: Matlock 2817 (or 2430 after 6 p.m.)

**SOMMERKAMP BEST VALUE FOR MONEY ON THE MARKET**

Also in stock at time of going to press —

**RECEIVERS:**

- **New**
  - LAFFAYETTE HA350, HA55A aircraft receiver
  - Second-hand
  - DRAKE 2B—Mint
  - HALLICRAFTERS SX101 Mk. 3A. Excellent
  - CR150—Demonstrator. Don’t get excited, it’s the Junky Japanese, not the Mighty Marconi
  - NATIONAL NC123—Mint
  - HALLICRAFTERS S120—A1
  - EDDYSTONE 740—These must be good value at
  - £120.0.0

**TRANSMITTERS:**

- VESPA—A1
- LGS9—A1
- VICEROY—A1
- NEW—CODAR ATS

**TRANSCIEVERS:**

- New
  - NCXS Mk. II, Swan 350, KW2000, Tokai 28-5 m/c, walkie talkies £10.0.0
  - pretty much the same as the other, but maybe a bit better and a bit cheaper
  - PW100—10m. transceiver, 8 channel crystal controlled 5 watt mobile rig. All transmitters will fit into any car that has a 12 volt battery. Write for details. Complete with PTT mike

**ODDS AND ENDS:**

- KYORITSU GRID DIP METERS—New
- BUG KEYS—New
- ELECTRONIQUES HAM BAND COIL PACK QP166 Mk. VI, new £12.0.10.0
- ELECTRONIC KEYS—New
- HANSON TRANSISTOR CHECKER—New
- FILTERS, LAFFAYETTE MECHANICAL
- KVG 9 m/c, crystal XFP9, 19 gns.; XFP8, 19 gns.
- MINIATURE TUBULAR TRIMMERS. 4-5 pF and 3-15 pF, 1/- each or 5 for 4/-
- LED SWR Indicators 50 and 75 ohm
- 10% in 1.
- H.V. capacitors. Brand new surplus, 8 mF 1000 v., 4 mF 1500 v., 4 mF 1000 v., 7 mF.
- 8 mF 750 v., 4/-
- New surplus, 8 mF 1000 v., 4 mF 1500 v., 3 mF 1000 v., 7 mF.
- 8 mF 750 v., 4/-
- New surplus, 8 mF 1000 v., 4 mF 1500 v., 3 mF 1000 v., 7 mF.
- A whole slew of 1% precision resistors as well as common or garden 5% and 10% in 1.
- Trimmers, micas, pots, etc., a s.a.e. will get you a list.

**HEADSETS**—Rather nice German job, high or low impedance, 21/- each.

**SERVICE DEPARTMENT**

The word’s getting around! Hold off till later in the month, lads, we’re up to the eyes. I’m not so sure this servicing bit is doing me any good — all my Customers say they were on the point of buying a new receiver until John breathed on the old ‘un. Now they wouldn’t dream of changing. I just missed a golden opportunity of keeping my big mouth shut.

**FT-100** Transceiver. 150W p.e.p. all transistor except driver and P.A. 13" x 6" x 10" deep. £180.0.0

FULL DETAILS ON REQUEST
PETER SEYMOUR LTD.

All items in stock at time of going to press.

CODAR ATS, AM/CW Ty. 160/80. New with P.S.U. ... 24/-

KW160. Built-in AE change over relay. As new ... 22/-

EDDYSTONE EC10. As brand new. 540 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s. all transistor ... 38/-

COLLINS 75A4. Possibly the finest SSB receiver ever produced, 1 Kc. dial accuracy. Collins mechanical filter, slot filter, separate noise limiters for AM/SBB/CW, etc. 160-10 Mc/s. ... 220/-

COLLINS 75A2. 160-10 Mc/s. The earlier version of the above. ... 123/-

DRAKE 2B with matching Q Multiplier/speaker unit and 100 Kc. calibrator ... 95/-

CLASS D No. 2. British version of the BC221, built-in mains and battery power unit with charts and manual. 1-315 Mc/s. ... 12/-

MARCONI V.T.V.M. TFOB/1. 1-5-150v. D.C. To clear ... 3/-

TRAP SETS. Fully encapsulated in epoxy resin. 80-10 Mc/s. with full instructions. Per nch ... 2/-

RF40 field strength indicators tunable 1-300 Mc/s. with antenna and earphone ... 2/-

SEMI AUTOMATIC BUG KEYS. Japanese ... 4/-

CHANNEL MASTER AERIAL ROTATORS. The latest type with silent indicator. "Turn a line" complete with rotator, control unit and alignment bearing. Turns to 300 lbs. ... 21/-

LAFAYETTE. SR550 dual conversion. Amateur Bands only. 15-80 Mc/s. ... 38/-

HALLICRAFTERS SX111. Amateur Bands only. 80-10 Mc/s. dual conversion. Selectable sideband, etc. ... 98/-

EDDYSTONE ED300. 300 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s. 1 Kc. dial accuracy. as new. A first-class general-purpose and SSB/CW receiver. ... 165/-

FURZEHILL. Sensitive Valve Volt Meter, type V200 ... 18/-

U.K. agents for COLLINS, DRAKE, SWAN, DAVIDCO, HY-GAIN, HEATHKIT, HAMMARLUND, HALLICRAFTERS. In fact we can supply any make of American electronic and amateur radio equipment and items.

410 BEVERLEY RD., HULL, YORKSHIRE

Telephone: HULL 41918 (43353 after 7.30 p.m.)

---

GEORGE FRANCIS G3TWV

KW EQUIPMENT AT CURRENT PRICES

New CDR AR22R £1; New Eddystone EB30 £54; Eddystone EC10 £48. KW Victory Mark III £120; KW2000 with A.C., P.U.C. New 6146B £160; KW600 £140; New 572B £37; Eddystone £400 £20; Collins CR46. As new 67/10/-; Tiger SWR Meter £310/-; Tiger Z Match 64; Collins KWM2. Complete with p.s.u. and in 200 kHz, incremental unit, £325; Brand New Car Aerials, 3 extensions £25/-.

843 23/-, 598 £37; Eddystone 840A £19/-.

TREAT YOURSELF TO A SHURE MICROPHONE, 444 £90/-, 201 £60/-, Hand Mics £12, with switch £17/-; M70 £50/-; M71 £18/-; UD460 6 gns.; Slim Dynamic B1051 3 gns.; PH401 £4/14/6; B13 35/-; DF12 6/14/6; Acos 20/- and 26/-; Foster boom mic £6.

Eddystone Dial 450 32/4, 598 £19/-; Eddy 459 £19/-; Speakers 77/- £22/6; 35" x 15", 3/4" round 12/- £6" x 15", 8" round 27/6, 12" round 37/6, all 3D. Philips 625 tuners complete with IF panel 70/- p. and p. 8/-.

One only Shure 201 Microphone at 50/-.

Agent: K.W., T.W., HEATHKIT, EDDYSTONE, FIF MOBILE WHIPS R.S.G.B. PUBLICATIONS


93 Balderton Gate, Newark, Notts.

Tel. Newark 4733. After 6 p.m. 2578

---

A useful double-purpose slide rule, giving exact, at-a-glance findings on:

PERCENTAGE TOLERANCE

Pinpoints the tolerance range for any given nominal value of any component (e.g. resistors and capacitors). Five tolerance ranges are covered on one slide: 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%.

VALUES FOR A CR CIRCUIT

Enables you to rapidly compute time constants involving awkward multiples of capacitance and resistance.

Also in this issue

Special articles on the 27MHz FIELD STRENGTH METER, the VALVE VOLT-METER AND OHMMETER and a wide range of electronics features.

INSIDE EVERY COPY OF

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS

APRIL ISSUE OUT NOW 2/6
THE FAMOUS TA-33 Jr. FROM MOSLEY OF ENGLAND
BRITISH MADE FROM BRITISH MATERIALS

Provides outstanding performance on 10, 15 and 20 metres, coupled with light weight (20 lbs). All aluminium alloy and stainless steel construction, exceptional broad band characteristics, over full Ham bands, exclusive trap design, choice of mast fittings, single co-ax 52 ohm feed point.

Power ratings: 300 watts AM/CW, 600 watts, p.s.p. SSB. Input to final. Forward gain up to 9dB. Front to back ratio 20dB or better. Standing wave ratio 1.5 to 1 or less.

Maximum Element length 26ft. 8in. Boom length 12ft. Turning radius 14ft. 9in.

Variations: 2 Elements which is known as the TA-32 Jr.
Dipole driven Element known as the TA-31 Jr.
(Use Horizontal or Vertical)
Conversion kits available.

Prices: TA-33 Jr. £27.50 fits up to 1½in. mast.
TA-33 Jr.E £27.15 fits up to 2in. mast.
TA-32 Jr. £19.50 fits up to 1½in. mast.
TA-32 Jr.E £19.15 fits up to 2in. mast.
TA-31 Jr. £11.00 fits up to 1½in. mast.
Carriage and insurance Extra

Send for complete Catalogue, containing full details of Antennas and other technical information. 25 pages 1/-.

Telephone: Costessey 2261, orders only
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FROM THE ELECTRONIQUES HOBBIES MANUAL . . .

1 AERIAL ROTATORS. This range of beam rotators and accessories offers more advanced features than any other on the U.K. market—and at a lower price. The rotators can aim an aerial to within one degree of the transmitter location. No guesswork, no irritating gear clicks—just precise fine adjustment through 360° with accurate repeatability. With both models the aerial is held in place in high winds with an ingenious stop-lock brake.


AUTOMATIC MODEL (illustrated) offering remote control and facility to pre-set to desired location. A synchronised motor in the control unit gives continuous indication of aerial position—£17.17.0 plus 3/6 p&p.

2 VALVED QOILPAX. If you are building a communications receiver, (whether for general coverage or hambands), why not avoid all the headaches in the front end by purchasing one of our highly sensitive 'QOILPAX' tuners. Sensitivity is 1 µV for 15dB S/N ratio, and second channel interference is exceptionally low. The high sensitivity RF stage is designed around an EF183 connected in a Miller compensating circuit, followed by an ECH81 triode heptode frequency changer, using oscillator circuits. These give optimum mixing conductance on each waveband without any pulling. Ideal also as a converter, feeding into existing receivers. General coverage and hambands versions are available, each with an IF output of 1620 Kc/s. All units are supplied completely wired, tested and aligned. Either model £12.12.0 each plus 4/- p&p.

FREE Aerial Supplement to the Electroniques Hobbies Manual. This publication MG 22251 supplementing the Manual lists our aerial rotators and wide range of J-Beam aerials. Send for your copy today.

For the 600 page Electroniques Hobbies Manual or further details of the products displayed on this page write to:
Electroniques (Prop. STC Ltd.)
Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex.
Telephone: Harlow 26777.

High-grade components for amateur communications
History repeats itself!
Throughout the development of radio communication the keen private experimenter has contributed largely to the advance of our science. The amateurs of the thirties pioneered reliable shortwave transmission and reception. Basic theories and their practical application are to this day latched in the fertile minds of ingenious men who are the leading amateurs of our time.

The Joystick Aerial System can now be regarded as the perfect example of a purely amateur development "turning professional." Thousands of Joystick variable frequency aerial systems have been sold. The enormous number of enthusiastic testimonials that have accumulated at the Joystick factory are now in themselves calling for a separate filing room! The continuing success of the VFA has not only spread right round the world but has finally penetrated the barrier of professional and official circles. Professional bodies in the U.S.A., Europe, Africa and the Far East have ordered VFA systems for operational use and for experimental work. Security forbids the whispering of names but clearance has been given to mention the Nigerian Police and an Australian fire control organisation.

In the Scottish fishing boats which have installed the system communication with other ships and shore stations has become considerably more reliable over difficult paths.

This VFA system is a remarkable invention and its unique quality of high performance at any selected frequency from 1 M/c. to 30 M/cs.—particular from difficult locations—has radically changed the attitude of both the licensed amateur and the shortwave listener towards their aerial problems.

Each Joystick VFA system is complete with a Joymatch matching unit suitable for each type of operation.

Scottish Fishing Boats. Aerial Problems solved!
The Joystick aerial was successfully subjected to the most rigorous tests under appalling weather conditions aboard the MFV Crystal Sea OB104 and the MFV Margaret Ann OB79 out of Mallaig. Previously the old-fashioned wires had to be lowered every time the ships' derricks were used. Communication with shore stations and other ships was consistently good.

Professional bodies in the U.S.A., Europe, Africa and the Far East have ordered VFA systems for operational use and for experimental work. Security forbids the whispering of names but clearance has been given to mention the Nigerian Police and an Australian fire control organisation.

In the Scottish fishing boats which have installed the system communication with other ships and shore stations has become considerably more reliable over difficult paths.

This VFA system is a remarkable invention and its unique quality of high performance at any selected frequency from 1 M/c. to 30 M/cs.—particular from difficult locations—has radically changed the attitude of both the licensed amateur and the shortwave listener towards their aerial problems.

Each Joystick VFA system is complete with a Joymatch matching unit suitable for each type of operation.

Scottish Fishing Boats. Aerial Problems solved!
The Joystick aerial was successfully subjected to the most rigorous tests under appalling weather conditions aboard the MFV Crystal Sea OB104 and the MFV Margaret Ann OB79 out of Mallaig. Previously the old-fashioned wires had to be lowered every time the ships' derricks were used. Communication with shore stations and other ships was consistently good.
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FAMOUS ARMY SHORT-WAVE TRANSRECEIVER MK.III

This set is made up of three separate units:-(1) a two valve amplifier using a 6V6 output valve; (2) (some only) a V.H.F. transreceiver covering 229-241 Mc/s. using 4 valves; (3) the main shortwave Transmitter/receiver covering, in two switched bands, just below 2 Mc/s./4+ Mc/s. and 44-8 Mc/s. (approx. 160-37.5 metres) using 9 valves. For RT, CW and M.C.W. The receiver is superheterodyne having one R.F. stage, frequency changer, two I.F. (465 Kc/s.), Signal detector, A.V.C., and output stage. A B.F.O. included for CW or single side-band reception. Tx output valve 807, other valves octal bases. Many extras. e.g. netting switch, quick flick dial settings, squelch, etc. Power requirements LT 12 volts., HT receiver 275 volts D.C., HT transmitter 500 volts D.C. Size approx. 174. x 7f" x 1I". Every set supplied NEW in carton with a 12 pin connector and full book including circuits at only L4.10.0, carriage 15/-, with V.H.F. TX/RX 10/- extra. BRAND NEW and boxed No. 10 head and mike set (made for this set) only 15/-, post 2/6. NEW 12 volt D.C. power unit for these sets, 30/-, carriage 5/. NEW aerial tuning units 20/-, post 7/6. We make a mains 200/50 volt A.C. power unit in louvered metal case to plug direct into set power socket to run (I) receiver 70/-, post 5/-, (2) TX and RX 60/-, post 7/6. A charge of 10/- to unpack and test the receiver of these sets is made only if requested, to cover the cost of repacking set. A few second grade sets at £3, carriage 15/-, etc., as above available.

WALKIE-TALKIE MK III and CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR No. 9

This set is housed in a waterproof diecast aluminium case made by Murphy Radio for the Govt. having only reliability and quality in mind. Range 7.3-9 Mc/s. also on side of set is crystal calibrator No. 9 which gives pips on marks provided on the tuning dial. Set uses a total of 5 valves; power required LT. 4 volts D.C., KT. 100-175 volts D.C. Sets supplied in NEW or as new condition, boxed, only 50/-, carriage 10/.
EDITORIAL

Torch

As the time-cycle comes round, we are able once again to discuss the awakening of the DX bands, with the heavy increase it is bringing in amateur traffic across the world. With Ten, Fifteen and Twenty now well open for most of the time, the true pattern of radio amateur activity is becoming clear to many who, though they have held licences for four or five years, have never previously experienced such conditions. For them, it is a matter of making hay while the sun shines — which, in this particular context, it should do for another three years at least.

On the other hand, there are many experienced AT-station operators who have been through it all before — and more than once. The pattern of DX activity changes as time goes on. For the individual, this is no different from the way the pattern of life changes as the years pass. History goes on repeating itself, in the most astonishingly predictable fashion.

In our world of Amateur Radio, what does this mean? One result will be that during the next two or three years a whole new generation of DX lions will emerge, to take over from those who established the standards of the last two decades. For another result, we shall see that the very pressure on the amateur ether space will encourage a large section of the fraternity to develop an interest in quite different spheres of Amateur Radio activity — experiment, construction, UHF/VHF, to mention only a few. They, too, will gain new experiences and produce new ideas, thus making their own contribution to progress.

And there will also be a large number of happy chaps, in Amateur Radio for the fun of it, who will take things as they come, quite unconscious that they are contributing anything, and certainly with no idea that they are carrying a torch to hand on to anybody. Fortunately, they are in the majority. Indeed, it is they who make — and in the last five or six decades have consistently made — the most important contribution of all.
VERTICAL RADIATING SYSTEM
FOR TOP BAND

RESULTS OF PRACTICAL
TESTS, HORIZONTAL
AGAINST VERTICAL

It is not often that we can discuss, in connection
with such a matter as aerials for 160-metre
transmission, experiments carried out under
controlled conditions to determine the com-
parative efficiency of a vertical system. Since
the resonating of an aerial like this is as import-
ant as its construction, how to get it tuned is
also dealt with fully—Editor.

ONE frequently hears, in connection with Top
Band activity, that a particular operator is
unfortunately placed and is unable to put up a
really satisfactory aerial system for this band.
Consequently it is felt that the results of some
experiments might be of general interest—and of
particular interest to those suffering from lack of
horizontal space.

For many years practically all transmission had
been on a 270ft. end-fed aerial, some 70ft. above
ground level, and of course, there is no disputing
the fact that for DX and county-chasing, an aerial
of this size is very useful indeed on Top Band!
There are, however, many amateurs who use this
frequency just as much for local and semi-local
working, requiring a maximum radius of something
in the region of 40 miles.

For a long time the more extreme range
contacts—taking about 40 miles as "extreme" in
this context—were marred to a greater or lesser
extent by fading and phase distortion, and these
effects have also been observed quite local
distances. It had been realised that the reason for
this was interaction between the horizontal
radiation from the flat top and the vertical
radiation—or ground wave—from the feeder line.
However, matters came to a head when, during some
tests with a /M, a station some 30 miles distant, re-
ported twice the S-meter reading from the mobile's
little whip aerial at ground level to that being received
from the magnificent sky-wire, notwithstanding the
fact that double the power was going in at the
fixed station!

In other words, something quite different was
needed to produce a big signal at distances up to
30-40 miles.

Vertical Experiments

Experiments were instituted forthwith, using a
fifty-foot vertical wire strung up on to the top of
the house mast, loaded to resonance on the Top
Band frequency and fed at earth lead level.
Several interesting things happened immediately.
All stations on the fringe reported a big improve-
ment, a 30-mile distant control station giving 100%
increase and, what was even more important, both
fading and phase distortion disappeared. Moreover,
the more local stations, whilst reporting only a
moderate increase in strength, considered there to be
a definite improvement in speech quality, the inference
being that with the long-wire there had always been
some degree of phase distortion present which
although not marked was enough to put an edge on
the quality of the speech, to make it sound "not so
good."

Reception too, improved substantially, the degree
of interference from the coastal and fish-phone
stations being considerably reduced.

A fresh experiment was then started to determine
whether a more modest arrangement could be made
to give comparable results. This took the form of a
30ft. vertical assembly which could be erected and
dismantled single-handed and in a matter of only a
few minutes. It consisted of two ten-foot lengths of
Dexion steel slotted angle, bolted and electrically
bonded together, carrying a further ten-foot length
of light bamboo pole. A copper aerial wire runs
from the top of the pole down to the Dexion girder
in which it is electrically bonded.

With small egg insulators and light guy wires,
the whole affair stands on an inverted glass jar
which serves as a very adequate base insulator. The
base of the mast is connected by copper wire to the
feed-through insulator in the roof of the shack.
about fifteen feet above ground level. The all-up
weight of this array is in the region of 20lbs. and
it offers very little wind resistance, besides looking
neat and unobtrusive.

An alternative way of guying would be to
substitute nylon cord for the galvanized iron guys,
but even then egg insulators should be employed to

![Diagram of electrical arrangement for the vertical Top Band System discussed in the text.](image-url)
Introducing more unnecessary metal into the field. But might require an additional set of guys, thereby introducing more unnecessary metal into the field. At many locations it would probably be possible simply to hang the wire, with tensioning at the bottom end.

Feeding and Loading

The feed impedance at the base of a quarter-wave vertical aerial is very low—of the order of 35-50 ohms, so that power may be fed in either directly or, if more convenient, by means of co-axial cable of similar characteristics.

The natural resonant frequency of an aerial of the dimensions given here is, of course, quite high, and is in fact in the region of 7 mc, so that for Top Band operation some degree of loading becomes necessary.

At the point of entry into the shack at ceiling level the aerial is connected to a 35-turn space-wound coil on a ceramic former, having a calculated inductance of about 30µH. This by itself is inadequate but its siting helps to prevent the radiation of stray RF in the region of the transmitter. The second loading coil is of the "infinitely variable" type, as found on slider-tuned screw adjusted tuners in equipment such as the Wilcox-Gay VFO unit, but a tapped coil would serve almost as well. The maximum calculated inductance of this coil is 27µH.

Coupling

A pi-section PA plate circuit or Collins coupler is the most satisfactory way in which to match the PA output to the very low impedance of the aerial. In some cases it may be found that the pi-section constants are such that it is not possible to get down low enough to obtain a correct match. In such cases a three or four turn loop wound over the earthy end of the PA coil and connected in series with aerial and earth will prove entirely satisfactory.

Resonating the System

It is most important that this aerial system be resonated correctly into the mid-portion of the range of frequencies over which it desired to operate. If, for example, normal Top Band operation is at frequencies between 1800 and 1900 kc, then the system should be brought into resonance at about 1850 kc. This may be achieved in a number of different ways.

If the aerial system is disconnected from the tuning unit and coupled by a few turns of wire to the pick-up probe of a GDO, it should be possible with careful tuning to see the slight flick as the GDO goes through the resonant point. Alternatively, the transmitter itself can be put on lowest power—just sufficient to give an aerial current reading—and the aerial loading coil and PA tuning condenser varied together in step, whilst keeping an eye on the thermo-couple for maximum reading in terms of RF current into the system. The loading coil setting is quite critical—a turn or two either way making a measurable difference in the aerial current reading. When correctly tuned the PA loading condenser is quite flat; similar aerial current readings can be obtained with very little loading condenser in circuit, but under these conditions the setting is very sharp. This condition is to be avoided as the results at a distance will be much inferior. Fig. 1 shows the electrical layout for the experimental system. Other arrangements are, of course, practicable, the only provision being that it must be possible to resonate the system correctly.

Results by Test

Of course, the results are what matter. To check performance, a test programme was gone through with a station some 15 miles away, with the aerial resonated at 1900 kc, the bandwidth for VFO operation would be good enough over 1850-1920 kc. The dotted line shows how closely the Tx aerial current followed the S-meter reading at the distant station.

Fig. 2. With the arrangement shown in Fig. 1, resonated at a suitable Top Band frequency, these curves were plotted under practical test conditions, in co-operation with another 160m. station 15 miles away. With the system resonated at 1900 kc, the standard long wire aerial is used for txm.) It will be seen that for a band width of 140 kc—from 1800 to 1940 kc—the results obtained with the vertical are better than those from

\[ \text{Aerial current} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (kc)</th>
<th>Current (mA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 shows the electrical layout for the experimental system. Other arrangements are, of course, practicable, the only provision being that it must be possible to resonate the system correctly.
the long wire; that for a narrow band about 20 kc either side of resonance they are much better; and that there is a marked peak at actual resonance. The aerial current curve follows substantially the same shape.

It can be said that this vertical system tuned against ground shows a worthwhile gain, over quite a wide tuning range in comparison with the standard long-wire, quite apart from other advantages already enumerated. The chief of these is that the system calls only for height vertically, with enough space on the flat simply to peg out the guys.

**Effect of Top Capacity**

The next phase was to examine the effect of a capacity hat. This consisted of a copper wire hoop two feet in diameter, stiffened with six radial spokes, which was attached to the aerial at the 20ft. point. This had the interesting effect of lowering the resonant frequency by about 25 kc. A further series of measurements was then taken over the whole band and the results are shown in graph form in Fig. 3. It will be seen that the effect of the hat has been to flatten the resonant peak quite considerably and to improve slightly the general signal level as received at the distant station, over almost the whole of the band. Again, the aerial current curve follows the distant S-meter plot very closely and is at a slightly higher level. The 6 dB gain above reference signal level which covers 20 kc without the hat has now been extended to 120 kc with the hat—a very worthwhile gain where VFO operation is intended. The peak signal level also appears to be slightly better when a hat is connected.

It should be added that all test observations were made with the long wire aerial disconnected and lowered to the ground.

**Conclusions**

In cases where Top Band ranges of the order of 40 miles radius are envisaged, it would seem that compared with a long horizontal aerial much steadier and appreciably stronger signals can be expected by the use of a vertical array. The addition of a small capacity hat will give slightly better peak signals and somewhat more consistent results over almost the whole of the Top Band, without the necessity of having to re-resonate when making any normal change of frequency. Extensive tests have not been carried out at night over longer distances but a number of random contacts made at distances in the region of 200 miles have given reports about one or two S-points down as compared with the long horizontal wire.

**Fig. 3.** The test result illustrated in Fig. 2 when modified by the use of a capacity hat (top loading capacity) at the transmitting end, as explained in the text. The significance of this curve, obviously, is that the bandwidth of the transmitting system is much greater, making VFO operation practicable over a frequency range of at least 120 kc in the 160m. band. (The upward kick at 1860 kc may be disregarded, as probably being due to some local re-radiation effect.) The point of particular interest is that the 30ft. vertical system, correctly loaded and resonated, gives a better signal, at the test point 15 miles away, than a 200ft. aerial coupled in the conventional manner! Reception is similarly improved, over distances of up to 40 miles at least. It should be emphasised that all tests, for the investigations illustrated by Figs. 2 and 3, were carried out in daylight.

---

**AMATEUR RADIO IN GHANA**

According to the latest issue of 9G1 News, there are 44 licensed amateurs in Ghana. As the last licence allotted, to 9G1UB, is No. 156, it means that there has been a considerable turn-over of Ghanaian amateurs since Gold Coast permits were first issued. The two earliest still in force are No. 12, 9G1AQ (Kumasi), and No. 13, 9G1BF (Nauta-Wassaw). The hon. secretary of the Ghana Amateur Radio Society is 9G1ED, who is G3BQH, and at present home on leave in St. Helens, Lancs.
DELAY CIRCUIT WITH LONG CLOCK-OFF
FOURTY-SECOND PAUSE, FOR RELAY CONTROL

The circuit shown here can be adjusted for a delay from milliseconds to seconds, depending upon the time constants used. Basically it consists of a standard Miller time base with the addition of a relay in the anode line, having hand-switched bias on the suppressor to take the place of the synchronising pulse and DC restorer. The grid is returned to earth instead of HT, as a very linear fall of anode voltage is not required.

Operation

With S1 open, the suppressor is heavily biased negative, causing the anode current to be at zero and the anode voltage at maximum. The screen takes heavy current and the voltage is therefore low; cathode and grid are at earth potential. The relay is de-energised and the contacts are open.

When S1 is closed, the suppressor is earthed, removing the bias, and anode current starts to flow. The anode voltage falls and transfers the drop via C1 to the grid. This slides the grid back along the grid base and so reduces the anode and screen currents. The charge on C1 starts to leak away and allows the anode current to increase again. The anode voltage drops once more. The action is cumulative until the anode voltage falls to a low level and the valve takes full current. This is the normal Miller action. During this period the relay is steadily energised until it closes at a current depending upon the type of relay used.

The time that the valve takes to assume full anode current is controlled by the time constant of C1, R1 and changing these values will alter the delay time.

Practical Circuit

The values given with the circuit were found to be suitable for the EF50 and result in a delay of about 40 seconds. Any other valve can be used providing its maximum safe anode current is sufficient to close whatever relay is used. The anode load and bias may have to be altered to obtain correct operation. The bias value need not always be as high as shown, but it must be sufficient to cut the anode current off. The relay in the circuit as shown here is a Post Office Type 3000 with a pair of heavy-duty contacts added. The DC resistance is 1,650 ohms and it closes at just over 6.0 mA, with a hold-on current of 1.5 mA.

PSU Application

This circuit was worked out for a power pack feeding a universal supply panel. Its use is to delay the HT supply until the rectifier heaters are warmed up. Overload contacts could be inserted in series with S1 to cut HT if a fault should develop, so safeguarding the PSU. If S1 is tripped either accidentally or on purpose, the full delay time is effected and so the HT would flick on and off if the overload persisted. In an amateur station layout, S1 could be one set of contacts on the stand-by on-off switch, or main change-over relay.

This circuit, is an adaptation, not generally known or used, of a standard commercial arrangement. It can be applied to a variety of control circuits. For those who are experimentally minded, a power transistor could be adapted for a similar requirement.

Table of Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table of Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay Circuit Arrangement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1 = 500,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 = 1,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 = 27,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 = 6,800 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 470,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6 = 100,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can accept single-copy orders for any forthcoming issue—for posting the day before publication—if they are received two days in advance. What this means is that for the May issue, due out on April 28, we should have your remittance for 4s. by Wednesday 26th. Posting is on the Thursday, and after that we are in the hands of the Post Office, though it should ensure delivery in most parts of the U.K. by Friday 28th. A large number of readers make use of this facility—mainly, they tell us, to see the Small Advertisements soon enough for effective action. And just see what there is on pp.118-128 this month!

Annual (direct subscriber) copies are likewise posted on the Thursday morning. For a year of 12 issues, this costs 42s. post free. Orders, with remittance, to: Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
QRP TRANSMITTER FOR FOUR METRES

SIMPLE TWO-VALVE DESIGN

R. S. HEWES (G3TDR)

As in the case of the four-metre converter described in our February issue, this article also is based on material appearing in the Echelford Amateur Radio Society "Newsletter." The two units, Rx and Tx, together enable a start to be made on the 70 mc band, on which there is now a high level of activity, especially in the more populated areas of the country. It is an ideal band for local net working (with everybody involved having a crystal of the same frequency), and for mobile operation. Frequency changing is easy by the use of switched crystals.—Editor.

THIS transmitter is the companion to the 4-metre Rx converter described in the February issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE. It is a low-power job, involving only two valves, an ECF82 and an EL85 as PA. Physically, it is similar in size to the Rx unit. By crystal switching, a choice of operating frequency is possible. The EL85 in the PA can be run comfortably at 6 watts input, with plate-and-screen modulation using an external modulator (such as that you use for Top Band).

Circuit Points

V1, with either X1 or X2 and associated circuitry, functions as an overtone oscillator, with a capacity tap for the adjustment of feed-back (values as given). Crystals X1 and X2 can be either FT-243 types in the 7-8 mc region, or an HC6U miniature 3rd harmonic (overtone) crystal for some specified frequency for net working.

The V1B section of the ECF82 is inductively coupled into the neutralised PA stage V2, via L2/L3, wound on separate formers and spaced to just under an inch between centres. Test point TP2 is included in the grid circuit for setting up L2/C9 and L3/C12 to obtain optimum grid drive, which is about 1-1 mA.

On the PA side, the tank L4 consists of a centretapped coil with associated split-stator capacitor C14, to enable a neutralising condenser NC to be fitted. (This neut. device is no more than a pair of parallel wires—see table of values). Anti-phase voltages with respect to the PA anode are applied to its grid, through NC. It should be noted that the "hot method" of neutralising (with the PA on) can be used and the neut. adjustment can be made effective over the whole 600 kc of the 70 mc band.

The aerial coupling coil L5 is positioned in the centre of L4 (not quite as suggested by the diagram), and aerial reactance is tuned out by C16, 75-ohm coax being used to feed out to the beam.

For continuous monitoring of anode current, an 0-50 mA meter is included in the PA plate; this should read about 25 mA when L5 is adjusted for optimum coupling with L4. Modulation, plate-and-screen, is applied to the PA, about 5 watts of audio power being required for really full control of the carrier; for this, your Top Band modulator will do, or probably could be adapted. Total HT load is about 50 mA at 250v., maximum, and LT current 0-65 amp. for heaters parallel-fed at 6-3v.

Setting Up

Apply heater voltage and check that the valves are lighting up. With a crystal inserted in one of the switched sockets, apply HT at 250v. maximum to the ECF82 only. (The modulator socket can be left open at this stage, thus conveniently disconnecting the PA to HT). With a high-resistance voltmeter—preferably something like a 20K o.p.v. instrument on its 2-5v. range—across TP1, with its + side to chassis, adjust L1 core till a voltmeter reading of 0-75v. is obtained, corresponding to 0-75 mA through the 1K resistor, R7. Now check that when the HT is switched off and on the circuit always oscillates, i.e., that the crystal goes off easily and with certainty; if it does not, the core of L1 will have to be moved gently till correct functioning is ensured.

Now transfer the voltmeter to TP2, across R9, R12. Provided that L2/C9 and L3/C12 have been resonated near-enough by GDO, the voltmeter should indicate some grid current flow. With the coils at the recommended displacement (see coil table), touch up on C9 and C12 till the meter reads about 1-1v., indicating grid drive of 1-1 mA into the EL85.

Then apply HT to the PA (by shorting the modulator plug) having previously connected a 6v. pea-lamp across the aerial socket, as a dummy-load for tune-up purposes. With L5 inserted about one-third into L4, adjust to resonance with C14. Plate current to the EL85 should read about 20-25 mA, with the load-lamp lighting to full brilliance. Then check on the neutralising. With the neutralising capacity NC adjusted as given with the coil data, the anode current should be minimum when grid drive is maximum (1-1v. on the meter at TP2). It is when this condition is achieved that neutralising is correct. If these readings are wildly out, adjust NC by bending the grid wire side either nearer to or further from the anode end—this can be done, and it needs to be done very gently, with a pencil or a plastic trimming tool, not an insulated screwdriver—until the correct condition is obtained.

This same operation can be carried out "cold" (no HT on the PA) by swinging C14 carefully and watching the grid current, which in this case means the voltmeter across TP2. If a sensitive meter is being used, such as a Heathkit V-7AU Valve Voltmeter on the 1-5v. range, a flick of the meter needle may be seen as C14 goes through resonance. The objective is so to position the NC wires that no movement of the meter needle can be discerned as C14 goes through resonance. The PA can then be regarded as being perfectly neutralised.

Now, with HT on the PA via the modulator and the pea-lamp still acting as the dummy load, apply (about 5 watts of) modulating power. Whistling into the microphone should produce a brightening of the bulb, indicating incremental modulation. If you get decrement ("downwards") modulation, either C16 needs adjusting or you have not achieved correct neutralising of the EL85. All motions will then have to be gone through.
again, as what you have to see is a brightening of the pea-lamp under modulation. The books say “a 25 per cent increase is a measure of 100 per cent modulation.” If your Top Band modulator is giving the required 4-5 watts of audio output, there should be no difficulty about getting increment modulation when the PA is correctly neutralised.

(Incidentally, in case somebody is saying, “Why do I need 4-5 watts of audio for a 6-watt carrier input,” the answer is that on VHF it is found that in practice rather more audio power than the usually-accepted “50 per cent of DC input” is required for full modulation. Though it has never been fully explained, this is probably due to the fact that as the frequency goes up, it begins to relate to electron speed within the valve and its associated circuitry. In the present context we need take it no further than saying that by the time you get to 145 mc, the two-metre band, something like 80 watts of audio is needed to swing 100 watts of DC carrier to give the appearance of full modulation at that power input. Whatever the theory may propose, this is the fact.—Editor.)
Air Testing

While correct procedure is to use a reflected power meter to make sure that full RF is going into the aerial, if you have a resonant array outside—such as a 4-ele Yagi proportioned for the four-metre band—you should be able to take it that reasonable radiating efficiency is being achieved.

The transmitter as described here has been in use at G3TDR for some months, and many favourable reports have been received, with contacts up to 25 miles or so. The beam at G3TDR (Staines, Middx.) is a 4-ele Yagi at 34 ft. This Tx is now being used as it stands to drive a 6146 RF amplifier to 50 watts. The EL85 will push this PA hard enough to produce with ease 4 mA through 22K in the 6146 grid, representing 88v. r.m.s. The advantages of this approach are obvious—bags of drive without having to fight for it, two more tuned circuits at 70 mc helping to reduce unwanted harmonic radiation, and of course a much bigger signal.

Finally

While construction can be in any reasonable form or shape, the G3TDR version of the QRP rig described here is built on a chassis about 7in. by 4in. with a 2in. sub-space. Front and rear panels 7in. by 3in. enable the whole thing to be turned upside down without damaging anything in the upper-chassis space. The front panel carries the meter, centrally mounted, the crystal switch and the PA tank. The rear panel has the aerial socket in line with the tank coil, and L5 is connected directly to the Ae. socket and C16. On the rear drop of the chassis are the heater and HT supply inputs and the modulator socket. All other components are accommodated sub-chassis. If these general principles are followed, the circuit can be built up in the sequence suggested by the circuit layout.

USEFUL CW ABBREVIATIONS

While CW operating procedures have an established catalogue of abbreviations well known to all who are competent on the key, there are still a number of shortenings which are hardly ever listed and are seldom used. Two examples are “C,” for “Yes” (C=S=Yes), and “SN” for “Understood” (which is a little different, in exact shade of meaning, from “R”). These abbreviations and others like them were freely used among the telegraphists of earlier days, when large volumes of traffic were moved by hand keying. There seems no reason why such abbreviations should not be adopted in amateur CW communication today, so it would be interesting if our telegraphist-readers could fill the list out for us. (Note: Need it be said that we know the Q-Code and the Z-Code and all the commonly-used shortenings. What we want are more like “C” and “SN.”)

CHICHESTERN-AND HIS RADIO

With the attention of the world on Sir Francis Chichester and his Gypsy Moth IV, naturally among radio men there is also keen interest in his arrangements for communication. For that part of his voyage from Sydney to Cape Horn, he kept a regular twice-weekly schedule (when it was possible) with ZLW, Wellington, New Zealand, which has 5 kW RT frequencies in the 8, 13 and 17 mc marine bands. Choice of frequency would depend upon the position of Gypsy Moth IV and the time of day, and the necessary transmit-receive channels would be pre-set.

This all sounds easy enough. But the distances between Sydney and the Horn are considerable, radio conditions have not been too good in the Southern Hemisphere—and, apart from all that, it can too often happen that when sked time comes round, the boat is in heavy weather, with everything on the move, and the radio has to be operated “up side down,” with one hand for the rig and the other for oneself. A sudden lurch and you can be flung across the cabin, with the gear on top of you. (It has happened to your A.I.F., often enough, even if not under quite such strenuous circumstances!)

The South American coast stations—though nearer to Chichester’s last reported position—are difficult to work from seaward in the Cape Horn area because of the peculiar screening effects caused by the Andes, to say nothing of the language difficulty. (Could you talk coherent Spanish while everything about you was in turmoil?)

For the Atlantic leg, he would probably do best with Cape Town Radio, ZSL, also with 5 kW R/T frequencies in the 8, 13 and 17 mc marine bands. Later, he might be able to work Rugby Radio direct, on the long-range HF R/T service via Baldock or Bearley, for which purpose several suitable frequencies are available.

ARMY R.209 Mk.I/Mk.II—FM RECEPTION

We are informed by a reader, just out of Royal Signals, that, being very familiar with the Army’s range of receivers, he can say that the Mk. II version was never actually manufactured with the FM facility, though this is (somewhat misleadingly) engraved against the function switch. The R.209/Mk. II operates from 12v. DC. On the other hand, the R.209 Mk. I, designed for 6v. DC input, does have the FM facility.

“CALL BOOK” AND “RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK”

By about the time this appears we should have in stock the Spring Edn. of the Radio Amateur Call Book, in the U.S.-only version at 51s. 6d., and DX Listing, 31s. 6d.—or the two together, covering some 400,000 of the world’s known amateurs (by country, with callsign, name and address) at £3 18s. 6d. post free. The U.K. section in the Spring “DX Listings” version will be the latest and most up-to-date available in print.

Also in stock any time now will be the latest, 1967, edition of the ARRL Radio Amateur Handbook, the recognised guide to the subject, which for more than 40 years has been the radio amateur’s standard reference and vade-mecum. It costs 44s. in the paper-cover version and 54s. in the hard-back “library edition,” post free (contents are the same in both). Orders, with remittance, should be put in right away for the Call Book and the ARRL Handbook, as stocks are necessarily limited to the estimated demand. Publications Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
CONVERTING TO LINEAR AMPLIFICATION

FROM A PARALLEL 807 PA

Those who, going in for SSB, already have an existing PA which may consist of a pair of 807's in parallel (a very popular type of RF final amplifier) might be interested in this "conversion" of just such a PA stage to work on either SSB, CW or AM phone.

Assuming the usual 600-700 volts HT and the need to economise in construction time and parts (to say nothing of avoiding duplication on the PA side), the only additional power items required for this conversion are a 300-volt stabilised supply (this is not a "must," but it is desirable) and a source of fixed bias; this is necessary for the SSB linear amplifier circuit considered here.

Considerations

It was thought desirable that CW working and high-level AM operation should continue to be available on the existing PA (in case the SSB approach was not a success!). Because a separate speech amplifier and VFO-driver unit were already in use, the SSB exciter would have to replace these as the drive source. As an additional economy, the speech amplifier stages in the SSB exciter are also used for the modulator drive when on AM phone.

The transmitter can now be visualised as a band-switched PA using a pair of 807's in parallel, with clamper control plus external grid bias, driven by a multiplier unit which in this case happens to use Labgear wide-band couplers—see Fig. 3. For AM, this PA is modulated in the usual way by two 807's in zero bias Class-B, with appropriate power supply. The additional item on the PA unit itself is the "function" switch, connected as shown in Fig. 2. This can be a surplus item and should have plenty of contacts.

What was required was that this PA should be either (a) driven AM or CW, or (b) driven SSB.

Circuit Arrangement

The circuit of Fig. 1 is representative of almost any parallel-807 arrangement, whatever form of grid exciting connection may be used. This is modified to Fig. 2, in which the negative grid voltage is applied in the SSB position of the "function" switch, and set by the 10,000-ohm potentiometer R2. This adjustment should be such that standing current in the 807 PA is 35 mA when un-driven. (When switching over to CW or AM phone, R2 must be readjusted to give the correct grid current under normal operating conditions.)

Resistor R1 helps to stabilise the input impedance when working in the SSB mode and has no significant effect when using CW or AM phone.

The Labgear wide-band coupler unit was itself modified to the arrangement shown overleaf—by winding link turns on the cold end of the grid coil for each band and fitting an additional wafer at the end of the existing band-change switch. These links are brought out to a socket into which the SSB exciter can be plugged; when it is removed,
Fig. 3. If a Labgear wideband coupler is being used in the Tx, it can be modified as shown here for the injection of SSB drive. With a single-pole 5-way wafer switch for S2, the link windings, made of p.v.c. insulated wire, can be: L1, four turns; L2, three turns; L3, two turns; L4, two turns; and L5, one turn.

the PA can be used for CW or AM operation in the ordinary way, with the “function” switch in the appropriate position.

Under SSB conditions, the 35 mA standing plate current in the 807 PA increases to 200 mA or so with full SSB drive. The HT unit should be capable of supplying this order of current with good regulation.

LONDON SSB DINNER

Further to the note on p.739 of the February issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, those interested in this function—which takes place on Saturday, May 20, at the Royal Garden Hotel, Kensington High Street, London, W.8—are reminded that their bookings, at 75s. per head, should be made with: N. A. S. Fitch, G3FPK, 79 Murchison Road, London, E.10. (Tel. LEYtonstone 6700.)

This is the Park Air Electronics Model 50Z VHF transmitter-receiver, designed and introduced by F. K. Parker, G3FUR, a newcomer to the commercial field in this particular sphere—that of ground-air communication. His 50Z Tx/Rx covers the 118-136 mc aircraft band, single-channel by choice of xtal frequency, and gives 8 watts RF power out. The receiver side is double-conversion, also operating single-channel. The Rx features include variable squelch control, the squelch lifting off with a signal input of one microvolt, and a signal-to-noise ratio of better than 10 dB at 2 microvolts input over the whole tuning range. The 50Z is a complete ground-station installation for direct or remote control and meets all requirements of the official specification for such equipment intended for aircraft working. It is supplied complete with aerial system and p-t-t microphone.
COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS

E. P. Essery, G3KFE

Once in every few years it becomes necessary to report on activities of a nature which make one wonder if the game of chasing DX is becoming a mania. Older followers of this piece will remember the sordid affair of the "ST2UU" calls, which ended up with some folk losing as many as 14 countries from their "confirmed" score overnight. Now the problem seems to be coming up again, this time in connection with the much-heralded ZA expedition. It seems clear that if sn. and his "expedition" to Albania were no more than QRM. A pirate is one thing—after all the poor bob is probably a pirate because he lacks the wit to obtain a legitimate call, and hence one can at least understand his frustration coming out as piracy, or even plain QRM—but the owner of a perfectly legitimate call who, out of sheer exhibitionism, comes up from the home QTH using a rare DX prefix, is one stage lower than a pest.

And now, just to cap it all, we hear that ARRL have put out a nine-page report regarding the operations of W9WNV from various places; lack of authorisation for operation from K1MP/KC4, and VU2WNV, and log discrepancies in respect of FK7ZP, VQ9A/A, VQ9A/D, and 1M4A are alleged, and until further notice no further credit will be given by ARRL for any DX-pedition by Don.

To be fair, it has to be said that the problem would seem to be one of unprincipled operators trying to "fiddle" rather than check them; and in any case where the logs are retransmitted from the DX station to his QSL manager, there is more than a likelihood of errors creeping in, to say nothing of the inevitable misloggings at the DX-station end, the optimists' one-way QSO's and the general liddery that lives around the outskirts of any real DX pile-up. The only real check against all this is the vigilance of the DX-station operator and his manager when the cards come to be written out. Perhaps the solution is a general tightening-up in the definition of a QSO, to slow the pace of operations down to a rate where the errors are greatly reduced. After all, as we have said before, the lids are always with us, and most of them can't help it—poor souls! But the presence of the lids is no reason for letting the Wide Boys get away with it. (Now, has anyone got a Good Book?)

Around the Bands—Ten Metres

At the top of the pile this month is G2DC (Ringwood) who makes a welcome reappearance after a period of relative inactivity. As Jack says, since he has been able to look over the bands again, conditions have been pretty fair all round, with abundant DX. As far as Ten is concerned, and indeed all the bands, the period 0700 to 0830 has been distinctly forthcoming on most mornings. Jack mentions a couple of "dud" days, one on the morning of the CQ Top Band Contest, and the other, also a Sunday morning, was during the first leg of the ARRL CW contest. As for the results of his efforts, nothing too exotic, but VE7EH is considered worth a mention.

A user of both CW and AM Phone on 10 metres is G3VWD (Coalville), who seems to have been enjoying himself. On CW, Terry mentions UA9's, TA2AC, O51LX, ZS1 and 2, UL7's, EL2Y, LU3EX, 9J2RO, and VU2WB, with YA3TNC coming under the heading of "escaped." As for the telephony side of things, VE1 to 7, all W call areas, including the first W6 and W7 contacts for G3VWD on this particular band; 5N2's, CR6, U18AGG, UA9, and a contact with VE3DRD/AM over Lake Ontario as a savoury. First 10-metre contacts for him with Alabama and Delaware in addition seem to suggest that, all in all, Terry is having fun.

Up there in Inverness, GM3IAA has also been giving Ten a going-over, and remarks that on March 5 the band was still holding up as late as 2100; Jim himself got a W2 and W3 back to CQ calls after 2045. Oddly enough DM3IGY (the beacon on 28-000 mc) was only just readable at 1900. The previous day, Jim worked one of the best "drifters" to be reported this side of the Iron Curtain, in the form of a ZS who started each over on 28003, slid down past DM3IGY and clean out of the band at 27999 kc, returning to the higher frequency at the commencement of each over! This was followed by a batch of W's and V59AR, who reported him as the strongest G on the band. An interesting one among the W's was 3C2AKQ/W7, located in Seattle, and ex-G3DHF.

G3PQF makes a welcome reappearance in this piece, and says he has now received his garden, with a suitable set of radials duly built-in. As a result, Dave has been having a little dabbling on 10 metres, particularly during the contests, and on March 11 his breakfast was completely ruined by VK2FU, JA1OYT, and 9V1NY eluding him in quick succession—what an awful way to start the day! (But it shows what is about on 28 mc these days.)

Misfortunes never come singly, and the second one in the chain befell G3GIQ (London, W.5) who arose one morning to find the beam and mast splattered all over the garden—no mechanical failure, but merely a guy-wire not strained up tight enough, and the gale did the rest. Henry is therefore reduced to a 95-foot wire with tuned feeders for all bands, which in turn means only
the exciter can be fired up, and hence he is not getting quite the reports he used to; but on the other hand, he has been agreeably surprised to find out just how well he has been doing! The pick of the month on Ten was TG9EP.

As far as G3NOF (Yeovil) was concerned, things seemed to be looking up last month, with the band opening as early as 0730, and going on until as late as 2130. HR1KS, VK5EK, all U.S. call areas including W7AYY in Arizona, and ZD8RD, all get special mention by Don. During the ARRL Phone Contest, he called "CQ Contest" a couple of times and was almost overwhelmed in the avalanche of responses; as he says "No wonder the DX stations have trouble copying callsigns!"

That renegade from the VHF's—A. J. Devon, no other—was heard lining up his victims on the Sunday of the ARRL CW Contest, and shooting them down at the rate of about seven to a CQ call at odd times between 1100 and 1900z. Interesting, because A.J.D. is an exponent of the half-size version of the G5RV, and this aerial—which is so often adopted by people who say they "have no room for anything"—is used, in conjunction with another identical one at about right-angles, to give world-wide coverage and a fine signal.

**Eighty Metres**

G2DC took a distinctly good view of this one when said that on some occasions during the period under review he was not sure which of the bands between 3.5 and 28 mc he would say was "giving" best. As he says, admitted most of the stuff has been W, but mainly Middle West and Western areas, and hence, classifiable as DX; the occasional ZL has also been heard.

GM3KLA (Haroldswick, Unst, Shetland) has been digging quite deeply and has excavated much of interest. Bill quotes such items as VK5KO (3502 kc, 2008 GMT), ZL4IE (3503 kc at 0800), UF6, OY2H, ZB2AM, 4X4MR, VO1AW, LXB2BQ, and OH2NL, all as a result of pounding brass.

Also in Haroldswick is GM3SVK, who remarks on the signal from VK5KO, and ZL4BO, but Fred considers his "catch of the month" to have been 6W8CD.

GM3AA (Inverness) does not seem to have spent a lot of time on 80m., but nevertheless has a contact with W2 and UV3 to show for his efforts.

Coming down South, we hear from G3VOK (Luton), who has been deserting his old stamping ground on 160mc, since he acquired a Heathkit DX-40U, which has been set to work on the same 300-foot wire; many W stations (and VE's, of course) have been brought to book, with PY2CHM as the best DX on the band in the three weeks between firing up the transmitter and the date of his letter—not bad going for Eighty, and with a small Tx, too.

A man who counts his blessings is G4OU, who regards himself as being lucky insofar as a disability restricts his operating to between 1000 and 1400 GMT, when the QRM is not so heavy as at, say, weekends. He uses a half-sized G5RV aerial for his forays on the HF bands, to which he has recently returned after a long period.

Eighty is a band that has provided its full quota of interest for G3VWC (Bishops Stortford); Andrew mentions a weirdie signing HRA7GA/MM, name of Frank, and said to be in the m.v. "Laissez Faire," using an HQ-170 receiver and an 807 PA stage. In the way of "good" stuff, he had VE8MA.

A new correspondent to this piece (who forgot to give his QTH) is G3VYF, who lives in a flat somewhere in North London, we gather from our spies, and hence has to go to various odd expedients to get his RF out to the world at large. Nevertheless the Cerad A7.5 transmitter, coupled to the trusty old AR88 and this odd aerial, seems to have been doing its stuff. On 80m., the pick of the crop for his QRP was WA1CCT, and many Europeans.

Although G3VPS (Wartling) has worked his fair share of the DX he has been spending more of his time preparing for a change, not too far distant, when G3MOJ returns to the fold and reclaims the Viceroy transmitter. To that end G3VPS has acquired a 19 Set, and so far it has been persuaded to cover the whole of Top Band, and to produce 30 watts of power on 80 and 40 metres, from a separate AC power-pack. The corollary to the proposition is, of course, that aerials for the LF bands have now to be erected.

A late report from G3TLX (Edgware) arrived just too late for incorporation in last month's piece; Ron has been spending quite a bit of time on Eighty, and found thereon 5AITY, W's and VE's, plus UD6, UJ8, UA9, all on the key.

Some nice DX on the band is reported by G3TWV (Newark), who used SSB for his contacts. In particular, George mentions 3C1FZ/JS, EP2BQ, K7UIT/9A1, ZC4AK, VE's, V9's, and ZD3G as being worthy of note.

**The Tabular Matter**

This is up to date, and the Tables are being shown as space permits; however, we have only four entries for the Five-Band Table (New Cycle) which is a little disappointing, and as low as three entries for the Zonal-And-Countries affairs, which does not seem to be very popular, as yet.

---

### TOP BAND LADDER (G3U-- and G3V-- stations only)

**Starting Date, January 1, 1966**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Counties</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G3UTS</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3VMW</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM3UUL</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3USBW</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3VES</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW3UZ</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3VMK</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3VOK</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3VLT</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UXP</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW3VPL</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3VGR</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3VMQ</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UJS</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3USE</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UVT</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UGK</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3VSL</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UGF</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UMK</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UCS</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3VX</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3VYF</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Five-Band Table will be retained for the moment, but as for the other one, we will replace it with a different effort, still based on Zones for the scoring.

Looking at the panel on p.92, the Zones are given a points-rating in accordance with the distance each Zone is from Zone 14, in which the U.K. is situated. To find which country is in what Zone, the SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE DX Zone Map, and the associated list (which appeared in our November, 1966, issue) will be taken as the standard.

The bands will be 7/14/21 mc; on each band add up the points for each Zone until you have the lot, when you will have a score of 872 points per band (See Zone scoring system) and then you can start again. Each Zone can be scored only once in each "set" of Zones, and each band will be scored separately. In addition, the Countries Total since the starting date for each band will be shown, so that the final Table will have headings as given at foot here (which is how you show your score). Thus we can see that this (mythical!) G3KFE score implies that on 21 mc we have hooked all the Zones and are part-way towards a second lot and it took about ten weeks for the first WAZ to be completed so that we could start the second one. Starting date will be January 1, 1967—and as many entries as possible, please, as soon as possible.

Forty Metres

Quite a pile of letters to sort through and comment on this time. G3VPS, with the Viceroy has had contacts on CW with TA, UA9, H1, YV, and W5. Particularly noteworthy was an encounter with W4JCI, who has a beautiful fist and very rarely slips up with his keying—makes you feel ashamed of your own fist when you realise this chap is 80 years old. Long may W4JCI be around on the bands.

G3VWC has now managed 22 countries on 7 mc CW in the month under review; thanks to the Idiots' Lantern, the HF bands are out for him in TV hours, but at least a taste of the DX can be found on Forty!

G4OU (Sheerness) has found the 7 mc band quite rewarding, and booked JA6YB, VK3MO, VK2AVA, VP6KL, PY7ACS, CN8BV, CN8AW, OX3BX, and ZB2AJ. On the other hand GM3IAA only offers one contact on this band other than W, namely 7X0.

One supposes that the lads in Shetland, GM3SVK and GM3KLA, must have come to some amicable form of "band planning"—any way they both report on 7 mc! Taking Bill, GM3KLA first, we find VP9BY, HI3PC, 6W8CD, UA0TD, UF6VA, and KV4CI. GM3SVK was on the band for a short time, but contrived to find CM2QN, TF5TP, VK7SM, W7SFA, VP2's, VP9's, with HI8, HK, and JA getting away. Fred admits the VK7SM contact was not a chance one on the band, but the result of a series of skeds—nevertheless it is a good contact.

One suspects that G3TLX has not been working them as easily as usual during the month covered in his report—he castigates the band as "useless, especially the first 20 kc, and often the whole allocation." Nevertheless, his contacts on the useless band are worth mentioning: W, VE, YN1CJD, 5A1ITY, H17, CN8, TA1SK, 4X4, VQ9AR, (which Ron regards as the best of the
bunch), and K0Luz/KV4.

General DX is the opinion of G2DC; he mentions W6's as being two a penny in the mornings; VK2, 3, and 4, all at good strength; and the star of the band—KH6GEW, who has been peaking to S7 around 0800z.

Twenty Metres

G3VPS is reporting the odd contact on SSB as well as CW, XE, VE5 and VE7 being the best on the former mode and VS9 on the latter. On the other hand, G4OU is all on Phone, and reports a crop of such length that we can only select—but how to select, that's the rub!—as they are all goodies. VP8AO/P/0X in Greenland, sitting on a glacier which they calculated to be 1500 feet thick; 3CR8CS, at Alert, 400 miles from the North Pole; VR's, ZL's, PY's and YY's, JX3, W's and much interest besides, all on the J-G5RV, at a height of 20 feet. To get the power into this, G4OU has it balun-matched into a Z-match aerial coupler, with the usual items such as SWR meter around, to ensure that everything that can be done is done to make up for what might be any lack of potency of his skywire—and the policy appears to be paying dividends!

It is the early bird that catches the worm, and on February 14, GM31AA was looking for "worms" on Twenty; as a result of the unaccustomed early rising VK2IC fell into the crop, and gave Jim his first VK contact from GM31AA. This has enabled him to acquire his fourth lot of the only certificates he considers worth keeping, namely WAC and WBE, the others having been gained when signing VS2AF, VS1AA, and VS2AA. Two former were claimed 'way back in the early thirties. For the book, Jim mentions a station signing SP4KDM, calling a WD2RD (!) with a genuine, real-McCoy-type spark signal. Another one that gave him the shudders, with the most fiendish chirp heard since World War One, was from YO2KCB. Your E.P.E. heard this one, too, and would fully agree—he could not even be sure that his reading of the call was correct until about the fourth time of trying.

GM3SVK has contrived to spend quite a lot of time on CW on Twenty, particularly during the latter part of the period, and found something at just about any time of the day or night. The period 0500-0700 would bring in the UAO and Eastern Zones, then up to lunchtime Europe waking up, with DX lurking underneath. Afternoons brought in such things as VK, JA, 9V1, VR2, W6 and W7, followed a little later by KL7, HK, YY, ZP, LU, and VP8 until about 2100z, with W6 and W7 still there and the East Coast W's easy. Nevertheless, Fred offers his prize of the month as UA1KED in Franz Josef Land, right inside the Arctic Circle. Other relatively choice specimens included CR71Z, HK3AVK, HL9KB, JA's, KH6, KP4, KL7, OX3Z0, PZ, TF5TP, TI1PZ, UA0KAE (North Pole station, in Zone 19), VE8ZZ in Zone 1, VU's, VK2BRJ/9 and others. Nothing to get excited about, the man says!

Another who reports Twenty open whenever he tried was G3N0F (Yeovil) who found it giving as early as 0700 and as late as 0100. Don says that although the long path to VK-ZL-JA-KR6 is open around 0800, the European signals from DL, SM, LA and OH were also strong, which phenomenon he does not recall having occurred at the same period in the last sunspot cycle. This your scribe would dispute, as he remembers well the same comment being made then—one would suspect that everyone who has seen a sunspot cycle right through and is on his second or third one tends to remember the good and forget the bad. In addition, one would suspect that the number of the European stations who are classifiable as DX-QRM has increased proportionately to the number of G's and DX stations. (Clearly, the best thing to do is blame it all on the Government!). Among the DX worked, Don mentions several VS9A's; it will not be long ere this part of the world gains the status of "rare DX" by the look of things political. Others mentioned by G3N0F are VK9CR on 14180 kc SSB, VK90X, VK9XI (Christmas Is.), and VP5AB.

In spite of the problem of the aerial, G3GIQ seems to have kept up with the hunt, both on Sideband and CW; the latter mode yielded UI8LC, while the former produced KV4, PZ1CF, VP2AA and 'GAI, also 9M2PO (Malacca).

Although G2DC has been on over 20 metres, and agrees with the general view as to the good conditions, he makes very little comment in the way of mentioning specific contacts, other than VK8HA, also a QSO with 6W8CD on all five bands—6W8CD being, of course, our old friends Lloyd and Iris Colvin, who have been on from the QTH or 6W8DX at the top of a six-storey building. Their programme at present seems to call for operation from TZ and ZD3 after a call at 5T5. All QSL cards must be sent to the Yasme QSL Bureau.

G3VOK (Luton) has been sampling the joys of DX on the HF bands, using a ground-plane to hook CM2, VU2, VK, ZL, and JA, all of which were new countries—not so dusty for the first three weeks on Twenty!

The activity from G3VDW (Coalville) shows that Terry has not lost his touch with the brass yet—he is now up to 116C overall with 80 of these countries on 20 metres. During the period he reviews in his letter he mentions 5A2, UA9's, ZL, YY5, G5FMP/W1, DU1OR (for

FIVE-BAND DX TABLE
(New Cycle)

Starting date: January 1, 1967

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>28 mc</th>
<th>21 mc</th>
<th>14 mc</th>
<th>7 mc</th>
<th>3.5 mc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G3JAR</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM3SVK</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM3JDR</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1GTR</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Placings this month are based on the "Countries" column.
a new country and Zone) and VU2FN, which also represented a new one.

Both Phone and CW are used by GM31DR (Golspie) who says that SSB yielded QSO’s with HV3SJ, MP4TBO, VU2WNV, VK and ZS, while his longer list for CW includes ZS’s, 9H1AE, V9APB, VU2WNV, OY7ML (nice to hear Martin around) UJ8, UM8, UI8, UW9GU, 6W8CQ and others.

Straight from two years of the relative peace and quiet—his description!—to the rat-race on Twenty, is the story G3TKN (Wirral) has to relate. In the process Vincent had more than a fair share of gremlins in the rig, by way of power supplies blowing up (my, don’t those electrolytics pong!), parasitics in the PA, an aerial that would not show a decent VSWR, and, to cap it all, the receiver went on strike. Incidentally, the rig is 30 watts into a Command transmitter, to a ground-plane, receiving on a Command Rx used as a converter into the CR-100 as a tunable IF strip.

Just to round off the story comes G3UOL, who is very much in favour of contests as a means of working DX for the less-potent station—such as he himself claims to own!—his point being that in a contest, people do not pile-up so much on to the rare DX, whose points-value is very rarely as high as his DX value. Even if he is, people finding a queue waiting for a QSO will tend to go away and earn a few bread-and-butter points, meanwhile keeping an eye on the DX frequency to see when the time is opportune for a contact without too much lost time. G3UOL has FG7XL, FH8CE, FR7ZD, XW8BS to offer this month—no prizes for guessing which ones came to the surface in the R.E.F. Contest!

Fifteen Metres

The fifteen-metre allocation has also received its fair share of attention this month, and again the general consensus seems to be that business has been distinctly brisk, to put it mildly.

G4OU opens the batting this time, and mentions VK9DJ, JA2HYA, and 9M6NQ. Taking it all in all, that aerial certainly does get out on all the bands on which it is set to work. Similarly, in the "short report" fashion on this particular band, is GM31AA who mentions only SV0WLL, unusual up there, W6 and W7.

On the other hand GM35VK has a long list of CW on Fifteen. He found that the period to about 1000z gave JA’s, with VK’s from then till noon. After lunch a few Africans, followed by the East Coast W’s, until by early evening one would find W6 and W7, giving way to stations in South America and the Caribbean. For a sample of the brew, consider F8TT/FC, FL8RA, EP2HB, KR6, KV4, MP4MAW, PY, UA0, UM8, VK’s, VP2, VS6, 6W8CD, 9V1NY.

A pity that TVI afflicts G3NOF, but in spite of this Don was able to get across the pond many times, and also to latch on to JA’s and 9G1DY; frustrating it is to know that the DX is on the band and all one can expect to work is the TV set, with a report of S9!

Henry of G3GIQ seems always to offer a list of SSB stations and one CW item for each band. This month is no exception, and the solitary CW offering is UL7NH, with FH8CE, HK3ABJ and 'AXW, JA’s, KR6’s, HS1NO, KL7, VK9, U8AE, 9G1DY, all booked in with the microphone. Not so G2DC, who uses just the one mode, and this month mentions only one callsign—HM5BZ.

On now to G3TWV, who has a regular sked with MP4TBO; in

By sheer chance, another lighthouse picture this time! Here we see GW3UUZ, "Andy the Light," of Nash Point Lighthouse, Llantwit Major, Glamorganshire, between Barry and Porthcawl. Andy, who remarks that the contract for trimming his ginger beard is given out twice a year (!), first became interested in Amateur Radio in 1960, whilst on a posting to the Longships Lighthouse off Land’s End, where one of the other keepers was a keen SWL. Andy started with nothing but enthusiasm and, by study during his off-watch periods, got his R.A.E. pass and through the Morse test by August 1965, having been entirely self-taught. Because nobody previously had applied to operate from a lighthouse, much paper-work and negotiation had to be gone through before the GPO would issue the licence. As we all now know, the LF bands are the main interest at GW3UUZ, and Andy has done very well with the DX on 160 metres. He uses the 130ft. lighthouse tower for one end of his aerial!
addition, on February 19, XW8BJ, a couple of KR6's, and a brace of VK's were all raised in short order. Long and short paths were open simultaneously at the time, yet oddly enough, locals as near as 12 miles away heard nothing, due to rain static on all bands.

As far as 21 mc is concerned, not much escaped the eagle ear of GM3JDR, although his SSb list is admittedly a bit shorter than the CW one. To take the latter first, just about all the important stuff mentioned by everyone else is to be seen, plus F8RXX, WB2PKZ/VP9, VS9HRV, K16FRI at 1918z, and a couple of W7's, W7JKP and K7CO, both in Montana, who were found at 2100z. As for the SSb: EP2GH, YA5RG, PJ5BC, CR4, JA's, ZC4's, UW9's, VK's, and EA8FG.

Nice to hear again from G3UOL (Coventry), who believes that "a shy call from the wings during a contest" is the way to hook the rare stuff that normally would not bother with him—but your E.P.E. is ready to take a small bet that the majority of Bill's DX was won the hard way! For the month under review, he mentions VK2's, VS6FS, and Q95FV, all found during the lunch-time period.

Top Band Doings

Always lots and lots of correspondence here, and this month is no exception, so we will have to be as brief and to the point. It is a trifle unexpected to think of G31AR (Sevenoaks) in the 160-metre context, but Mike takes up GM31AA's comment last month regarding his GM-9H1 contact. Mike was ZB1AR in March 1950, and at that time he worked GM3ATV and G3NT—both on March 12, 1950. Mike also says he is not sure whether these two were in fact all-time firsts. In his turn, GM31AA points out an error last month, where your scribe tried to make, in the penultimate paragraph of col. 3 on p.22, January 5 into a Sunday—we should have said February 5!

The letter from GM3VSK makes only a brief mention of 160 metres, in connection with both W1BB/l and WHGT roaring in at S89, but both Gotaway. However it is fair comment that in the London area quite a few people have been amazed at the strength of the signal Fred lays down of late—that inverted-Vee is doing a good job.

Another rarity on Top Band to report, albeit very briefly, is G2DC, who came on for the CQ Top Band Contest and worked three W's, a VO1, and a total of fourteen countries, during the event. A most interesting report came in during the month from UA6AJ (Armavir). Using an AR88, Yuri heard, in November, GD3TNS at S89 on the 15th, G3RPB at S89 on the 19th, and GD3TNS again on the 21st, this time at S69. On December 6, between 0105 and 0225 MSK, the following U.K. stations were logged:—G3RRJ (S69), G3VVM (S59), G3UKG (579), G3UMB (559), G3SWW (S69), G3TKF (579), G3RPB (S89), G3SZA (599), G3MY1 (589) and G3VOK (559). Just for the record, Armavir is about 1900 miles from London, due east, and the path is virtually all over land, so it is pretty fair going for Top Band. MSK time is four hours ahead of GMT, so the reports were all on transmissions made between about 2000 and 2230 GMT.

As already mentioned, G3VOK was heard by UA6AJ; since then Brian has worked VO1FB, and pushed his score to 60 counties and 14 Countries, before he got on the HF bands.

A quick starter off the mark is G3YVF—Mike started on December 20, and has already 13 countries, including VO1FB, and W1BB, and has the QSL cards to prove it! As for counties, he is not sure of his total, but 26 are confirmed so far.

Andy the Light—(GW3UUZ)—is a little cross this month, because he missed out on 6W8CD and 5H3KK, both of whom were coming in at good strength to him. However, his biggest gripe is that, as a result of his duties at Nash Point Lighthouse, he is on most days from 1400, calling CQ, and only working the odd mobile or semi-locals like G3SED or G3BEC, although he can often hear G stations obviously working their locals with the gain controls turned down.

G3VSL (Southampton) has an amendment to his Table entry to make, which gives him quite a lift in both Counties and Countries; so also does G3VLT (Orpington), who rises mainly as a result of a careful realignment of his TCS receiver and the addition of a Q-multiplier.

On the Countries front we hear from G3RPB (London, N.3) that he has, since the last time he wrote, raised 9V1LP, ZDJ8, H18XAL, W1FZJ/KP4, 5H3KK; also all W districts with the exception of 5, 6, and 7, albeit K5JVF and W5MCO were heard.

Incidentally, our statistician G3IDG says that according to his records 96 countries are, or have been, possible on Top Band. And this allows for changes of prefix, i.e., whether you have Malta as ZB1 or 9H1, it still counts as one country.

After last month's lack of success, the tide seems to have turned for G3VLX (Sidcup), although nothing startling is made in the way of claims. Deryck missed out on his sked with 9H1AE, and was called by an HB9, who he ignored; this he now regrets as he thinks the HB9, who was heard by, and hearing 9H1AE, was trying to QSP.

G3UVL (Dunbartonshire) wants to know where the county of Herefordshire is hiding—he only lacks this and Rutland to close the book on G counties.

A sufferer in last month's gentle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone Worked</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score points</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone Worked</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>26</th>
<th>27</th>
<th>28</th>
<th>29</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>31</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>33</th>
<th>34</th>
<th>35</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>37</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>39</th>
<th>40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score points</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
breezes was G3UJS, who lost one leg of his V-beam. Dave had a contact with an "HB9AFM" one afternoon about which he is vastly suspicious. However, the details quoted agree exactly with the Call Book, so either it is a genuine daylight QSO or some joker is a rather more thorough pirate than usual.

From GW3PMR we hear the sad news that he is now QRT, working for his Ph.D., and when that is over Alan hopes to go to VK-land, about this time next year, and will be back on the air from there.

A strictly 10-watt man is Howard of G3VES (Luton), and he mentions and will be back on the air from there. VK-land, about this time next year, working for his Ph.D., and when sad news that he usual. rather more thorough pirate than suspicious.

This month’s letter from G3VMQ (Burgess Hill) commences by admitting that the earlier prediction in last month’s piece that things would be quieter did not come true! Phil then goes on to note some of the Top Band DX heard from his place. Comparing the various lists that have come to hand, it seems that this season all the W call areas were heard in this country. Phil's own contribution is a report on the reception of WA6ATY (San Francisco) heard at 0616 on the morning of March 5, which was followed at 0625 by reception of W6STR who was working various W's and receiving 559 reports from them. Both the W6's were getting over here at the 229 mark. Just three minutes later W7DOL (Scottsdale, Arizona) appeared, at RST-339. Adding to this the daylight QSO with GM3SVK on the morning of February 26, and sundry other W and European hearings and workings, Phil seems to have had a fine month.

Here and There

A defender of the UA/UB merchants has come to light in the person of G3ING. Most of those he has heard are either good, reasonable, or obviously learners! As for their manners when in a QSO, they are very good, and no-one can deny they do QSL very promptly. As he says, in a lot of cases the business of calling on frequency is probably a result of almost all of them being forced to use equipment which, by the standards of the rest of the world, is inadequate, particularly on the receiving side, and has to be home-constructed. After all it must be admitted that many of the G's who scrape through the R.A.E. could not build a 10-metre transmitter—let alone a receiver capable of coping with 1967 conditions.

On the subject of short gardens and long wires (anent G3NUA, last month), G3IDG says he fits 150ft. of wire W-shaped into a garden 42ft. on the longest run, with a a maximum height of about 30ft. One end finishes at the shack window, and by end-feeding through suitable resonating devices, he is able to work all bands from Top to Ten.

And we might also add that one operator we know of is getting interesting results with a large indoor frame aerial on Top Band! It gives directivity, too, on Tx as well as Rx. (More about this in due course.—Editor.)

On a rather different tack, we hear from W6AM (Long Beach, California) that he is now up to 345 Countries confirmed, with 341 confirmed in the Phone-only category. Don enclosed a colour photograph of his aerial farm, as now reduced to 25 acres (it used to be 120 acres).

QSL Matters

G13PLL was until a few months ago at Gibraltar, from where he was to be heard as ZB2AO. Dick says he still has hundreds of ZB2AO cards, so if anyone wants one, drop a line to G13PLL, Dick Moore, 1 Club Road, Ballykelly, Limavady, Co. Derry.

A second note comes in from G13HXY, to report that G13CDF is now in Tehran and is on with the call EP2GI. QSL's for EP2GI are being handled for Les by G13HXY (QTHR).

As regards QSL's, a comment from G3IDG: "The only solution is to adopt a 100 per cent-via-bureaux policy, and stick to it. Ignore all s.a.e. and IRC's (they're only a subtle form of blackmail, anyway) and if the conscience pricks, denote 'em to the RAIBC..."

DX-Peditions

The Luton Lot—G3USE, G3VES, G3VOK, G3VMK—are going to La Rochelle, Guernsey, Channel Islands, with a KW-2000A and new HF Joystick Aerial, and will be on all HF bands, and possibly 160 metres as well, signing with their own calls, during April 5-12.

Contests

A final reminder about the Grafton Contest, details of which were given last time out in this piece; logs should go to G3SL, to arrive not later than April 17.

Don't forget the CQ World-Wide SSB DX Contest, which is on from 0001 on April 8 until 2359 on April 9, times GMT. Out of the period of 48 hours, not more than thirty may be used for contest scoring, the rest time of 18 hours being taken as desired but in not more than three periods. The exchange will be the usual 5-digit thing, RS plus serial number starting from 001. Contacts in the home country are permissible for gaining a multiplier but scores no points; countries other than the home one, but in the same continent, are one point apiece; while contacts with other continents rate three points each. The multiplier is determined by the total number of different prefixes worked, each prefix being counted in once only. Logs are to be sent on the correct type of form, or if none are to hand use the WW DX Contest forms (or make your own to a size of 9½ by 11 inches, 40 contacts to the page) postmarked no later than May 15, 1967; to CQ Magazine, 14 Vander- veler Avenue, Port Washington, New York 11050, U.S.A., marked "attention WW SSB Contest."

Acknowledgements

Apart from the old and new contributors, we must specially say thanks to W6AM, W1WY, Geoff Watts and his DX News Sheet, UA6AJ, and of course the jungle telegraph, for the background information from which the story has been written; we hope to hear from everyone again next time, the deadline for your letters being Monday, April 10, addressed as usual to: CDXN, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, ENGLAND. (For the overseas types wanting to catch the June issue, closing date will be May 8.) And please, please, don't drop us the most important news of the month a day after the deadline— if you do your poor old scribe has no time to eat! 73 and BCNU.
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Raising the slot-fed 6/6 for the Cymdeithas Radio Amatur station GW3UCB (Bangor Univ.) on a recent two-metre contest occasion. It was a day of gale and ice at a site 2,500ft. a.s.l. in West Wales, and practically everything went wrong for the 15 intrepid adventurers involved—but they thoroughly enjoyed the whole experience and learnt a lot about the practicalities of P working. This picture gives a good idea of the Wx conditions on Mt. Drum.

As mentioned in February, during April 3-23 G8APX (Bushey, Herts.) will be touring the west of Scotland and the Islands with his 70 cm. mobile station, for which trip he has skeds fixed with a number of GM's. The results should be interesting, because by taking 70 cm. /P seriously, G8APX has been able to show that very satisfactory contacts can be obtained. Recently, he has had mobile QSO's with eight different fixed stations, and among his findings are that, while rapid QSB can be troublesome (due to reflections off buildings, etc.), a very slight movement either way can make all the difference between a good signal and no-signal. * * *

We also draw your attention to the VHF conventions announced here last time (p.24, March)—the Midlands in Wolverhampton on April 29, and the London at Twickenham on May 13. For many of the visitors, these also will be DX-peditions of great VHF interest. * * *

Among those writing in this month is Gaby Felix, ON4FG, who brings us up-to-date on his meteor shower results. Using the Leonids, he worked UB5KDO and SV1AB—two very nice "Firsts" for Belgium. Then, on the Geminids appearance, ON4FG received YO7VS complete but it is not yet clear whether the YO got Gaby's final RRR, so this is not a claimed contact. A particularly interesting comment from ON4FG is about a recent "Artob" balloon test when carrying Oscar V (the amateur VHF satellite for Europe, built by DJ4ZC). According to Gaby, all modes could be copied without any trouble and there was no sign of Rx over-load at any time. These balloon flights (for testing the Oscar V package) are very difficult to pre-ordain as regards date and time of flight, because neither the Wx nor the wind direction, a very important factor, can be forecast more than 24 hours or so in advance, so that it is not possible to alert more than a few of the VHF operators who are fully au fait with what is being attempted. Anyway, what it all comes to is that Oscar V has been successfully tested under flight conditions and is giving as he should. Looking at some of the other reports, we hear from G3SZX (Corsham) with a claim for the Annual, saying that he is on every evening after 7.30 p.m. and "would be only too pleased to give anyone a contact for Wilts." He runs a QQV06-40A in the PA, with a pair of 807's modulating, and the Rx is a transistor converter into an R.107,
with a slot-fed 8/8 outside. G3SZX is a bit disappointed about the apparent lack of activity on two metres—but perhaps he has been happier about that recently.

GW3CBY (Swansea) is still showing steady progress and it will be noted that he is represented in all columns of the Three-Band Annual. We might also say (with respect!) that G5UM (Leicester) is likewise making steady progress from the new QTH. Jack has started a new ploy—he is /P on both 2m. and 4m. and is keeping separate scores for these bands, when working under portable conditions. G3AHB (Slough) got five more counties for the Annual during the March contest, but missed out on the DL's offering. G3FIJ (Colchester) claims for all three bands and has a nice score for four metres.

The 4m. gen includes an interesting letter from G3PGJ (Plymouth) who lists six other stations active on 70 mc in that district, with others coming on and several keen SWL’s on watch. The gear in use includes: G3PGJ/G3SPI, with identical Tx’s running 8w. to a 5763 PA, modulated by a 6B6, but different Rx arrangements; and G3UBY, 20w. with a 6146 PA, and a CC converter into an S.640. GSZT, who came on the band when it was first opened, has two Tx’s, a QRP rig and a 50-watt job. As a group, the Plymouth boys find 4 metres excellent for local working, with no QRM and low power effective for 'cross-town contacts, using only vertical dipoles.

Another 4-metre report of interest is from G3OHH (Macclesfield). Roger, who runs 50w. with a 4/4, has had a nice (sked) contact with G3VPK (Chelmsford), using only a dipole and 12w. input. G3OHH is now at 62C in the Four-Metre All-Time. G3EPK (Blackburn), who works all three VHF bands, is keen on 4m. and has a new transistor converter going well—he says “all I need now is the DX!” G3HXV (Belfast) is at 38C in the 4m. All-Time, and keeps steadily at it on this band.

From 70 mc to 70 cm.—G8AAY (Poole, Dorset) sends in a good list of 29 counties; among his best in terms of GDX are G2XV, for Cambs., G3LO (Durham), G8ACQ (Lincs.), G3Q0I (Norfolk) and G8ARU (Worcs.)—not bad coverage for 430 mc, particularly as he has 24 others besides!

A comprehensive report covering the all-VHF-band activities of G5FK (G.E.C., Wembley) is put in by G3HWR. They have gear for 13 and 23 cm., as well as for the other bands, but a difficulty is that, operating as they do from an industrial site, the local noise level is always about 25 dB up on Rx noise—which makes the reception of weak DX a bit difficult, to say the least! Incidentally, anent that remark last time about the 100S worked by G5FK in the 4m. contest, they had by then actually run out of stations to work!

From G3LAS we get interesting details of his new responsibility—the VHF equipment at G3VZN (see p.32, March). The programme includes gear for 23 cm., so G5FK will have a sparring partner.

Dead Line

For the May issue will be Monday, April 17, latest—and with the Wx prospects, we could well have had a big EDX opening by then. Keep watching the signs, and let out a CQ even when the band sounds dead. Your news and views to: A.J.D., SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM. Allah be with you, and if he is with us, CUAGT on April 28. 73 de A.J.D.

TWO METRES
COUNTIES WORKED SINCE SEPTEMBER 1, 1966
Starting Figure, 14
From Home QTH only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worked</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>G5NU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>G3DAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>G3COJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>G3FIJ (115)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>G3FMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>E12A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>G2AXI, G3SZX (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>G3IQZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>G3UM (131)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>G2CDX, G3TDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>G3IOE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>G3FVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>G3CBY (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>G3KQF, G8YN (76)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This annual Counties Worked Table will run till August 31, 1967. All two-metre operators who work 14 or more Counties on the band are eligible for entry. QSL cards or other proofs are not required. After the first 14 worked, simply claim from time to time with counties as they accrue, giving call sign and date for the county worked. Total of stations worked in excess of 500 may also be claimed and will be shown in brackets after call sign. To keep the Table up-to-date, claims should be made at frequent intervals.

"... Wish he'd go back to the Yagi—I don't feel safe on this helix..."
DISCUSSING SINGLE SIDEBAND

RECEIVER CONSIDERATIONS FOR SSB—IMPROVING OLDER MODELS—BFO INJECTION AND AGC FUNCTION—THE PRODUCT DETECTOR—USE OF LF FILTERS—CIRCUIT SUGGESTIONS

Part XI

B. A. WATLING (G3RLN)

MOST amateurs seem to have a "thing" about the home construction of receivers. Of all those who build their own transmitting equipment only a very small proportion produce the receiver. True, it has always been difficult to match the performance of commercial receivers with home-built types. But it can be done and some excellent designs have appeared in the Amateur Radio journals—more so in British journals than American, it appears. Those that come to mind immediately are the G2DAF, G3BDQ, G3RKK and G3HTA.

Some of the older commercial receivers such as the AR88, SX-28, HRO and the like leave a lot to be desired as regards SSB reception. However, they do lend themselves to conversion and modification, which can improve their performance out of all recognition.

What Is Wanted

It is as well first to consider the requirements of an amateur-band receiver. The two most important points are selectivity and sensitivity. Not necessarily in that order—different operators have different ideas on this. The two things are, in the writer's opinion, equally important and in fact do go hand-in-hand to a certain extent.

Dealing first with sensitivity one sees quoted figures such as "1 µV for 10 dB signal to noise (S/N) ratio." Now, 10 dB is reckoned to be the minimum level over the noise at which a signal can be readable. Therefore, with the figures quoted above, a signal strength of 1 µV at the aerial terminals will be the lowest strength that can be resolved. This 1 µV for 10 dB S/N is the thing to aim for. It is fairly easy to achieve on the low frequency bands but gets a little difficult to meet on 10 metres. Some say that perhaps it is not quite so important these days due to the congestion on the bands. A signal of 1 µV is going to be impossible to hear when signals all around are many times greater than that.

The required sensitivity cannot just be made up by front-end gain. This may improve the handling of weak signals but a strong signal will block and cause cross-modulation. Cross-modulation has been referred to before in this series but under a different name. What is known as "intermodulation distortion of linear amplifiers" is exactly the same thing. The object is to keep the RF amplifier operating in the linear portion of its characteristics under all input conditions. If not, then mixing in the RF amplifier will occur and strange signals will appear over the band.

Why, then, are RF amplifiers used at all? They are intended to achieve the desired signal-to-noise ratio. Mixers are extremely noisy stages. A multigrid mixer can generate internally noise which is two or three times greater than the 1 µV signal we require to copy. The RF stage, which is considerably less noisy than a mixer and introduces noise at somewhat less than half the voltage of our required signal, amplifies the signal to a level sufficient to overcome the mixer noise. Noise can be considered as being equal over the entire spectrum. This means that the wider the bandwidth the greater the noise figure. Hence, as previously stated, selectivity and sensitivity go hand in hand.

Noise Control

Triode valves are much less noisy than multigrid valves. One could in theory use a triode amplifier with less gain than a pentode but still provide the necessary gain to overcome the mixer noise. The disadvantage here is that triodes require neutralising, which complicates matters more than somewhat. Some people have, however, used double-triode cascode RF amplifiers with great success.

An alternative arrangement could be to use a triode mixer with no RF stage. This would seem to offer some advantages. But isn't used a great deal, for two reasons. The first is the problem of radiation of the VFO signal into the aerial. This can be avoided to a great extent by injecting the VFO into the cathode of the mixer. The other disadvantage is that with only one tuned circuit at signal frequency the second-channel rejection is not too good. Again, this can be overcome by using a high IF, e.g., 5 mc where the unwanted signals will be 10 mc away. In fact, there are commercial receivers which do not use an RF stage at all. For instance, in one type, on 80m. it's a single conversion with a double tuned input coil, while on the other bands...
it becomes a double-conversion receiver having a crystal controlled front end with 80m. as the tunable IF. Both mixers are triodes thereby minimising the noise.

Further Considerations

Getting back to more conventional receivers there are obvious advantages in using only one conversion in that there is only one mixer to generate the high noise. Thinking back on our earlier learnings the text books say that more than one conversion is almost mandatory. This learning is now a little out of date. The reason for wanting two conversions was the choice of IF channels. A low IF is required in order to achieve good selectivity and high gain. A high IF is needed to give better rejection of the unwanted second channel. A final argument for multiple conversion was that with a tunable first IF and a crystal-controlled front end the same stability could be achieved on each band along with the same tuning rate.

The reasons just do not hold water now. The required selectivity can be achieved at high frequencies with suitable crystal filters. The advantages of one VFO to maintain equal stability and tuning rate on all bands can be achieved by using a crystal-mixer VFO. This then provides the advantages of double conversion yet one of the conversions is done in the VFO chain rather than the signal chain, thereby reducing the overall receiver noise.

Cross-Modulation

On the problem of cross-modulation, this can occur in IF stages as well as in RF amplifiers. If the incoming signals are amplified to a level such as to drive the IF amplifier into non-linearity, then there is trouble. On strong wanted signals the RF gain can be reduced to avoid blocking. The problems arise when the wanted signal is only this elusive 1 µV at the aerial, and not many kc away there appears an S9+ signal. If this signal splatters over your DX signal it's just as likely to be your receiver as his transmitter. You can determine which by attenuating the input signal and noting whether the "splatter" reduces. If it does, then your receiver is at fault. In order to be able to copy weak signals in the face of such opposition then one must prevent cross-modulation occurring. To prevent it happening in IF stages the high-selectivity filter must be put in at the earliest position possible in the signal chain—in fact, immediately following the mixer. These problems once again point to a single conversion receiver having at most only two stages—one RF amplifier and one mixer—before the filter.

One pointer to all this is what the commercials are now doing. The latest receiver from the Hallicrafters stable is a single-conversion design using a crystal-mixer VFO and a 9 mc IF. Verb. sap., as they say!

Transistors Tricky

It is as well at this point to consider transistor receivers. These are notoriously bad for cross-modulation, being basically non-linear devices. To add to this problem one must have some protection in the form of a diode limiter at the input to prevent large signals received (or picked up from the Tx when transmitting) from blowing up the front-end transistor. The answer seems to be Field Effect Transistors (FET's) as used in the recent Daveo design. Unfortunately, experimental work with these at G3RNL is still under way, so no first-hand information can be passed on at this stage.

So much for the front end. We see that the overall gain of this section is determined by the mixer noise, and needs to be just enough to overcome this with a 1 µV signal input. The overall gain of the receiver itself must be in the order of 150 dB to provide an output from the speaker at a level sufficient to hear this 1 µV signal. About half this gain should come from the IF strip, some more can come from a product detector and the final dB's made up in the audio stages.

Product Detectors and AGC

The preceding discussion has been with SSB reception in mind. Exactly the same argument applies to CW or AM reception, the only basic differences being the bandwidth required and, in the case of AM, the type of detector. A product detector for SSB or CW reception can make an enormous difference to the performance of a receiver. Extra gain can be achieved in this stage if a valve is used, providing much more audio output than a diode envelope or diode product detector. One other important factor when using product detectors is the isolation of the BFO (or carrier insertion oscillator, or ClO, as it is sometimes called) from the IF strip. This means that the AGC system on the IF strip can still be operative—providing of course the BFO can be screened sufficiently to prevent stray radiation. Some designs have gone to the extreme of building the BFO in a separate screened box to prevent this radiation. If BFO leakage does occur with an IF AGC system, there could be a standing bias on the AGC line due to this pick-up, thereby reducing the overall gain of the receiver to the point where weak signals are even weaker! The complete answer is a system of AGC which is derived from the audio section rather than the IF stages.

The characteristics of the AGC system must be different on SSB compared to AM. SSB signals are continuously changing, which means that the attack-time of the AGC must be fast to prevent the first syllable received overloading the receiver and the operator's eardrums. The release-time should be relatively slow so that the background noise does not come up too strongly between syllables. Audio AGC systems do tend to be a little more complicated than IF-derived types and this does put some people off incorporating them. However, there has been some interesting and successful experimenting at G3RNL on this point, to be covered later when discussing modification to existing receivers.

Another factor regarding stray pick-up in the IF strip which can introduce a standing bias on the AGC line is VFO break-through. In experiments at G3RNL using triode mixers with cathode injection of the VFO such break-through was found to occur. This was due mainly to the high injection level required by this type of mixer. The complete answer is to use a double-triode balanced mixer which attenuates the VFO signal at the output sufficiently to prevent it getting into the IF strip. A suitable circuit for this type of mixer giving good conversion gain is shown in Fig. 1. The VFO injection required is around 1 volt.
Fig. 1. Circuit of a balanced-mixer arrangement suitable for preventing VFO break-through into the IF strip. Values are: C1, C4, .01 \mu F; C2, .001 \mu F; C3, 220 \mu F; R1, R4, 100K; R2, 2.2K; R3, one megohm. See text for discussion.

Fig. 2. Method of connecting a half-lattice filter into a receiver. Several sections can be cascaded to give better rejection of unwanted signals.

Fig. 3. Circuit for replacing an IF transformer with the Kokusai mechanical filter.

Fig. 4. Showing the connections when using the Lafayette mechanical filter in a receiver.

Fig. 5. The Collins mechanical filter can be applied to a receiver to give a high degree of built-in selectivity.

Fig. 6. The Brush-Clevite ceramic filter can be used with a valve receiver to achieve better selectivity. If plenty of gain is already available, T2 can be omitted—see text.
Improving Existing Receivers

There are several small things that can be done to an existing receiver to improve its performance, making the reception of SSB signals a pleasure instead of a fight! One of the biggest failings in the older type of receiver (AR88, SX-28, HRO, etc.) is lack of BFO injection. This has the effect of making very strong stations unresolvable, slightly weaker stations being very distorted, and very weak stations tending to be crowded out by everything else and therefore difficult to find.

BFO injection in this type of receiver is typically by means of a very low value capacitor (2 μF or so) connected to the diode envelope detector. The answer is to move the injection point back into the IF strip. Connecting the BFO into the grid of the last IF stage should make a great change—so much so that a vast improvement will be noticed in the SSB reception performance. In the writer's opinion this is a "must" with any Rx suffering from lack of BFO injection.

Probably the next most important thing is to try an improvement in receiver selectivity. A half-lattice filter added to an ordinary receiver proves to be a great advantage but still leaves a lot to be desired. This type of filter will attenuate unwanted signal by about 35 dB. The assistance it gives in copying an S2 signal alongside an S9+ barrage is only marginal with this degree of selectivity. (Receivers must have better selectivity than transmitters.) It is therefore recommended that at least a two half-lattice filter be used. This will give about 55 to 60 dB attenuation of off-tune signals. For even better results a three half-lattice section filter would give about 80 dB rejection of unwanted signals.

Any of the filters described in Parts III and IV (February, March, 1966) of this series will be found to be suitable. These include commercial mechanical filters; either the Clevite, Collins, Kokusai or Lafayette at 455 kc will greatly enhance the performance of the receiver. The only snag is that there is some small loss when inserting these filters.

Using Filters

It is, as discussed earlier, an important matter where these filters are placed in the signal chain in order to minimise cross-modulation problems. In place of the IF transformer in the anode of the mixer is the ideal phase position. The Kokusai filter offers some slight advantage o...
SOME PRACTICAL NOTES
ON RELAYS
CONSTRUCTION, USE AND
OPERATION

Relays in great variety are available at very low prices. They can be used in many ways. For instance, it is not always understood that what are known as "P.O. type" relays can be adapted to suit various circuit requirements, and that the energising voltage/current needed to operate the relay depends mainly upon the loading imposed by the spring-set. This article gives some useful practical information on these points.—Editor.

Although a large number of relays are in the hands of radio amateurs (mainly from surplus sources) there is little published information available about them and their operation in control circuits.

The relays normally encountered in amateur stations are the P.O. types 3000 and 600, although other relays for aerial change-over and power control have also found their way into the market.

The 600-type relay is almost identical in construction with the 3000-type shown in Fig. 1, only minor differences being apparent; but the 600 relay is physically smaller than the 3000.

As any relay involves a mechanical process in addition to the electrical circuit, it is necessary to appreciate its construction to obtain a proper understanding of the operation.

The construction itself may be split into three sections: (a) The magnetic circuit; (b) The energising circuit; and (c) The spring-sets.

The Magnetic Circuit

As will be seen from Fig. 1, the relay is built around the yoke which is, like the coil core and the armature, of soft iron. In the 3000-type relay shown the front of the yoke has a knife edge upon which the armature is pivoted, although in the 600-type this edge is absent. In both types the armature is held in position by a spring-loaded washer on the armature retaining screw.

In the centre of the armature face (Fig. 2) is fitted a non-magnetic residual stud or screw for the purpose of maintaining an air gap between coil core and armature; this is to ensure positive releasing action, and, as will be explained later, the residual screw adjustment is preferable to the fixed stud.

The Energising Circuit

The energising coil resistance can vary between 0.3 and 20,000 ohms, depending on the gauge of wire employed and the number of coil turns. The coil itself may be a single winding, or split into two separate windings which can be joined together forming a single circuit or used as a relay common to two separate control circuits. The windings are normally tested at 500 volts, although the insulation can be higher where necessary, and the connections to the coils are brought out to the rear of the yoke.

The Spring-Sets

This term applies to the entire switching assembly of the relay, and the individual springs are either "fixed" or "travellers"—depending on their function.

The springs are fitted between insulated spacers which are secured to the heel of the relay by screws passing through the metal holding plates, down through insulating sleeves (threaded through the spacers) to the yoke. The central screw on each spring-set goes only into the bottom holding plate, so that the spring-set may be removed without coming apart.

A centrally positioned, stepped insulated block is fitted to control the movement of certain springs,
thus reducing pressure on the armature and preventing excessive spring movement when the relay is operated.

The spring combinations are detailed in Fig. 3, a complete spring-set consisting of any of these combinations so long as the total number of springs does not exceed eighteen for the 3000-type relay and twelve for the 600-type. This designates one of the basic differences between them.

The small contacts on the spring ends can carry a maximum current of 300 milliamps, and the larger, flat contacts up to one ampere at a maximum inter-spring potential of 500 volts—although if the insulating spacers are thickened, with a corresponding increase in the diameter of the bolt sleeves, a higher potential may safely be applied.

Operating Characteristics

These are rendered complex by the necessity of converting the power in the energising coil into the purely mechanical pull of the armature against the spring-set and frictional forces involved.

As a result, these latter forces determine the operating current, i.e., the current necessary to close the contacts for any given relay, and any change in the spring-set force—for it is difficult to change the frictional forces involved—will result in a corresponding change in the current.

The mechanical pull of the armature can, therefore, be measured in milliwatts and the table below tabulates the power necessary to operate a relay with the given spring-set combinations. When the spring-set contains more than one type of combination, the powers quoted for each combination must be added and the total multiplied by 1:5 to overcome the additional friction involved and ensure satisfactory operation.

When the power is determined, the voltage necessary for operation is $V = \sqrt{\frac{WR}{1000}}$, where $W$ is the power in watts and $R$ is the coil resistance in ohms.

For example. A relay with a 2000 ohms energising coil has a single "make" and a single "change-over" combination. To use this relay, the practical information required is the voltage to be applied.

From the table, the "make" combination requires 22 mW and the "change-over" requires 36 mW, total = 58 mW. Taking into account the additional friction = 87 mW. Taking into account the additional friction $\frac{87}{1000} = \frac{174000}{1000} = 174 = 13$ volts approx.

and if this is applied to the relay, then

$$V = \frac{13}{1000} \times 2000 = 6.5\text{ milliamps}.$$  

Tolerances

Relays are manufactured to close tolerances, but operating characteristics—which depend on the spring-set force—can differ widely between otherwise identical relays, and so users invariably employ higher voltages than are absolutely necessary to ensure reliable operation. For instance, in the example quoted it is quite permissible to apply 24 volts instead of the minimum of 13, and as the relay coil is quite rugged and not easily overheated, then the only effect of the increased potential will be to cause magnetic saturation of the core.

In actual fact, relays are normally designed to operate on standard voltages of 6, 12, 24 or 50 volts, although when using surplus relays the guiding factor should be the calculation already given, because some of the relays were designed for HT operation.

A good general rule when designing circuits to operate these relays is to ensure that the operating voltage will err on the high side rather than the low.

Spring-Set Modification

It is quite in order to modify or arrange spring-sets to suit individual requirements, so long as it is appreciated that a relay is a sensitive mechanical device the satisfactory operation of which can easily be impaired by rough handling, and every

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPRING-SET COMBINATION</th>
<th>OPERATING POWER (milliwatts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 make</td>
<td>22 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 make</td>
<td>43 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 make</td>
<td>64 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 make</td>
<td>81 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 make</td>
<td>144 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 break</td>
<td>36 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 break</td>
<td>64 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 break</td>
<td>144 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 change-over</td>
<td>36 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 change-over</td>
<td>72 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 change-over</td>
<td>144 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 make-before break</td>
<td>25 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 make-before break</td>
<td>49 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 make-before break</td>
<td>100 mW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table is to show the energising power, in milliwatts, required to operate a Post Office 600 or 3000 type relay with the spring-set combinations given. The actuating voltage/current depends upon the magnetic pull needed to operate the relay under the spring-set loadings shown. The operating voltage is not critical, and 12-14v. DC should be suitable for pulling the relay in.
care should be taken not to twist or bend the springs.

Taking out the two fixing bolts will permit the relevant half of the spring-set to be removed, which will come away from the relay as a unit that is held together by the third central bolt — screwed into the metal holding plates at top and bottom of the spring assembly.

Before dismantling the assembly a rough drawing should be made, and as dismantling proceeds a note kept of the number of spacers—which may vary—between the springs, so that reassembly will present no problems of alignment.

The most efficient way of dismantling is to start from the bottom of the assembly and place the component parts in sequence, as they are removed. The springs themselves should not be touched during either dismantling or reassembly, being gently eased out of, or into, position at the spacer end to avoid any twisting or buckling, which will damage the springs.

Removal of springs or spacers will naturally result in the bolts and bolt sleeves being too long and both must be carefully cut to the new length. Under no circumstances should the bolt sleeves be omitted during reassembly, as the springs may short on the "naked" bolts.

When reassembled, the fixing bolt should not be tightened until the springs have been carefully realigned so that the traveller contacts meet those of the fixed springs, and on re-placing the assembly on the yoke all springs that were fitted into the central block should be replaced in the correct sequence.

Increasing Sensitivity

If the sensitivity is to be improved to reduce the operating current (and hence lower the minimum operating voltage) then unwanted springs must be removed to reduce the force on the armature and the resultant magnetic pull necessary to close the relay.

When all spring combinations are in use, adjustment of the residual screw will directly affect the sensitivity and this is why it was stated earlier that relays with residual screws, instead of studs, are preferable. However, the stud can always be drilled out, the hole tapped, and a non-magnetic screw inserted with an external locknut to take the place of the stud when necessary.

Taking the mechanics for granted, the energising current necessary for operation will be directly proportional to the gap between coil core and armature in the operated position, and from published figures it is found that where a gap of 4 mils (thousandths of an inch) demands 43 milliwatts to operate a given relay, a gap of 12 mils requires 64 milliwatts, while 100 milliwatts is required when the gap is 20 mils.

The Isthmus Armature

This is a method of reducing relay sensitivity and bringing the values of operating and releasing currents closer together, and is particularly useful when a relay is inserted into the anode circuit of a control valve—the relay being inactive under a given value of standing anode current, but operating on a slight increase of current due to an applied signal, or whatever.

The armature is cut into the form shown in Fig. 4 by removing the two dotted sections and thus increasing the reluctance of the magnetic circuit.

Commercially available isthmus armatures are usually slotted, but the V-shape accomplishes the same purpose and is easier to do on the bench.

As will be realised, relay sensitivity may also be reduced by increasing the gap between coil core and armature by a suitable adjustment of the residual screw. However, a standing current through the relay may cause "chatter" and the real solution is an isthmus armature.

Aerial Change-Over Relays

This type of relay is not as common as it used to be on the surplus market, and is rarely of the 5000-type, because the insulation between springs and core is insufficient. Aerial relays are usually larger, with more robust springs, adequate insulation and large, flat contacts to handle the RF current involved.

The operational principles are, however, iden-
tical to other relays and the power expended in operating the relay again depends upon the pull necessary to close the armature. Although aerial relays are usually fitted with adjustable spring-loaded contacts, the tension on which may be varied.

For amateur use it is possible to modify the spring-set of a 3000- or 6000-type relay to act as an aerial change-over by replacing the insulated spacers with low-loss washers fitting over the individual bolt sleeves, or making new spacers out of mica foil, in both cases the spacing being the same. The relay itself should be isolated from earth by mounting on an insulated panel, thus increasing the insulation between contacts and earth by that of the energising coil insulation.

But there will always be some slight coupling by capacity across the contacts, and this point must be borne in mind if a transistor Rx is being switched with a transmitter.

VHF Relay

The spring-set of this type of relay is shown in Fig. 5, and it will be seen that additional springs are fitted between the normal springs for the purpose of earthing the spring that is not in use. The inter-spring distances are, in some common types, made equal to the physical dimensions required for a 70-ohm transmission line. Other features are ceramic insulators to reduce VHF losses, while the actual contacts are as large as possible.

When this type of relay is to be used for VHF working the springs should not be unduly disturbed because of the possibility of upsetting the dimensions between the springs.

Mains Switching Considerations

Relays for this purpose, of the 3000- or 600-type, are designed to carry five amps AC; the contacts are large and circular, and the distance between them when opened is limited to the gap necessary to avoid flash-over, or short circuiting by dust. Insulation is much stronger than normally and the relay itself is sometimes fitted with a slugging device to reduce the speed of operation and release.

The ordinary relays may be safely utilised by amateurs for switching mains so long as the current through the contacts does not greatly exceed one amp. The contacts themselves should be as large as possible; "arcing," on closure or opening, can be prevented by connecting a 0.1 μF condenser in series with a 100,000-ohm resistor across the contacts, to absorb the energy which would otherwise burn the contacts.

Any sharp points, or "pitting," observed after relays have been in operation for a while should be smoothed away with a fine file, although with the arrangement mentioned this should not occur.

One final point: Power supply (DC) for the 600- or 3000-type is most easily provided by using a low-voltage output AC transformer, 14 volts, with a small metal rectifier of the battery-charging type. (No smoothing chokes or condensers are necessary.) If this combination will give about one amp. at 12 volts, it will be found that several relays, in parallel, can be operated satisfactorily. The relay supply can, in fact, be fitted and forgotten.

More Sophisticated Types

To complete the picture, it is worth mentioning that there are also various types of miniature relays available. Nowadays these are rugged and reliable and have quite a high load capacity, in spite of their small size. For instance, the new STC Type 65 is a multi-pole change-over relay with a mechanical life of about 100 million operations; available in either 4-pole or 6-pole c/o versions, it can switch 30 watts (1 amp. or 100v. DC). Then there is STC's new high-sensitivity Reed relay, the single-pole contact of which can switch 60 watts at 1 amp. with a coil signal as low as 20 milliwatts, and hold-on at 6 mW. The working voltage of this new device, the HRE 804/1G, can be anywhere between 29 and 100v. DC with a 20K coil.

AMERICAN LICENSING CLASSIFICATIONS

To get it all clear as to the U.S. amateur callsign system, the Novice prefix is WN (the other "KN" has been discontinued), and WN's are provisionally licensed for one year of CW-only in portions of the 2m.15-40-80m. bands, with a power limitation of 75 watts. WN's can be fairly easily worked on 15-metre CW and are always glad of a QSO (and a QSL). For Alaska (only) the Novice prefix is WL7, and the same conditions apply. These licences are not renewable; if the holder wishes to stay on the air, he must take out a full licence. 

All other U.S. amateur prefixes are in the series W, K, WA, WB and (before long) WC. These cover holders of the Technician, Conditional, General, Advanced and Extra class licences—of which the great majority are in the General category, i.e., the W/K operator you normally encounter on the DX bands. Those in the Technician class are permitted only to operate on the 50 mc (6-metre) band and upwards—rather like our G8/3's, but with a lower frequency limit. The requirements for the Conditional, Advanced and Extra class licences are suggested by their designations, and need not concern us here, as all have the same operating privileges and the use of all amateur bands.
MORE MODIFICATIONS FOR THE S.640

TUNING INDICATOR,
BANDSPREAD CALIBRATION,
CRYSTAL MARKER, INTERNAL SPEAKER

F. G. RAYER, A.I.E.R.E. (G3OGR)

The Eddystone S.640, though now regarded as one of the more venerable post-war types, is still worth its place in the average amateur or SWL station. This is proved, if proof were needed, by the way it has held its resale value over the years. There are many good S.640's, still in regular use, that have been through the hands of several owners since first leaving the factory in the late 1940's—Editor.

The January, 1966, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE contained information on securing improved results with the Eddystone S.640. While the modifications described here apply particularly to the S.640, some could be usefully adopted with other receivers. The straightforward and efficient circuitry of the S.640, its good crystal filter and extremely smooth electrical bandspread have always seemed excellent points. But other features have been an irritation. It was to clear up these that the modifications described here were carried out, and it may be worth noting that none of them are irreversible!

Tuning Indicator

This was always wanted, for netting, aerial tuner adjustments, and even to give comparative signal strength reports, and there came a time when the separate meter, on its flex, seemed untidy and a nuisance. An internal EM84 indicator, behind the dial, was decided upon. It is inexpensive, simple to fit, and trouble-free. Fig. 1 is the circuit used (p. 106). A small bracket holds the indicator base to the vertical part near the dial opening. Heater and HT returns are via this fixture. The 9-tag base is pre-wired, with colour-coded leads. Eyelet holes were found near the smoothing capacitor. A lead passes through to condenser positive (HT +) and the remaining heater connection goes to the adjacent accessory power outlet (tag 7). The AVC circuit was tapped by the tuning capacitor, where a lead rises for the RF and FC stage grid leaks.

Fig. 2 is included for anyone preferring a meter. The small square miniature type can be accommodated in the same position as the EM84. Either indicator or meter requires a hole in the dial, but this was made in the new dial below.

Amateur Calibration

Original bandset scales cover 1.8-32 mc in three ranges, and the bandspread pointer works over a 0-100 degree scale. It was long felt that amateur-band calibration for the bandspread pointer would be most useful.

The scale, glass and pointers were removed by taking out the four screws behind the dial, and the small screw on the bandset spindle. The new scale was drawn with coloured inks on thin, smooth card. The main 1.8-4, 5-21, and 13-32 mc bands were traced exactly as before for general tuning, the old band markings (1.75-2 mc, etc.) being omitted. An
unmarked semicircle replaced the 10-0-100 bandspread reference. Some 1/16in. paxolin was cut to back the scale, and a slot for the EM84 was made in both. The dial was then replaced, without covering glass.

Calibration of bands 10-80m. was on the unmarked semicircle, for one bandset position in each case. Adjust bandset tuning so that the related amateur band comes with the bandspread capacitor nearly fully open for the HF end, as this gives best spread. A small coloured dot was put at the end of the bandset pointer position. Each was marked 10, 15, 20, 40 or 80 (to distinguish from megacycle markings) and the band is then calibrated at 100 kc points, with a crystal marker, and using the same colour. The 50 and 10 kc points can be filled in after.

For 160 metres, full bandspreading is only about 1.8-1.9 mc and 1.9-2 mc, requiring two “bites.” So this band alone was calibrated 1.8-2 mc for the bandset pointer, with bandspread returned to the zero position of the original 10-0-100 scale.

The photograph shows the markings provided. Other methods of arranging the scales could be devised. The card was removed, finished in ink, cemented to the paxolin, and replaced, with glass. As the paxolin is opaque and the EM84 glows for “on,” the dial lamps behind the original scale were omitted.

Crystal Spotter

One aim of the new dial was accurate, direct readings in the amateur bands. So a crystal spotter was made, to avoid loss of accuracy from aligning the bandset pointer with its appropriate band dot. After trying several circuits, that in Fig. 3 was adopted. If a suitable crystal is to hand, building cost is very small. The crystal used was 3550 ke and gave strong pips at 3.55, 7.1, 14.2, 21.3 and 28.4 mc. The switch is most conveniently a press-for-on type, placed near the accessory power outlet behind the cabinet.

The bandspread pointer is turned to the appropriate crystal frequency or its multiple. The bandset control is then finely adjusted, if necessary, for maximum indication on the EM84. Other frequencies in that band then arise at the marked scale positions. The spotter is built on a small piece of aluminium, which fits between the 6V6GT and 6X5GT valves.

Internal Speaker

While clearing up it was decided to get rid of the separate external speaker. The receiver front has two louver-covered openings, shaped internally as if for a miniature speaker. The four corner holes of a small 2/3-ohm speaker were found to match four round marks on the inside of the stout casting. These holes were at 2fin. spacing. The maximum depth available is just over 1fin. because of the BFO valve. The speaker actually used is about 3in. square, with a “thickness” of 1fin., just under.

Four holes for self-tapping screws were drilled from inside, and these were used to hold the speaker. Leads run from it outside the mains transformer to the receiver terminals. Phones may be plugged into the panel jack as originally.
MOBILE RALLY CALENDAR

With something like 2,200 mobile licences now in force in the U.K.—representing about 16 per cent of the total of licences in issue—the prospects for the forthcoming Rally season are brighter than for any year previously. Unquestionably, in the eleven years since we reported the first-ever Mobile Rally to be held in this country, the interest in /M operating and its techniques has made enormous strides.

There is now a good selection of excellent commercial equipment available, and apart from that some fine examples of home-designed and constructed installations can be seen at any Rally. There are also examples of those that are not so hot—either in design, appearance, performance or safety—but in the process of time their owners get round to seeing the light.

The Calendar is now as set out here—and we would once again remind organisers that the full details for their event should be with us in time to catch the issue for the month in which their Rally takes place, e.g. by April 10 (latest) for meetings to be held in May. A closing date will be given for each month.

Similarly, we would be glad to have reports and (good) photographs as soon as possible after the event, so that it can be covered in the earliest possible issue.

April 23: Solo Mobile Expedition—for details see this page.

April 30: North Midlands Mobile Rally, at Drayton Manor Park, near Fazeley, Tamworth, Staffs, half-a-mile off the A5 at Fazeley. There will be excellent catering facilities, ample parking space and plenty for the family to do and see—there is a Zoo, for one thing, and there will be an exhibition and raffle. This Rally, one of the biggest of the season, is organised jointly by the Midland and Stoke-on-Trent Amateur Radio Societies. For further information apply: R. Palmer, G5PP, 22 Sherlock Road, Coventry (74070), Warks.

April 30: Medway A.R.T.S. Rally at British Uralite Works, Higham, near Rochester, Kent, with talk-in stations G2FJA/A 160m., G6CH/A 4m. and G3VFC/A 2m. on the air from 11 a.m. An interesting and eventful day is being planned for everybody. Further details from: P. Carey, G3UXH, 29 Misskn Road, Hoo, Rochester, Kent.

May 6-7: International Rally Week-end in Belgium, starting in Brussels at ON4UB on the Saturday, and taking in a meeting and lunch on the Sunday, with a dinner at the Red Cross Hq., Brussels in the evening.

May 7: Thanet Radio Society Mobile Rally, at Cliff Top, Cliffsend, Ramsgate, Kent, with talk-in stations G3DOE 160m., G3JMB 70-56 mc and G3BAC 144-48 mc. Refreshments available on site, hotel and restaurant nearby, and magnificent sea views. For details, write: R. A. Bastow, G3BAC, 57 London Road, Ramsgate, Kent.

May 21: Northern Mobile Rally, organised by the Northern Amateur Radio Mobile Society, at Harewood Park, near Leeds, as in previous years.

Reception from 12 noon, with all the usual attractions, including raffles and a grand surplus equipment sale. Refreshments available on site. Information from: D. Bins, G3MGI, 80 Gipton Woods Road, Leeds 8, Yorkshire.

June 11: Mobile Rally at Mote House, Mote Park, Maidstone, Kent.

June 18: Hunstanton (bucket-and-spade) Rally, organised by the local group.


June 25: West of England Mobile Rally, the 10th in the series, at Longleat House, near Warminster, Wilts.

July 9: South Shields Amateur Radio Club Mobile Rally, at South Shields.

July 16: Mobile Rally organised by the Worcester & District Amateur Radio Club at Upton-on-Severn, Worcs.

July 16: Reading Amateur Radio Club Mobile Picnic at Childe Beale Trust Pavilion, Lower Basildon, Pangbourne, Berks.

July 30: Saltash & District Amateur Radio Club annual Mobile Rally, at Calstock, Cornwall.

August 13: Tenth Annual Mobile Rally organised by the Derby & District Amateur Radio Society, at Rykneld Schools, Derby (details later).


September 15-17: Third International Amateur Radio Convention and Rally at Knokke, Belgium.

September 24: Harlow & District Radio Society annual Mobile Rally.

SOLO MOBILE EXPEDITION

Sunday, April 23, 2.30 - 5.30 p.m.

Arising from the suggestion by G3HBZ/M in the March issue, we propose that the idea of a Solo Mobile event be tried on Sunday, April 23, p.m. The ploy is that you go out with your /M rig and, finding a good spot on high ground, you then operate as a /P station (" fixed mobile "), attempting to work as many other /P mobiles as possible, at whatever range. If it is a fine afternoon, and a sufficient number of /M's are out, it could be a very interesting event. All who take part are invited to send in a brief report, listing contacts made and best DX worked, band(s) and gear used, and location (the Ordnance Survey one-inch sheet of the district is the most convenient reference). A photograph taken on site would also be interesting.

If we could have these reports in by Saturday, May 6 (Editor, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM) the event can be written up for the June issue—and, of course, if the idea catches on, other such Solo Mobile Expeditions can be laid on for odd Sunday afternoons through the summer months.
THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS

By "Club Secretary"

(Deadline for May Issue: April 7)

(Please address all reports for this feature to "Club Secretary," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, Buckingham.)

OUR comment in this piece recently about a Club Newsletter which omitted to mention the meeting-place or the programme of events touched off a letter in reply from a member of the club concerned, who felt that his own satisfaction with the publication concerned justified him in criticising our comment. However, the point at issue went a little deeper than that—after all the newsletter that falls into the hands of a non-member is the one that really matters insofar as this is the copy that recruits the new chums. If a member of the group is visited, let us say, by a young SWL, often he will feel that it would be a good way to introduce him to the Club by lending him a current copy of the news-sheet. If he then has to write all the essential data in pencil across the front page... the object of the exercise as regards the effort going into production of the Newsletter is being defeated.

The other point that was being made was that if a Club appoints an editor and gives him a mandate to produce a publication which reflects the group faithfully, it has also corporately taken upon itself the responsibility for giving the editor the material to compile his magazine. If the compiler of a newsletter is forced into either writing the entire thing himself, or of lifting interesting bits from the national press to fill out, it is a shocking indictment of the attitude of the members. The fact that so many Club publications are obviously written by one hand and yet are so consistently good does not so much reflect on the devoted efforts of the editors concerned to make the result interesting each month—they are making the very best of a difficult task—but rather does it emphasise that the members who could help, particularly with operating gen. and even technical notes, are not giving enough support in a very difficult and time-consuming task. Even help with the chore of addressing the envelopes, or winding the handle of the duplicator, is a consuming task. Even help with the chore of addressing the envelopes, or winding the handle of the duplicator, is not to be sneezed at if the publication is to come out on the due day.

Finally on this point, our duty for this space is to report on these matters as we find them. This may not please everybody all the time—but that is not the object of the exercise either!

First Place

Talking of devoted service, we must give first place to the Grafton Radio Society this month. "Way back in 1946, Bill Jennings, G2AHB, called the inaugural meeting in Grafton School, Eburne Road, Holloway, and since then they have consistently been one of the strongest and most active groups in the area, while the vast majority of the members of both Grafton and some other Clubs in North London owe their very licences to the devoted work of the R.A.E. classes organised at the instigation of the Grafton committee; and that committee has, over the years, been well blessed in always having the very best in its officers—of whom one of the most prominent and hard-working has been G2CJN. The lucky members of Grafton are shortly to celebrate their Club's coming-of-age, by way of a Dance/Buffet at Beale's Restaurant, 368 Holloway Road, London, N.7, on April 15 from 7.30 till midnight. Most of the founder-members are expected to be there, including Bill Jennings himself, and although it is probably fair to expect most of the tickets to be taken up by the members, a few may be available at a price of 18s. 6d. single (or 35s. double) if rapid contact is made with Bert Wennis, G2CJN, 145 Usendon Hill, Wembley Park, Middlesex. It only needs us to add that Grafton are in session no less than four times each week, at Montem School, Hornsey Road, Thursdays being the only week-night they pass up; on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday the kick-off is at 7, and on Fridays at 7.30 p.m.

A new name goes down in the records, as the former Flintshire Radio Society has changed to Rhyl and District Amateur Radio Club. After what they describe as a "dormant period," they are now alive and kicking once again, and on the second Tuesday of each month are to be found in the Rhyl Silver Band rooms, off Windsor Street, Rhyl, where any prospective new members or visitors are assured of a special welcome.

North Kent get together at the Congregational Church Hall in Bexleyheath on the second and fourth Thursdays of each month; on April 13 the subject to be considered is that of "Basic Colour Television."

Over at Cheshunt, they evidently have catholic tastes—invariably a sign of a lively lot—and in the last month or so have allowed Joe Hollington, G4GA, to tell them what makes a good Club, and also have been learning all about Model Control from G3TZZ, who not only talked but demonstrated both parts of the system and a complete model.

The Sutton and Cheam Radio Society have a regular session once a month, on the third Tuesday, and various other activities, which include this month the Annual Dinner and Ladies Festival, which takes place on April 8, at the Woodstock Hotel, Stonecot Hill, Sutton, the arrangements for which are in the hands of G3DCZ. A novel idea for one of the trophies has been adopted by Sutton and Cheam, insofar as the Scott Pot seems to be awarded on the basis of a cumulative total of points,
awarded in a predetermined manner for participation in an active way in all the things they do—two points for each attendance, so many points for an entry, a place or a win in the Construction Contest, so many points for obtaining a lecturer, and so on. Judging from the tone of the Newsletter the scheme seems to work out very well indeed.

A very fine article, in light-hearted vein, appears in the Southgate publication, the subject being that of "Collecting Information," written by G3PQL. As for the meeting this month, it is at Parkwood Girls' School, at the rear of Wood Green New Town Hall, to hear G3FD, who will be talking about VHF.

Verulam have a fine Hq. at the Cavalier Hall, Watford Road, St. Albans, which will no doubt be filled to capacity on April 19 (7.30 for 8) when the interest will centre around the lecture to be given by Ray Hills, G3HRH, on his all solid-state VHF receiver.

* * *

Meetings of the crowd over at Crystal Palace seem to be held on the third Saturday, but it is suggested that prospective members or visitors should contact G3FZL, at the address in the Panel, to confirm the details.

After your conductor had been losing sleep for a whole month at the thought of the Tamar Pegasus, put out by the Saltash chaps, disappearing for lack of support, back it came with a bang—a full-size issue again! On alternate Fridays, Saltash are to be found at the Burraton Toc-H Hall, time of kick-off being 7.30.

G3BA will be talking to the members of the East Wores Radio Group, on April 13, his topic, of course, being connected with VHF. The venue for this one will, as usual, be the Old People's Centre in Park Road, Redditch, and the time 7.30 p.m.

Shefford get together every Thursday evening in the Church Hall, Ampthill Road; on April 6 G3EUS will show and talk about Commercial and Government Surplus Test Equipment, while on 13th, the president will be discussing Advances in Medicine. A week later, on April 20, the NFD rig is to be given a dummy-run. The month is to be rounded off by a talk given by G3DPQ on CW operating procedures.

Up at Lothians, NFD is also well in hand for the coming month, while the forward outlook promises talks on Electronic Organs and Radio Astronomy. For the details, contact the hon. secretary, at the address in the Panel.

"Problems" is the theme for the session on April 18 of the Acton, Brentford, and Chiswick crowd, at their usual venue, which is Chiswick Trades and Social Club, 66 High Street, Chiswick. They particularly invite visitors or prospective members with any problems to put in an appearance.

Chester meet weekly at the YMCA, except on April 4, when they hold their net at 8 p.m. on both Top Band and Two Metres; for the 11th a BICC film show is scheduled, with G3TTN giving a lecture on Workshop Practice the following week, the 18th. The 21st is given over to the Annual Dinner. The last date in April, the 25th, is set aside for a lecture, but no further details are to hand at the time of writing.

Those with TVI problems in the Worthing area will probably be hot-footing it to the Rose Wilmot Centre there on April 11, to hear Mr. D. R. Topping of Ultra Radio’s Gosport TV Unit giving a lecture on "Dual Standard Television." The time of the start of this is given as 8 p.m.

**Clubs' Group Activity**

The S.A.R.A. group of clubs seem to be going like the proverbial bomb; Purley are in session for a "matter night" on April 7, followed on the 21st by their boffin, G3GKF, who is to give a talk on "Mavars, Masers, Lasers and Things." Both these are at the Railwaymen's Hall, 58 Whytecliffe Road, Purley. Incidentally, the side entrance is the one to look for. This is a group that have enrolled from one to seven new members at each meeting for the past twenty months! From the same publication, we also learn that the South London Mobile Club are to be found at Clapham Manor Baths, at 7.30 p.m. on April 8 for a Mobile talk, and on the 22nd to get the business of the AGM out of the way. The third member of the S.A.R.A. group is Wimbledon, who meet at 124 Kingston Road, S.W.19, on April 14 to hear G3MFB talking about "Semiconductors."

Yet another group is mentioned in the pages of the Purley Splatter—they ought to charge for the publicity!—and this is the relatively new Addiscombe club, who are to be found in the delightfully named Coal 'Ole! The secret is first of all to locate the Toe-H Hall, 158 Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon; through the main entrance, into the door under the stairs, through the cellars, and then up into what was once the garage. And don't blame us if you get lost on the way out!

Always a delightful effort to read is the RAIBC magazine Radial, which manages to slide from the sublime to the other thing and on to the thought-

Our photograph shows Mr. C. L. Drury (licensed before the Kaiser's War as DXB), founder member of the Derby Wireless Club and now vice-president of the re-named Derby & District Amateur Radio Society, presenting the Founder Members’ Trophy to one of their youngest members, G3URU, as winner of the constructional contest, which for years has been a feature of Derby’s activities. The winning entry by G3URU was a home-built communications receiver.
proving in every page. The article on the reasons for the Amateur Radio licence, explaining the need for the R.A.E. and the Morse Test (borrowed from G5MP's forward to the Examination Manual) should be required reading for every SWL; the story of Astronaut Albert, as told by GO2HEL explains exactly what the viewers think of TVI, all neatly rounded off by a paragraph indicating that the Ghosts' Union has just appointed a new spooksman—but all the banter does not alter the fact that the Bedfast Club is always in need of more and yet more help, of a practical kind; nor does it alter the fact that the first thing to do, whenever a handicapped SWL is located, is to put him or her in touch with RAIBC, through the hon. secretary (address in the Panel).

Royal Signals ARS have been centred on Catterick for quite a long time now; it will no doubt be quite a wrench for the Hq. station to be transferred to Blandford, Dorset, where it will be operating under the call G4RS which has been given up by one of their members. However the old call of G3CIO will, it is understood, still be in evidence from the shack at Catterick.

Eltham, Sidcup, and Orpington is the district served by the Cray Valley RS, whose Hq. is at Eltham Congregational Church Hall; however we have no up-to-date information on the programme for April. Contact the hon. secretary, as Panel.

Not a lot of notice for the next affair at Torbay, who are at their Hq., Bath Lane, rear of 94 Belgrave Road, Torquay, on April 1 for the March meeting (which has been put back because of Easter) to see a Film Show; the April meeting proper is given over to the AGM.

Nasty Accident

Sad news from Cornish is that their hon. secretary has had a serious prang with his motor-bike and is, at the time of writing, understood to be in the Treliske Hospital, Truro, and making slow progress. This being the case, it is suggested that any enquiries be addressed to the new address shown in the Panel. It is sincerely to be hoped that by the time the next issue of this piece is written the news will be better, and meantime our best wishes and sympathy go out to Martin's people and to the Club. A quick run-down on Cornish activities shows a main meeting at the S.W.E.B. Social Centre, Pool, Camborne, on each month's third Thursday; also the SSB and VHF groups respectively on the second and third Thursdays, at the Coach and Horses in Truro. Soon, it is hoped, the fourth Thursday will be taken up by the Falmouth sub-group.

Up in Leeds the April programme shows a lecturer from Fane Acoustics slated for the 12th, and on the 26th a talk on the subject of Crystal-controlled Converters. Starting time is 7.30 p.m. for these affairs and the venue as usual is the Swarthmore Centre.

Norfolk A.R.C. have their QTH at Old Lakenham Hall, Norwich, where they are to be found on Monday evenings at 7.45; details of the programme are not to hand but it is hoped they will be printed in the next issue of their magazine Challenge, which is due out shortly.

“All hands to the pumps” has been the cry at the Midland club, where everything went overboard in the effort to make their stand at the Birmingham Boat Show, earlier in the year, a success; hence we cannot tell you what is doing on the third Tuesday in April, at the Midland Institute in Margaret Street, Birmingham.

Sorting Out Brighton

Seems we got into a knot about the Brighton lads, and transferred the “mention” from one group to another! There are four Colleges and a University in the Brighton area. To set the record straight, G3VXT is the call of Brighton College of Technology, and they are looking for skeds. On the other hand Brighton Technical College, who got the handout that should have gone to the others, are having their AGM in Room G13 of the Engineering Dept. on April 25 at 7.30 p.m. From then onwards it seems like a question of alternate Tuesdays, commencing from April 11.

Another Service group to report is the R.A.F. Amateur Radio Society, whose Hq. station, G8FC, is located at Locking, Weston-super-Mare, Somerset. A review of the gear there is rather mouth-watering, but the number of contacts being made with it seems to be rather low—maybe someone is passing up a good chance to operate one of the best-equipped stations in the country!

Burgess Hill is the home of the Mid-Sussex crowd, who are due to foregather on April 5 to hear G3VAK discuss the excellent G3HTA receiver; on the 19th, the evening is given over to Part 2 of a talk on a SSB Transmitter, by G3RMY. Both meetings will be at Lindfield Primary School, near Haywards Heath.

Mobile News is the organ of the A.R.M.S., and the most recent issue to come to hand has a lot of very interesting and well-presented material.

April in Echelford is the time for the Annual General Meeting—on the 27th, at the new meeting-place, St. Martin’s Court, Woodthorpe Road, Ashford.

On the other hand, Coventry are using the spring to enjoy the odd trip out, first date being given as April 7. However, as one would expect this to be limited-number affair, it is suggested that contact be made with the hon. secretary first.

* * *

The title of the Radio Society of Harrow magazine is QZZ, and a fine effort it is this month, with an emphasis on getting going on Ten, plus a list of the commercials on Top Band, and much else besides. All the same, it is a pity that their very complete list of events and activities does not extend far enough forward to enable us to quote the current programme or the venue for the weekly sessions.

In a similar way, the Surrey Radio Contact Club Newsletter is out-of-phase with our deadlines—so we can only say that judging from past history the month’s programme will be of interest; but here we can tell you the place to look for, namely the Blue Anchor, South Croydon; the date, which is April 18, and say that we believe it to be the AGM.

On April 3 at the Golden Lion G6GR will be talking about “Private Radio Systems,” to the members of Wolverhampton A.R.S.; the 17th is given over to a debate at the Hq., Nechells Cottage, Stockwell Road, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton. One sincerely hopes that the committee will be stirring up a bit of that controversy which always stimulates a lively outfit.
Some of the members of the Newark Short Wave Club, where they have a very active junior section, at present building receivers as a Club project, and in session every Monday evening—all this under the supervision of member Brian Robinson. Eight of those in the picture hold call signs.

Baden-Powell House is the home of the Scout Amateur Radio Station, G3TGS, who foregather to hear a lecture by Arnold Mynett, G3HBW, on the third Thursday in April. In addition G3TGS is on the air most Tuesday and Saturday evenings, and would like to arrange skeds with other Scout stations.

Snags crop up in the best-run organisations, and the gremlin jumped out of his bottle to "get at" the Salop chaps last month. However, this month sees the Annual Home-Construction Competition which is to be judged by G3KMT, on April 13, while the other "formal session" is given over to a Junk Sale, presided over by G3KYU, who, it is claimed, would be an asset to Sotheby's—so watch your pockets! As for the other Thursdays, these are set aside for operating the Club station on 80 m. All this happens at the Old Post Office Hotel, Milk Street, in Shrewsbury.

Big Junk Sale

Another Junk Sale is laid on, for April 21, this time by the Skegness lads, at the Bull Hotel, Halton Road, Spilsby; an admission charge of 2s. 6d. will be made to cover the usual facilities offered. This affair is always a big show, organised by G2ABK, who has been running it for years.

Nice to see a new club being formed—the Farnborough and District Radio Society, with their Hq. located at the "Railway Enthusiasts Club" which is to be found at 310 Farnborough Road, Farnborough. The April date is the 11th, when a lecture on "Semi-conductors," will be given by Mr. D. Robertson, commencing at 7.30 sharp. Incidentally, it is proposed to run an R.A.E. class next autumn in the area, so anyone interested should contact G3NVM (panel) for details—and what better way to do this than by going along to the meeting?

New Club Proposed

Anyone in the Eastbourne area interested in forming a club? That is the question put by Geoffrey Chapman, who would like to hear of others with the same idea, by letter, call or telephone, to him at Woodcot, Upper High Street, Heathfield, Sussex (Heathfield 2454) any evening after 6.30 or weekends. Let us hope he gets enough support and that we are able to report an Inaugural Meeting. (There used to be a very strong club in the district in pre-war days, presided over by the late G5BW.)

Now to Mansfield, Notts, where the local chaps have decided to change from monthly to fortnightly sessions, on the first Friday—when the main meeting for the month will be held—and the third, which will be the informal get-together. On April 7, G8HX will be bringing along a small commercial transistor tester, when the lads can set to work and weed the duds out of their junk-boxes.

A change of venue and a change of meeting-night for the "informals" of the Cray Valley crowd. It is to be on Thursday, April 20, at All Saints Church Hall, Bercta Road, Eltham, S.E.9. However, before this, there is the matter of the AGM to dispose of, and this will be at the Congregational Church Hall, Court Road, Eltham, on April 6, starting at 8 p.m. We are told that they will also be at the same venue on May 4, but the programme has not yet been finalised.

Reigate are having a Jumble Sale at St. Philip's Hall, Nutley Lane, Reigate, on 1st, and on April 12, the normal club meeting at the George and Dragon in Cromwell Road will hear Geoff Stone, G3FZL.

Up in the Northern Heights nothing is specifically mentioned for April, although on May 10 a ragchew, and on May 24 a lecture by G3TCS on the "Line-output Linear," are slated; however, a quick call to G3MDW (panel) will undoubtedly reveal that something is laid on for April!

In Westmorland, the membership of the Kendal Amateur Radio Society has recently jumped from 4 to 17, thanks to a well organised and publicised visitors' night, when G3VNX gave a lecture on the ins-and-outs of Amateur Radio. Future meetings are to be on the first and third Friday of each month in the Radio Room of...
the Allen Technical College, Sandes Avenue, Kendal.

April for the Silverthorn chaps means a visit to the local telephone exchange to view the progress on the STD system, although the date is not mentioned. An "Open Weekend" is being planned for June 17-18.

Hull seem to be running a fine weekly programme, which implies that someone is going a good job of organising things. On April 7, G3NOP will lecture on "Marine Procedure," while a week later, on the 14th, the topic will be "An Approach to Radio Fault-finding," by G3RDM and G3PQY. As for the 21st, G3TEU will talk about the Mathematics of Radio, and the month is rounded off nicely by a workshop session on the Club projects—a 2m. converter and a receiver.

A specialist interest within the framework of Amateur Radio is catered for by the British Amateur Television Club, who operate in various centres throughout the U.K., as well as running a regular annual convention in London. Issue No. 61 of the Journal carries an article and pictures on "Slow Scan TV" by Grant Dixon, together with notes on the convention and a couple of technical articles of a high standard. Anyone interested who is not already a member should allot some time to the effort of joining, pronto!

Mis-use of a Club station and its callsign is a thing that always has to be watched fairly closely, and it is nice to see the Chippenham newsletter rubbing the point home; they having recently acquired G3VRE. The big event of the month is on April 31, when the AGM comes round—which we are particularly asked to mention, so that no one has an excuse for not turning up!

Recently, a group was formed at the Community Centre, Blackfield, Fawley, Hants, and we are told that since then, a regular "gathering of the clan" takes place there each Monday evening, starting at 7 p.m., with various activities (including R.A.E. and Morse) being set up.

Nothing is mentioned by the Port Talbot Club as being laid on for April, but it is understood that for May the date is May 30, 7.30 p.m., at Trefelen Workmen's Institute, 8-10 Jersey Street, Port Talbot.

Bedford have not reported for quite some time, but have suffered a change of address which should be noted down in the records of all those who are members, prospective members, or visitors. They are, at the time of writing, going through the messy business of redecorating their very own room in the Dolphin public house, Broadway, Bedford; once this is out of the way the normal programme will be resumed.

Another group in the same boat are Medway—but in their case they have only a temporary home for the month of April, at the Conservative Club, Cuxton Road, Strood, Kent, where the dates to watch are 10th, when films to be shown are by courtesy of BP, and the 24th, which is given over to a talk and demonstration by a leading equipment manufacturer. Spade-work is being done for the future events, but, of course, all is "held" pending the clearance of the problem of finding a home.

Getting Known

Our recent preamble on the question of local publicity struck an answering chord from Maidenhead, who showed us a copy of the excellent local publication About Town, claimed to be the best in the country—certainly it is streets ahead of anything the writer has ever seen, containing details of 39 different local organisations. The get-togethers are still at the Victory Hall, Cox Green, Maidenhead, where April 3 is set aside for a lecture on Computers by a member of the Ferranti organisation, followed on the 18th by a lecture by G6CL, who travels out from London to talk about Amateur Radio.

A combined Construction Contest and Equipment Exhibition at Reading is said to mean that the "last year's models" are to be shown—this year's models being in the nature of secret weapons! Not satisfied with this, the second affair of the month is devoted to the matter of Buying Surplus Equipment—or—"Bigger and More Sophisticated Junk Boxes!" Sounds good, in both cases, so reserve April 11 and 25 for these two events.

A new name appears in the address panel following the recent AGM at Lichfield. It has now been arranged that the entry of those under 18 can take place to the Hq. at the Swan Hotel, Lichfield, on the first Monday and third Tuesday (no, that is not a misprint!) at 8 p.m.

"Sparks, Plain or Coloured," is the intriguing title of the last event at Chelmsford, when Mr. Woods gave a lecture on radio from 1901, through to 1914, and showed a coherer. In the coming month, the outdoor season starts, and is celebrated with a D/F event in miniature on the 2nd, a full-blown one on April 23, and, to fill in the time, they will get together on the 4th at Marconi College, Arbour Lane, Chelmsford, to entertain the Basildon lads to a Quiz.

Second Monday and fourth Wednesday, at the Fox, Wallingford, for Sutton Coldfield; the session on the 10th is given over to G3AYJ who is to talk on the subject of Interference. This is a topic which does not seem to appear very often, but it is indeed a matter of practical interest.

CLUB PUBLICATIONS

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following Club Publications:

Cornish (Cornish Link, March); Sutton & Cheam (News Letter, January); Southgate (Newsletter, February); Saltash (Tamar Pegasus, February); Verulam (Newsletter, February); Crystal Palace (Newsletter, February); Ghana Amateur Radio Society (9G1 News, January); Lothians (Newsletter, February); Purley (Splatter, March); RAIBC (Radial, February); Cray Valley (QUA, March); North Kent (Newsletter, February); Midland (Newsletter, February); RAFLS (Newsletter, February); Mid-Sussex (Mid-Sussex Matters, March); ARMS (Mobile News, February); South London (Newsletter, February); Echelford (Newsletter, February); Wimbledon (QURK, February); Coventry (News Letter, February); Harrow (QZZ, February); Surrey (Monthly News, February); Southampton (QUA, March); Reigate (Feedback, March); BATC (CQ-TV, No. 61); Aeronautical Centre Amateur Radio Club, Oklahoma (Collector and Emitter, February); Chippenham (News Letter, February) and BARTG (Newsletter, Winter 1966-67, No. 36).
Crawley are having their Annual Junk Sale on April 26. Recent activities have included a home-construction event which was won by G3SGA, with his VHF receiver using transistors.

Edgware are proud to note that their new G3WCW callsign is held by a member aged only 15. As for the programme, this shows a discussion on NFD 1967 for callsigns held by a member aged only 15.

The home of the York A.R.S., G3HHW, is at 61 Micklelegate, York. They have a visit to the local Telephone Exchange laid on for April 25, which should prove interesting. Last month, at HQ., the GPO film “Ship-to-Shore” was shown and enjoyed by the members.

Direction-finding events have been discontinued by the Derby chaps, partly due to the lack of interest, and partly because of the insurance problem (!) but a hint is dropped that they could be revived if there is enough demand. Efforts are being made to find more suitable HQ, than the present place, at Derby and District College of Art.

Nice to hear from Southport that their attendances continue to grow; by the time this gets out to readers, one of their members—the first for almost five years—will be taking his Morse Test, and so it is to be hoped that then their licensed members will total six.

Which brings us to the bottom of another colossal pile. For the coming month the deadline is Friday, April 7, for all the news and programme data for the month of May. Address to: Club Secretary, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM.
THE OTHER MAN'S STATION

It all began about 1925 with a Christmas-gift crystal set (cost 5s. 9d.). Almost immediately came the urge to improve it, then to build a superior model, and so through the sequence of a triode amplifier, a two-valver, thence into the little known "short wave" region. L and C were continually being reduced. Know-how came from the then very limited items dealing with HF, in weekly and monthly radio journals, long since defunct. Gear consisted of items from junk shops. A veritable "Aladdin's Cave" existed in those days, at a place off Victoria Street called Strutton Ground, just round the corner from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE in its present office. (Those shops also are gone!—Editor.) Even a roll of DCC copper wire, essential for every circuit in those days, was a strain on a schoolboy's pocket.

With intensified interest, and the limited scope for telephony reception on the HF bands at that time, it was realised that the Morse code should be mastered. This was done rudimentarily at first with the aid of a torch, buzzer, school pal of similar interests and radio beacons transmitting slowly their repetitive callsigns in Morse, just as they do today. Early in 1929, normal academic interests were cast aside and a course at a radio school commenced. Morse became a "must" and instead of a casual interest, was driven in, so that even while on a short bus or tube journey, every advertisement in the compartment was converted into code until it no longer consciously comprised dots and dashes. A new world was opened up, and not least, the amateur bands.

Thoughts turned to a transmitter, entailing many more visits to Aladdin's Cave and an even bigger strain on the pocket, though that first transmitter probably cost little more than 10s.—quarter-inch copper tubing (wound on a jam jar) for the inductances, and a wire-wound grid resistor—the rest being butchered from old receivers, even the valve, usually a battery-driven AF amplifier!

A licence application was the logical sequence, and later, that wonderful piece of paper bearing the letters G2 (and my Father's initials!) JA. (Being a minor myself, it was in his name that the original licence was issued. Now aged 84, he is naturally amused at the idea of being one of the most aged living original licence holders still unable to read a letter of Morse.)

And so G2JA took to the air, and for some time after that only about three hours per night were left for sleep, much to the disgust of parents. But G2JA was being heard in far-off places, tighter and tighter went the AOG aerial tap to the "hot" end of the plate tank, the PM2 went red as it struggled to produce 2 watts RF
from battery HT. Operation was on the 40 and 20 metre bands, the transmitter a TPTG, the receiver an 0-V-1 with Reinartz reaction, the aerial a 66-foot wire metre bands, the transmitter a TPTG, the receiver an

But towards the end of 1930 came the first sea-going appointment and an abrupt ending to the opening phases on the amateur bands. Activity continued spasmodically during periods of leave, but lessened. A couple of watts left much to be desired after running a 2 kW transmitter during periods of leave, but lessened. A couple of watts on the amateur bands. Activity continued spasmodically

For all of two decades, thoughts of Amateur Radio were almost completely shelved, being for the most part preoccupied with sea-faring, pub-keeping, Hitler's were almost completely shelved, being for the most

From battery HT. Operation was on the 40 and 20 metre bands, the transmitter a TPTG, the receiver an 0-V-1 with Reinartz reaction, the aerial a 66-foot wire with its end smack on the plate. And Oh!—that DX! W1, W2, W9, SUSWY and VQ4LMA and much else besides. Only utter exhaustion would terminate a session.

But towards the end of 1930 came the first sea-going appointment and an abrupt ending to the opening phases on the amateur bands. Activity continued spasmodically during periods of leave, but lessened. A couple of watts left much to be desired after running a 2 kW transmitter at sea. G2JA finally lapsed in 1936, and the "bug" was to lie dormant for over 20 years.

For all of two decades, thoughts of Amateur Radio were almost completely shelved, being for the most part preoccupied with sea-faring, pub-keeping, Hitler's were almost completely shelved, being for the most

The bug took a savage bite!

Upon enquiry, the GPO immediately offered renewal of the licence, even to the extent of granting the original of the 1920's, even down to a microphonic valve, hand capacity, and a refusal to oscillate over the lower portion of the tuning scale. Even the original phones were in use—and still are! So, tuning around almost to a point at which regeneration ceased completely, a tightly packed group of CW signals was discovered, all calling "CQ." Eureka! It was the old 40-metre band again. The bug took a savage bite!

Upon enquiry, the GPO immediately offered renewal of the licence, even to the extent of granting the original of the 1920's, even down to a microphonic valve, hand capacity, and a refusal to oscillate over the lower portion of the tuning scale. Even the original phones were in use—and still are! So, tuning around almost to a point at which regeneration ceased completely, a tightly packed group of CW signals was discovered, all calling "CQ." Eureka! It was the old 40-metre band again. The bug took a savage bite!

WHAT DOES "A" DO?

Quite recently, a subscriber wrote in saying: "Unless I get my copy on the Friday it is no use to me, as the Small Ad. bargains are all sold by the time I can get round to them. If you cannot guarantee delivery by Friday, I will have to cancel my subscription."

Well, in the first place we cannot guarantee anything where the mails are concerned. Secondly, if this reader does cancel his subscription, he loses all chance of seeing any of the small advertising. And anyhow, strictly speaking he cannot cancel his subscription (in the sense of having his money back) solely on these grounds, because the only contract implied by the acceptance by us of a direct subscription is that we undertake to post him a copy on the due date each month—that is the only guarantee we can give.

One guinea is offered for the best letter (that we can print!) in reply to this reader, and it must be of not more than about 200 words. Try your answer on: The Editor, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, and head it "What Does 'A' Do?"
NEW QTH's

DL5YB, W. Booth (G3RKD, ex-DL2BH / MP4BFR / MP4TBW), Queen's Royal Irish Hussars, B.F.P.O.33.

E15BH, P. Quast (ex-PK4PQ), 1 Auburn Villas, Athlone, Co. Westmeath.

G3VLM, J. S. Jones, 39 Seaview Drive, Scarborough, Yorkshire.

G3VOT, C. G. Webster, 44 Furnival Street, Sheffield 1, Yorkshire.

G3VQN, Mrs. Barbara J. Clegg, 8 Hillside, Leak Hall Lane, Denby Dale, Huddersfield, Yorkshire.

G3VOT, R.W. Evans, 58 Westminster Drive, Bromborough, Wirral, Cheshire.

GM3VRQ, R. J. M. Wood, 4 Lloyd Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow, E.1.

G3VTL, J. Levett, 5 Newlyn Drive, Western Boulevard, Nottingham.

G3VTO, R. E. Bolton, 8 St. Marychurch Road, Milber, Newton Abbot, Devon.

GW3VYU, R. Chamberlain, 40 Elm -

G3VYS, A. W.

G3VXT, G. W. Spriggs, 15 Lincoln Road, New Cubbington, Leamington Spa, Warks.

G3VW, Nailsworth and District Amateur Radio Society, c/o J. W. Dudbridge, Grey Gables, Amberley, Stroud, Glos.

G3VWM, J. J. & D. W., 78 Baldry Close, Enfield, Middlesex.

G3VY, F. G. Norman, 1 Burton Close, Havering, Suffolk.

G3VAF, A. J. Fulbrook, 8 Shep-lands Avenue, Merrow, Guildford, Surrey.

G3WAG, D. J. Gillett, 2 Connaught Close, Enfield, Middlesex.

G3WAO, T. F. Biddlecombe, 39 Portland Avenue, Gravesend, Kent.

G3WAP, A. Philp, 156 Darnley Road, Gravesend, Kent.

G3WAR, R. North, Pymont, Dukes Wood, Crowthorne, Berks.

G3WAU, D. Smith, 6 Newcombe, Brimsfield, Glos.

G3WAW, A. W. Ellis, West Cottage, Seaton, Ichham, Canterbury, Kent.

G3WAX, J. J. Paterson, 15 Kinl- house Lane, St. Annes-on-Sea, Lancs.

G3WBA, I. Currell, 16 Coleridge Vale Road, South, Clevedon, Somerset. (Tel. Clevedon 3691.)

G3WBB, D. F. Doe, 78 Baldry Gardens, Streatham, London, S.W.16. (Tel. POL 4348.)

G3WBN, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBO, A. J. Fullbrook, 8 Sheep-lands Avenue, Marychurch Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow, E.1.

G3WBT, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBD, D. Tudor-Cole, 78 Baldry Gardens, Streatham, London, S.W.16. (Tel. POL 4348.)

G3WBA, I. Currell, 16 Coleridge Vale Road, South, Clevedon, Somerset. (Tel. Clevedon 3691.)

G3WBO, A. J. Fullbrook, 8 Sheep-lands Avenue, Marychurch Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow, E.1.

G3WBT, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBD, D. Tudor-Cole, 78 Baldry Gardens, Streatham, London, S.W.16. (Tel. POL 4348.)

G3WBN, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBO, A. J. Fullbrook, 8 Sheep-lands Avenue, Marychurch Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow, E.1.

G3WBT, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBD, D. Tudor-Cole, 78 Baldry Gardens, Streatham, London, S.W.16. (Tel. POL 4348.)

G3WBN, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBO, A. J. Fullbrook, 8 Sheep-lands Avenue, Marychurch Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow, E.1.

G3WBT, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBD, D. Tudor-Cole, 78 Baldry Gardens, Streatham, London, S.W.16. (Tel. POL 4348.)

G3WBN, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBO, A. J. Fullbrook, 8 Sheep-lands Avenue, Marychurch Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow, E.1.

G3WBT, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBD, D. Tudor-Cole, 78 Baldry Gardens, Streatham, London, S.W.16. (Tel. POL 4348.)

G3WBN, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBO, A. J. Fullbrook, 8 Sheep-lands Avenue, Marychurch Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow, E.1.

G3WBT, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBD, D. Tudor-Cole, 78 Baldry Gardens, Streatham, London, S.W.16. (Tel. POL 4348.)

G3WBN, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBO, A. J. Fullbrook, 8 Sheep-lands Avenue, Marychurch Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow, E.1.

G3WBT, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.

G3WBD, D. Tudor-Cole, 78 Baldry Gardens, Streatham, London, S.W.16. (Tel. POL 4348.)

G3WBN, A. Thurlow, 19 Gravel Lane, Tansor, Peterborough, Lincolnshire.
ARE YOU A SKILLED AND EXPERIENCED ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN?
HAVE YOU BEEN A WIRELESS OR RADAR FITTER IN THE ARMED FORCES?
CAN YOU DO A PROFESSIONAL REPAIR JOB ON A T.V.?
DO YOU HAVE GOOD TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS BUT LACK INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE?

If you can answer "YES" to at least one of these questions then we should like to hear from you.

We need now test and calibration engineers to help us increase the output of our very wide range of telecommunications measuring instruments.

The work requires the understanding of the most modern and varied circuit techniques and embraces all frequencies up to u.h.f.

The posts are permanent and pensionable; they offer first class staff conditions in a key export Company of English Electric; they will prove attractive to men who believe strongly that there is a real career for them in production.

Applicants should apply in writing, stating age and experience, to the:

Personnel Officer, Marconi Instruments Ltd., c/o Directorate of Personnel (SM.2890.D.),
SELLING: Transmitter for 160m., as described "Short Wave Magazine" February '62, with modulator, PSU and 5763 PA, bargain at £10 plus carriage. R.107 Rx with some mods., and handbook, price £10, car. extra. Valves: E86F, E6A4C, E85, 2s. 6d. each, five for 10s., free post. — Wheeler, G3RIF, 88 Village Way, Asfordby, Middlesex.

S: Two English Electric klystrons, type K302, with microphone, recently valved at £50, needs slight attention, will accept £25. Need a 300m. transmitter and its control box; Command Rx, £96, 5V6, 5129, 6HF5 Linear, giving 800V. at 1 amp., first-class job, £20. — Gidings, 14 Warren Road, Blandellsands, Liverpool, 22.

FOR SALE: Receiver R.107, in excellent condition, with handbook, £10. R.208, also with manual but less case, £5. Tube 3P21, with screen, base and data, perfect, £5. — Alberry, 17 Norris Gardens, Havant, Hants.

WANTED: Parmeko CR-100 receiver in good condition, preferably modified for SSB reception. Also illuminated World globe; audio filter unit; 2000-ohm muting relay; manual for R.107 receiver. — Gordon, 14 Warren Road, Blandellsands, Liverpool, 23.

WANTED: Urgently, CR-100 receiver in good condition, preferably modified for SSB reception. Also illuminated World globe; audio filter unit; 2000-ohm muting relay; manual for R.107 receiver. — Gordon, 14 Warren Road, Blandellsands, Liverpool, 23.

FOR SALE: Receiver R.107, in excellent condition, with handbook, £10. R.208, also with manual but less case, £5. Tube 3P21, with screen, base and data, perfect, £5. — Alberry, 17 Norris Gardens, Havant, Hants.

PROPERTY OF The Late G3LBK Heathkit DX-40U with 1.5 to 15.5 mc, 10 watt Tx and 15 watt Rx, in good condition, price £20. — Gidings, 14 Warren Road, Blandellsands, Liverpool, 22.

FOR SALE: Transmitter for 160m., as described "Short Wave Magazine" February '62, with modulator, PSU and 5763 PA, bargain at £10 plus carriage. R.107 Rx with some mods., and handbook, price £10, car. extra. Valves: E86F, E6A4C, E85, 2s. 6d. each, five for 10s., free post. — Wheeler, G3RIF, 88 Village Way, Asfordby, Middlesex.
FROM NOVA-TECH THE . . .

AVIATOR II

FOR ALL PILOTS, STUDENT PILOTS AND AIRCRAFT ENTHUSIASTS

Here for the first time is a 12-transistor 4 Band portable VHF RECEIVER COMBINED WITH A LONG RANGE DIRECTION FINDER. The compact AVIATOR II quickly and accurately gives you a bearing from any low Frequency Radio Range, Aircraft Beacon or Standard Broadcast Station. Combined with OMNI, this gives you an instant position fix. When no OMNI is available, navigation is accomplished by standard cross bearings or homing.

Our VHF designs were first introduced 8 years ago and our portable direction finders 2 years ago; now, more Nova-Tech Receiver and Portable Direction Finders are in use all over the world than all others combined! Now, AVIATOR II combines both units in one compact package at £47. An outstanding bargain.

£47

B.O. D.I.S.C.IONAL
£4 EXTRA

NO TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED
NAVIGATE HOME IN FIX POSITION

AVIATOR II is the perfect self-powered emergency standby receiver and direction finder. Take it with you every time you fly.

Use this order form today!

nova-tech INC.

72 WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W.C. 1

TEL: GERRARD 4589

Send me the New Aviator II at £47 with full 10-day money back guarantee. I enclose full Payment/send H.P. Terms— I enclose £10 Deposit.

NAME

ADDRESS

SW47
G. W. M. RADIO LTD.

RECEIVERS

R1475, 2-20 Mc/s. Large slow motion dial, ecc. with original power unit for 12 volts D.C. or 230 volts A.C., £13/10/-, carriage paid.

CANADIAN MARCONI 52, 125 to 16 Mc/s, 13 valves, ecc. with ZE12 power unit for 115/230 volts A.C., £13/10/-, carriage paid. Reprinted handbook with all circuits, 5/-.

R209, 11 valves. 1 to 20 Mc/s. 12 volts D.C. input, £15, carriage £1. For callers only MARCONI B26 (CR1000) from £10/10/-, R107, £10.

OSCILLOSCOPES. Cossor 1049, £17/10/ or 1035, £20, carriage paid. Marconi valve voltmeter No. 2, £4, carriage paid.

TRANSISTORIZED MAGNETIC BROADCAST RECEIVERS, vest pocket size. Battery operated. Fixed frequency.

RI07, C10.

RI10, 0.5 to 10 Mc/s, 0.005 amp., ZE12 power unit for 115/230 volts A.C., C13/10/-, carriage paid.

CANADIAN MARCONI 52, 175 to 16 Mc/s, 13 valves, ecc. with ZE12 power unit for 115/230 volts A.C., £13/10/-, carriage paid. Reprinted handbook with all circuits, 5/-.

G. W. M. RADIO LTD.

TEST SET, Type 261, 175 to 305 Mc/s. or type 266 95 to 180 Mc/s. Good condition, 10/-, post 2/-.

RECEIVERS, vest pocket size. Battery operated. Fixed frequency.

TRANSISTORIZED MAGNETIC BROADCAST RECEIVERS, vest pocket size. Battery operated. Fixed frequency.

OSCILOSCOPES. Cossor 1049, £17/10/- or 1035, £20, carriage paid. Marconi valve voltmeter No. 2, £4, carriage paid.

Small advertisements. Readers—continued

Selling: Marconi 52 Set Rx, with case, handbook and AC/DC PSU, £10. Marconi CR-300 Rx, coverage 15 kc to 25 mc, with manual and hard-wired PSU, £10. Also a Pye PCR-2 receiver, 900-2000m., 200-550m., and 6-0 to 22 mc, price £3. All in working order; carriage extra.—Park, Burswell Cot, Low Burswell, Hexham, Northumberland.

Sale: In mint condition, with operating and alignment instructions, HE-80 Rx, coverage 540 kc to 30 mc plus two-metre band, with product detector, Q-multiplier, crystal calibrator, etc., price £55. Also a Minimitter, 120-watt Tx, AM/FM/CW, in FB condition, with circuitry, at £35—or £65 together. Prefer buyer inspects and collects. —Houldby, G3UHS, 9 Bayard Street, Gainsborough, Lines.

For Sale: National HRO-MX, with external speaker and PSU, all matched. There are 8 coils packing amateur and broadcast bands, also six spare valves. Set was reconditioned about two years ago; appearance excellent for an HRO of this vintage. Price £20 or nearest. Owner going Transceiver. Prefer buyer inspects and collects. (Chippingham, Wilts. area.—Box No. 4455, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

For Sale: National HRO-MX, with external speaker and PSU, all matched. There are 8 coils packing amateur and broadcast bands, also six spare valves. Set was reconditioned about two years ago; appearance excellent for an HRO of this vintage. Price £20 or nearest. Owner going Transceiver. Prefer buyer inspects and collects. (Chippingham, Wilts. area.—Box No. 4455, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

Ersin Multicore Screws, 0.853, 2.75" flush round. Ferrite rod aerial. No other information. Used, good condition, 10/-, post 2/6.

IX TYPE CRYSTALS, 100 or 1000 Kc/s, 12 1/6 either post paid. Original dry batteries for 18 set, 10/- or 38 set, 8/- post paid. Recent manufacture.

TEST SET. Type 261, 175 to 305 Mc/s; or type 266 95 to 180 Mc/s. Modulated. 6-switch vibrator supply. Complete with diode aerial, either type £3 post paid. Wavemeter WI-433. Signal generator, 155 to 260 Mc/s. 4 Mc/s. crystal check. C.W./F/M/C.W. 230 volts A.C. Easily altered for other frequencies, £3, carriage paid.

RACK MOUNTING POWER UNIT TYPE 3, 230 volts A.C. outputs 250 watts D.C. 100 mA/9-3 volts 4 amps., 70/-, carriage paid.

METERS. £3 round flush. Rectifier type A.C. 0-10 Mc/s, 0-50 Mc/s, 0-5 volts, 10/- each. D.C. 0-100 volts, 0-500 volts, 15/- each. D.C. 0-50 Mic/amps, 0-25 to 25 Mc/amps, 0-500 Mic/amps, 17/- each. 31/2 flush round 0-100 Mic/amps, 36/- each. All tests passed by commercial testing station, 1/6 per meter.

All equipment offered is complete but not tested unless otherwise stated. Carriage charges quoted are for England and Wales only. Telephone Worthing 9097.

Terms: Cash with order. Early closing Wednesday.

40-42 PORTLAND RD., WORTHING, SUSSEX.

Multicore for quick easy faultless soldering

Containing 5 cores of non-corrosive flux, instantly cleaning heavily oxidised surfaces. No extra flux required. Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy reduces wear of copper soldering iron bits.

SIZE 5 HARDY SOLDER DISPENSER

Contains 1.2 ft of 18 s.w.g. Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy. 2/6 each.

SIZE 15

21 ft coil of 60/40 Alloy. 22 s.w.g. in a dispenser. Ideal for small component, transistors, diodes etc. 3/6 each.

SIZE 12

Ideal for large component construction. Contains 1.02 ft of 18 s.w.g. Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy on a plastic reel. 15/- each.

BIB MODEL 8 WIRE STRIPPER AND CUTTER

Strips insulation without nicking the wire. Cuts wire and splits plastic twin flex. Plastic cushioned handles. 8/- each.

From Electrical or Hardware shops. If unobtainable write to: Multicore Solders Ltd., Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
OFFERING: Heathkit Mohican receiver, £25 or offer? Norman Price Oscilloscope, working but needs some attention, £10 or near offer? Mixed valves, £5s. Cash orders.—Cation, 11 Grenville Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex.

EXCHANGE or SELL, for Boating Gear or an FM-14 Frequency Meter: Vintage Cossor Tx, T.1931, also T.1311, TR.133; and a BC-453 QSR with triple-band flexible drive and remote control panel.—Box No. 4460, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

FIVE Crystals for 5 mc double half-lattice filter and carrier oscillator, suitable G3RLN SSB Transmitter (see November-December "Short Wave Magazine") price 13s. 6d. incl. post/packing.—Turner, 51 Hilton Road, Harpfields, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.

WANTED: Cowl-gill or similar antenna rotator motor.—Whitbread, 108 Gascoigne Road, New Addington, Surrey. (Tel.: Lodge Hill 4671).

FOR SALE: Home-built receiver, with Electronic front end, works well, price £50.—Also homemade Phone/GM Tx, 1600 to 80m., with FSU, price £12.—Howell, 14 Snowdon Road, Cannock, Staffs.

COMPLETE STATION for Sale, with contents of 
"snack. Comprises PR-120V Tx, HA-63A receiver, relays switched, SWB meter, GCD, ATU and valves; also books, maps, etc., etc. Reason for sale, going Mobile. The lot for £75. View any time or will deliver anywhere and help with installation (journey at cost).—Elliott, G3SDM, 7 Hirst Drive, Rotherham, Yorkshire.


PROPERTY of the late Basil Scudamore, G6BS, for Disposal: Three HRO receivers, complete with coil-packs, power units and speakers. Bendix BC-221M Frequency Meter. Geloso crystal microphone. Three Aico crystal microphones. Lionel bug key. FIIL No. 7 Crystal Calibrator. Mosley V-46 aerial assembly, new. Radiomobile 12v. car radio, almost new. Also a 500-watt AM/CW Tx with 300w. modulator, ATU, etc.—plus a host of components such as transformers, meters, rotator motors and indicators, valves, etc. Offers? Buyers to inspect and collect.—Jones, G5JO, The Grange, Bottisham, Cambs.

WANTED: VHF Receiver R.216. Hallcrafters S.36A, or similar. For SALE: CR-100 receiver, covering 60 kc to 30 mc, price £10.—Bowers, 10 Windmill Hill, Saltash, Cornwall.

SELLING: Type 717 Teleprinter, with FS-10 T.U., 80-0-80v. and 24v. DC FSU’s, £10 the lot. Offers for single items considered. Inspection by appointment. Will deliver in south-east England.—Coombes, 110 Nower Road, Dorking, Surrey.

TRANSCEIVER on Order! Present station, in use 24hrs. removable to best offer. Comprises Heathkit DX-100U with SB-10U, RA-1 Rx with extras, Eddyson 840C in superb condition, also RSGB "Bulletins" 1959 and "Short Wave Magazine" 1954 to date. Will deliver to 50 miles. Enquiries s.a.e., please.—Box No. 4461, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

WANTED: All-band Transceiver, for 10 to 160m. Offers? be in, Hampshire. All letters answered.—Higgins, G3PNN. 15 Falcon Road East, Norwich, Norfolk, NOR.88R., or ring Norwich 4655.

SELLING: R.107 receiver, immaculate condition and in good working order, coverage 1-2 to 17-8 mc. with Smeter. Price £12. Buyer inspects and collects.—Godman, 8 Nunroyd Road, Leeds, 17.

Property

TRANSMITTER

"Bulletins"

DX-100U with SB-10U, RA-1 Rx with extras, Eddyson 840C in superb condition, also RSGB "Bulletins" 1959 and "Short Wave Magazine" 1954 to date. Will deliver to 50 miles. Enquiries s.a.e., please.—Box No. 4461, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

WANTED: VHF Transceiver, for 10 to 160m. Offers? be in, Hampshire. All letters answered.—Higgins, G3PNN. 15 Falcon Road East, Norwich, Norfolk, NOR.88R., or ring Norwich 4655.

SELLING: R.107 receiver, immaculate condition and in good working order, coverage 1-2 to 17-8 mc. with Smeter. Price £12. Buyer inspects and collects.—Godman, 8 Nunroyd Road, Leeds, 17.
HELP! Going Transceiver. Must sell Heathkit DX-100U with SB-10 Transceiver Adapter, coverage 10 to 160m., in immaculate condition, price £50 or near offer.—Thexton, G3URE, 78 Greenfield Road, Gosforth, Newcastle-on-Tyne 3, Northumberland. (Tel.: Wideopen 3044).


EXCELLENT VHF QTH (22 Countries worked on 2-metre band), three-bedroom detached house, with garage and garden, (space for 500ft. wire), full central heating, 40 mins. Euston, price £7,500.—Ring Butler, G3LAS, Berhamsted 3899.

SALE: Meters, 0-1 mA moving-coil, 21in. square, new surplus, £10. Each find, each £5. G3ONE, 8 St. Margarets Road, Chelmsford, Essex.

FOR SALE: CW Transmitter, 15 watts output over 10 to 80m., price £10. TCS-12 receiver, covering 1-5 to 12 mc, with PSU and speaker, £8. Three element beam, 10-130m, £8. FT Twin Scout, £5. Crystal calibrator (temperamental), £20.—Ledger, G3UBL, 13 Blenheim Drive, Andover, Hants.


FOR SALE: Labgear twin Tx for 160m., mobile or fixed station, £14. TW Top Band all-transistor Rx, as new, £15. 3FIF Top Band loading coil for whip, 15s. Salford Sig. Gen. Type 106, 5 to 55 mc, with all leads and charts, as new, £10. Marconi 52 Set Rx, £5. A good CR-1012, £21. Hammarlund HS-170A, £50.—Beech, G3PVL, 45 Blackgate Lane, Tarleton, Lancs., £450.


FOR SALE: Labgear twin Tx for 160m., mobile or fixed station, £14. TW Top Band all-transistor Rx, as new, £15. 3FIF Top Band loading coil for whip, 15s. Salford Sig. Gen. Type 106, 5 to 55 mc, with all leads and charts, as new, £10. Marconi 52 Set Rx, £5. A good CR-1012, £21. Hammarlund HS-170A, £50.—Beech, G3PVL, 45 Blackgate Lane, Tarleton, Preston, Lancs. (Tel.: Hesketh Bank 2855).

VHF AERIAL System Complete: On 16ft. rotatable mast, complete with cow-gill motor, mag- slip, mounting brackets, couplings, etc., consisting of 5-ele wide-wide Yagi for two metres and 6/6 skeleton slot for 70 centimetres, with low-loss coax. Price £15.—Kiddle, 53 Cranleigh Road, Merton Park, London, S.W.19.

WANTED: Small or medium size, good compact, |QST, with manual, 50 watts, in good order, in perfect condition, recently completely revamped and realigned, £55. MAR8D. with manual and 5-meter, also in perfect condition, £30. Heathkit Mohican Rx, little attention required, price £15. Delivery arranged reasonable distance—Rimmington, 2DVD. Pound Cottage, Kirdford, West Sussex. (Ring Kirdford 269 after 7.30 p.m.).

PE-110A power supply. If no sale, world copy and return any information.—Parkes, 48 Mellish Road, Walsall, W.3.
**NEW STYLE PRESELECTOR**

HAMGEAR ELECTRONICS
29 CARLYLE ROAD, NORWICH

This is a pentode preamp for the Rx covering 1.6 to 32 Mcs, in 6 bands, with high Q coils, air spaced on the HF bands. It also has a built-in Pi tank antenna tuner of Tx design, enabling any length of wire or type of antenna to be used efficiently.

**HAMMERMITE**

HAMMERMITE HAMMER PATTERN BRUSH PAINT FOR PANELS, METALWORK, ETC.
3/6 TIN

- **JUST BRUSH ON**

- **COLOURS**: blue, silver, black, or bronze.

- **Prices**: 1 gallon, 58/-; 1/2 gallon, 28/-; 1/4 gallon, 14/-; 1/8 gallon, 7/-; 1/16 gallon, 3/-.

**FINNIGAN SPECIALITY PAINTS (SW)**

MICKLEY SQUARE, STOCKSFIELD, NORTHUMBERLAND

**WANTED THIS TYPE OF RELAY CONTACT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGLE CONTACT</th>
<th>NOTCHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**HAMMEGEAR ELECTRONICS**

29 CARLYLE ROAD, NORWICH

**WANTED**

112 GROBY ROAD, GLENFIELD, LEICESTER

Send S.A.E. for details.

**QSL CARDS**

Our unique cards are currently the best value available in the UK. Extremely attractive, 2-COLOUR design on quality card. Prices quoted include Postage & Purchase Tax.

**ARA PRESS**

68, Banks Road, Coventry.
FET CONVERTERS
for 2m, 4m and 70 cm

★ FREEDOM FROM CROSS-MODULATION AND BLOCKING
★ EXTREMELY LOW NOISE FIGURE
★ HIGH GAIN. 30dB
★ SMALL SIZE: 4½” x 2½” x 1¼”
★ BUILT-IN MAINS POWER SUPPLY
★ 9 OR 12V. BATTERY OPERATION

2 m. IF’s: 1-8/3-8, 2/4, 4/6 Mc/s. Double conversion. 12/14, 18/20, 20/22, 21/23, 24/26, 28/30 Mc/s. Single conversion, £16.

4 m. IF’s: 2-1/2, 4-1/4, 13-1/13, 17-1/17, 20-1/20 Mc/s., £16.

70 cm. IF’s: 12/14, 18/20, 24/26, 27/29, 28/30 Mc/s., £18. Post and packing 3/9 per item

JXK CONVERTERS (G3JXK)
PEEL HOUSE, PORTERS LANE, OSPRINGE, FAVERSHAM, KENT

R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

Small Advertisements, Readers—Continued

OFFERING: Lafayette HA-350, with speaker; also HA-55; both these new in carton. Signal Generator TG-19U, coverage 75 kc to 40 mc. AR88 gears, manual and tools. £24, 249 Sandy Lane, Hindley, Wigan (55948), Lancs.


F. R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

WANTED: Hammarlund HQ-170A, or Drake 2B. SALE: Codar A.T.5. Tx with AC/DC PSU’s, as new, £25. Codar T.28 Rx, £11, with speaker and phone sockets. 3FI IF whip for Top Band, £4. Package deal, £38 delivered—G3SML, QTHR.

SELLING: AR88, works well, with manual and spare valves, less base-plate, £27. Lab type stabilised PSU, 350v. 100 mA and heaters, with current and voltage, 60s. R.A.F. PSU. 600v. 150 mA, 35s. Modulator, pair KT66, 35, 35s. Crystal controlled 25w. TX. £8, 65A, including mod and PSU. Second hand, £30, in case, 40s. “Unmarked” Type PC3 3-watt amplifier, 30s. Type DB-20 Presellector, with spare valves, works well, £6. Radios: Siemens 50-ohm high-speed, 9s.; plug-in assorted, 2s. 6d. each. Eight ft. whip for 160m, £12. Close T.T.7 transistor Rx, slight fault, covers 160m., 60s. Solon and Lightsold 25w. irons, 7s. 6d. each. Valves: QV003-10, 4s.; 811A. 17s. 6d.; 5B2SSM. 5s.; 12AT7, 1s. 6d. Large metal cabinet AR88 size, £25. Any odds and ends, s.a.e. lists—Papworth, 25 Station Road, Over, Cambs. (Tel. Swavesey 339).

SEEKING Accommodation: KW-2000 and its owner, somewhere inside the London area.—Lindsay, GM3KZT, c/o 40 Gaultney Avenue, Clapham, London, S.W.4.

BARGAIN: Eddystone EA-12, at £130.—Macdonald, GSZSN, Fairholme North, Northdown Road, Bideford, Devon.

SELLING: Pair 38 Set transceivers, coverage 7-3 to 90 mc, with PSU and acid batteries, £8, in excellent condition, working and complete with microphones, headphones and connectors. Also 21 Set in excellent condition, converted to a mains Rx and with variable tuning to cover BBC B sound, the Tx section is intact; in an aluminium cabinet, with headphones and accessories, price £4.—Spotswood, 13 Wingate Road, London, W.6 (Ring Shepherds Bush 8920, evenings).


ON OFFER: Hallicrafters S7-S/500, £80.—Cardale S/500, £20, as new. Both working, but needs alignment, price £4.—Sprake, 44 Red Lion Square, London, W.C.1.

OFFERING: Lafayette HA-300, with speaker; also HA-55; both these new in carton. Signal Generator TG-19U, coverage 75 kc to 40 mc. AR88 gears, manual and tools. £24, 249 Sandy Lane, Hindley, Wigan (55948), Lancs.


F. R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

WANTED: Hammarlund HQ-170A, or Drake 2B. SALE: Codar A.T.5. Tx with AC/DC PSU’s, as new, £25. Codar T.28 Rx, £11, with speaker and phone sockets. 3FI IF whip for Top Band, £4. Package deal, £38 delivered—G3SML, QTHR.

SELLING: AR88, works well, with manual and spare valves, less base-plate, £27. Lab type stabilised PSU, 350v. 100 mA and heaters, with current and voltage, 60s. R.A.F. PSU. 600v. 150 mA, 35s. Modulator, pair KT66, 35, 35s. Crystal controlled 25w. TX. £8, 65A, including mod and PSU. Second hand, £30, in case, 40s. “Unmarked” Type PC3 3-watt amplifier, 30s. Type DB-20 Presellector, with spare valves, works well, £6. Radios: Siemens 50-ohm high-speed, 9s.; plug-in assorted, 2s. 6d. each. Eight ft. whip for 160m, £12. Close T.T.7 transistor Rx, slight fault, covers 160m., 60s. Solon and Lightsold 25w. irons, 7s. 6d. each. Valves: QV003-10, 4s.; 811A. 17s. 6d.; 5B2SSM. 5s.; 12AT7, 1s. 6d. Large metal cabinet AR88 size, £25. Any odds and ends, s.a.e. lists—Papworth, 25 Station Road, Over, Cambs. (Tel. Swavesey 339).

SEEKING Accommodation: KW-2000 and its owner, somewhere inside the London area.—Lindsay, GM3KZT, c/o 40 Gaultney Avenue, Clapham, London, S.W.4.

BARGAIN: Eddystone EA-12, at £130.—Macdonald, GSZSN, Fairholme North, Northdown Road, Bideford, Devon.

SELLING: Pair 38 Set transceivers, coverage 7-3 to 90 mc, with PSU and acid batteries, £8, in excellent condition, working and complete with microphones, headphones and connectors. Also 21 Set in excellent condition, converted to a mains Rx and with variable tuning to cover BBC B sound, the Tx section is intact; in an aluminium cabinet, with headphones and accessories, price £4.—Spotswood, 13 Wingate Road, London, W.6 (Ring Shepherd's Bush 8920, evenings).


ON OFFER: Hallicrafters S7-S/500, £80.—Cardale S/500, £20, as new. Both working, but needs alignment, price £4.—Sprake, 44 Red Lion Square, London, W.C.1.

OFFERING: Lafayette HA-300, with speaker; also HA-55; both these new in carton. Signal Generator TG-19U, coverage 75 kc to 40 mc. AR88 gears, manual and tools. £24, 249 Sandy Lane, Hindley, Wigan (55948), Lancs.

FOR SALE: K.W. Viceroy Mk. I, 7s. 6d. PCR-3 vibrator, £12 10s., trans-former 350v. 180 mA. -Reeves, G3OAB, 59 Lech-lade Road, Great Barr, Birmingham, 22A.

FOR SALE: Receivers R.1475, coverage 2.0 to 20 mc, complete with PSU, £39 10s., carriage 12s. 6d. Without power pack and in working order, £8 10s., carriage 10s. Money order only, please. -Goole, 115 Dyms Road, Great Barr, Birmingham 22A.

OFFERING: Compact Communication Receiver. 12v. transistor PSU 300v. 150 mA, plug-in coils, S-meter, mew, £24 - Stevenson, 48 Woodgrange Drive, Southend-on-Sea (25387). Essex.

SOLD Transisterised SSB receiver, all-same G3JJG, £50 per cent built, working from audio to last mixer, with Brush-Clevite mechanical filter, all new tants and components, internal PSU for running 6146 PA to 90 watts, price £39 10s. Valve IF strip for 9:5 m.c, with NL, AVC and audio, 40s. Modulator, 7-watt, pair EF91, 12AX7 zero bias Class-B, for 10K load, 20s. Can deliver to reasonable dis-tance. -Youngs, GJ8E, Homefield, Westfield Road, Dereham, Norfolk.

SELLING: G. & D. two-metre converter, £6. Astro compact £5, 12s. 6d. £2. 25. Top Band TX, £8. Complete mobile station, 12-volt, for Top Band, £12. Carriage extra. -Haines, G3OSH, QTHR.

FOR QUICK SALE: Modernised HRO, modified to fit Jap 2-j mealenoe filter, 7360 product filter, 80m. bandspread coil, complete with PSUs, £25. Labgear LG-300 TX, 813 PA, with modulator and PSU, bargain at £35. Heathkit Comanche and Pye Ranger QV03-20A PA, with modulator mobile rig, covering 10 to 80m., with transistor PSU, £50, or near offer. Top Band rig, with modulator and PSU, £7 10s. 3/813, with bases, 30s. each. -Martin, G3UDR, Round Down, Gosnall, Guildford, Surrey (Tel.: Shere 2443).

SALE: R.C.A. AR811F, works FB, price £30. Also Pye Ranger QV03-20A PA, with RF-27 con-verter and 4-8 element, complete and working for 4 metres, £10 15s. the lot. -Foster, 49YOF, 49 Prospec-t Road, Hornchurch, Essex. (Tel.: Ingrembooke 40881).

WANTED: At a reasonable price, a good quality Communications Receiver in mint condition, such as AR80B or similar. Price and details: -Bennett, 98 Queens Road, Whitley Bay (25879), Northumberland. (Ring after 6.0 p.m.)

WANTED: Labgear Top Bander Transmitter; full particulars, plus valve, price. -Garner, G2BGG, Barnbon, Algithor Hall Road, Liverpool, 19.

AMATEUR Television Equipment and Components for Sale: Includes transistorised 625-line sync. pulse generator. Further details on request. -G3MO, QTHR.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS—continued

SALE: Z-Match aerial coupler unit, with built-in SWR bridge, coax aerial relay, 80-ohm dummy load, in screened case, price £4 10s., carriage 5s.—Edwards, G3KGN, 128 Danescroft Drive, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.

FOR SALE: Complete Codar station, consisting of CR-66 Rx with PR-50, BQ-10 and PSU; A.T.5 with PSU, and control unit; ATU, and Class D Wave-meters, price £25 10s. Buyer inspects and collects, and also gets an 18 Set R.105 receiver and other oddments.—Squance, G3HBT, 57 The Drive, Leeds 17, Yorkshire.

WANTED: HRO coil packs for 10-15-40-160m., preferably bandspread.—McCullum, GM3UC1, 1 Burnbrae Street, Failley, Clydebank, Dunbartonshire, Scotland.

SALE: A ZCI, at £5.—Ring Lee, G3GYK, Ferndown (Dorset) 3603.

AMENDMENT! The 25-watt four-metre Transmitter described on p.61, March issue, should have been priced at £20, and not as given. Any reasonable offer considered.—G3SEY, QTHR.

SALE: Two-metre 40-watt Tx, including modulator, with four PSU’s and aerial relay, in two units, all contained on metal shelving, £12. H.D. Varic. £5. Solartron stabilised PSU, 6-500v. 300 m.a. 0-1-77v. bias, and LT’s, £10.—Rawlings, G5BS, 20 Hedgeway, Guildford, Surrey.

FOR SALE: A ZCI, at £5.—Ring Lee, G3GYK, Ferndown (Dorset) 3603.

WANTED: Urgently, RF and IF chassis units for R.107 receiver, in new condition, or a scrap R.107. All letters answered.—Gliddings, 14 Warren Road, Blundellsands, Liverpool 23.

WANTED: Bandspread coil packs for HRO, 15 and 40 metres.—Wilkinson, 25 St. Helen’s Drive, Leicester.

WANTED: Bases for 813 and 4X150; also ex-Equip Valves 813, 866A, 5X20, 5U4, 807 and TT-15.

FOR SALE: New transformers and chokes, 380-0-380v., 200 m.a, 63v. 12 amp., 30s. post free. Condensers, 8 mF 800v., 5s. post free. Stabilised PSU, 300v. 250 m.a, 75v.—180v. with mains filter, £5 plus carriage. New BC-221, complete, £12.10s. plus carriage. Circular chart recorder, 50 microamp. FSD, £5 plus carriage. Crystals: 100 kc, 500 kc, 1.5 kc, 1000 kc, 2000 kc. 10s. Silicon rectifiers, 1N2379, £10.50. 2N2916, £1 5s. 6.3v. 400 m.a. 30s. post free. Condensers, 500 mF 63v., 10s. £10.

AGENTS: K. W. Electronics, Dartford, Kent
N. W. Electronics, Manchester
C. H. Young, Birmingham
G. Francis, Newark

Note change of company name

G. D. HALL & SONS LTD
2 SEFTON STREET, BLACKPOOL.
Telephone 20441
WANTED: K.W. Valiant, DC/PSU, mobile antenna, small SSB HF Tx/Rx, also "QST" 1965-'66. SELLING: K.W. Viceroy Mk. 1, with separate PSU, and looks good; go SSB and work the world for only £75. —Knight, G2FUU, QTHR or ring Nazeing (Essex) 2274.

FOR SALE: Crystals, three Ch.48, Ch.49, Ch.52, Ch. 53; four Ch.50, Ch.54, all at 8s. 6d. each. Items for G2DAF Rx: Tuning condenser, set Elec- A looks good; go SSB and work the world for only £75. —Knight, G2FUU, QTHR or ring Nazeing (Essex) 2274.

FOR SALE: Crystals, three Ch.48, Ch.49, Ch.52, Ch. 53; four Ch.50, Ch.54, all at 8s. 6d. each. Items for G2DAF Rx: Tuning condenser, set Elec- A looks good; go SSB and work the world for only £75. —Knight, G2FUU, QTHR or ring Nazeing (Essex) 2274.

FOR SALE: Crystals, three Ch.48, Ch.49, Ch.52, Ch. 53; four Ch.50, Ch.54, all at 8s. 6d. each. Items for G2DAF Rx: Tuning condenser, set Elec- A looks good; go SSB and work the world for only £75. —Knight, G2FUU, QTHR or ring Nazeing (Essex) 2274.

FOR SALE: Crystals, three Ch.48, Ch.49, Ch.52, Ch. 53; four Ch.50, Ch.54, all at 8s. 6d. each. Items for G2DAF Rx: Tuning condenser, set Elec- A looks good; go SSB and work the world for only £75. —Knight, G2FUU, QTHR or ring Nazeing (Essex) 2274.

WANTED: Tone Rx, transisterised, for model control. Also modern mobile equipment, preferably SSB transceiver with 160m. coverage. SELLING: AR86D in case, perfect condition, £38; also AR86LF with case, at £36; will deliver either to 50 watts. AVX model 7, mint condition, £10 Complete Type 339 'Scope, needs attention, with companion wobbulator, £11. Eddystone S.640 Rx, with manual, £17. BC-221 frequency meter, in carrying case, brand new with charts and spares. £20. AVO all wave signal generator, coverage 80 kc to 80 mc, £9. R.1155 receiver and PSU, £3. —Lord, G3PHN, 73 R벋. WANTED: K.W. Vanguard or similar transmitter, and PSU, several crystals and handbook. —Joslin, "Radio & Television Servicing," in Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

SALE: McCoy Silver Sentinel crystal filter, with carrier crystals, £12 10s. Complete set to date Newsman "R.W. & Television Servicing," in 16 volumes, price £4. Offers invited for £2 Tx/Rx, mains/battery PSU, several crystals and handbook. —Joslin, G3NPY, 18 Talbot Road, Skegness (4185), Lincs.

SALE: McCoy Silver Sentinel crystal filter, with carrier crystals, £12 10s. Complete set to date Newsman "R.W. & Television Servicing," in 16 volumes, price £4. Offers invited for £2 Tx/Rx, mains/battery PSU, several crystals and handbook. —Joslin, G3NPY, 18 Talbot Road, Skegness (4185), Lincs.
COMPLETE SSB Station: KW-2000, AC/PSU, and KW-600 Linear, latest model, all works mods., with new valves and in perfect condition, any trial, £250.—Webb, G6G, 22 Southbank Road, Kenilworth (52579), Warwickshire.


SALE: Brand new M. & G. 3/Transceiver, coverage 20-50-160m., with complete power supply (cost £100), bargain at £85, carriage paid. Huns C/R Bridge, £5. Commercial Signal Tracer, with probe, £3 10s. Hammarlund HQ-170 receiver, £85, Eddy-stone meter, in case, £4. Many CRT's, transformers, etc., etc., send s.a.e. for list. WANTED: S-27 receiver, will swap or Part Exchange on items listed.—Ingram, 14 Endsleigh Place, Plymouth, Devon.

FOR SALE: KW Vanguard, factory built, coverage 10 to 160m., price £40. HRO-T, with nine coils and PSU, £20. TCS-12 Tx, with AC/PSU, £12. Class-D Waveveterm with AC/PSU, £5.—Haywood, G3MKR, 15 Tunnicliffe Street, Macclesfield (61260), Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-1000 Transceiver, with PSU, in good electrical and working condition, cash waiting. — Lord, 135 Ripponden Road, Oldham, Lancs.

MORSE MADE !!!!

FACT NOT FICTION.

If you start right you will be reading amateur and commercial Morse within a month.

Using scientifically prepared 3-speed records you automatically learn to recognise the code RHYTHM without translating. You can't help it, it's as easy as learning a tune.

For full explanatory booklet enclose 6d. in stamps to: G3HSC/F 43 GREEN LANE PURLEY, SURREY. UPLands 2894

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS—continued

WANTED: Geloso VFO unit and S.640 receiver, or similar.—Hogden, G2ABK, Hundleby, Spilsby, Lincs.

WANTED: Sideband Transceiver, single or mult., with or without PSU, would consider separate Tx and Rx, but commercial only. (Yorkshire).—Box No. 4471, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

FOR SALE: Almac 1G300 with companion Modulator and PSU, and spare valves, price £55.—Welsh, G3NWQ, 16 Lloyd Road, Worcester Park, Surrey. (Tel. 01-377-0720).

SALE: AR88D's re-aligned working FB, with brand new crystals, £56. Scopes, Erskine 13, tested to specification £17; ditto CT52 miniature £16; Mullard GM5152/65 3in. £11; Cossor 339A £10; Cossor 1091 as new (cost £25); £25; Dumont 224A £15; Signal Generators, G8065, 9 kc—25 mc £25; Hewlett Packard TS55A/U, 7 kc—160 kc £20. Marconi Valve Voltmeter TF42B £7. Xtals: 10X 500 kc, 7X 6d; 10XJ 4500 and 5000, 10s. 6d. each. Headphones: AJM15; TWA-15; low impedance £2 w/boom mike, £2; ditto lass mike, 25s.; ex-R.A.F. phones with chamois ear pads, 25s. 7B Telegrapher covers silver metallic, as new, c/w baseboard £24. Specialist new valves at nominal prices, send your requirements. All prices plus carriage.—G3LSD, Netherton Cottage, The Elms, Stoke Damerel, Plymouth (51245), Devon.

OFFER: AR88D, with S-meter and handbook, price £35. BC-699A, coverage 100-156 mc, £10; a Bendix PSU for it, £3. No. 36 Set, a 5th watt Tx covering 10-15-20m., with harmonic filters, dummy load, etc., £3. Delivered to 60 miles or so.—Wilders, G3TGW, 28 High Street, Peterborough, Northants.

LOOK! Two-metre converter, 24-26 mc IF, 60s. Woden UMI, with driver, 40s. Class-D Waveveterm, with handbook, £3 10s. SSB: FT-241 crystals, double half-lattice filter with carrier rejection crystals and cathode rectifier £15. Separate Tx and Rx, but commercial only. (Yorkshire).—Hedges, G2HCV, Eastaliffe, Brook 284-2960.

FOR SALE: HA-350 Rx, complete with most valves, including PA—offers? £3 10s. Codar Preselector, 40s. BCC-69G, with handbook, been got at but could be modified, half-lattice filter with carrier rejection crystals and 28 Highbury Street, Peterborough, Northants.

FOR SALE: Heathkit DX-40U with VF-1U VFO, £30 the pair, b.o.h in FB condition, with headphones, £22. R.E.C. VTVM, 115v, with mains transformer to suit, £10. Lafayette GDO, £78. New Edition 1967 CATALOGUE

DERWENT RADIO


WANTED: KW. Vanguard, factory built, coverage 10 to 160m., price £40. HRO-T, with nine coils and PSU, £20. TCS-12 Tx, with AC/PSU, £12. Class-D Waveveterm with AC/PSU, £5.—Haywood, G3MKR, 15 Tunnicliffe Street, Macclesfield (61260), Cheshire.

FOR SALE: K.W. Vanguard, factory built, coverage 10 to 160m., price £40. HRO-T, with nine coils and PSU, £20. TCS-12 Tx, with AC/PSU, £12. Class-D Waveveterm with AC/PSU, £5.—Haywood, G3MKR, 15 Tunnicliffe Street, Macclesfield (61260), Cheshire.

WANTED: KW. Vanguard, factory built, coverage 10 to 160m., price £40. HRO-T, with nine coils and PSU, £20. TCS-12 Tx, with AC/PSU, £12. Class-D Waveveterm with AC/PSU, £5.—Haywood, G3MKR, 15 Tunnicliffe Street, Macclesfield (61260), Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-1000 Transceiver, with PSU, in good electrical and working condition, cash waiting. — Lord, 135 Ripponden Road, Oldham, Lancs.

HORSE MADE EASY

FACT NOT FICTION.

If you start right you will be reading amateur and commercial Morse within a month.

Using scientifically prepared 3-speed records you automatically learn to recognise the code RHYTHM without translating. You can't help it, it's as easy as learning a tune.

For full explanatory booklet enclose 6d. in stamps to: G3HSC/F 43 GREEN LANE PURLEY, SURREY. UPLands 2894

MORSE MADE EASY

FACT NOT FICTION.

If you start right you will be reading amateur and commercial Morse within a month.

Using scientifically prepared 3-speed records you automatically learn to recognise the code RHYTHM without translating. You can't help it, it's as easy as learning a tune.

For full explanatory booklet enclose 6d. in stamps to: G3HSC/F 43 GREEN LANE PURLEY, SURREY. UPLands 2894

HEATHKIT

The World's largest manufacturer of ELECTRONIC KITS

We invite you to visit our showrooms at 233 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1 Telephone: 01-636-7349

Send for Free British Catalogue, Dept. TC-4

NEW 1967

24 page illustrated list of Valves - Transistors, SCRs, Zeners, Tunnel Diodes, P.E.T.'s, Photo Devices, Quartz Crystals, 1... Completely New Edition 2000 listed Devices Have you sent for your copy? Price 8/6 Post paid.

1967 CATALOGUE


HENRY'S RADIO LTD

PAD 10089
Mon.-Sat. 9-6 p.m.
Thurs. 9-1 p.m.

302 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
N. W. ELECTRICS

THE NORTH'S LEADING STOCKISTS OF

EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS
T.W. ELECTRONICS RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTERS, CONVERTERS
SOMMERKAMP FL-200-B TX
HALSON MOBILE AERIALS
DENCO COMPONENTS

‘Q’ MAX CHASSIS CUTTERS

We have tremendous stock of small components for Valve and Transistor Circuits, Meters, Test Equipment, G.D.O.'s. Field strength Meters. Specialists in repair, alignment of all types of communication receivers.

G3MAX, G3SMI, G8SB

SWAN

STILL THE MOST RELIABLE TRANSCEIVER EVER MANUFACTURED!

BIG SIGNAL — UP TO 500w. P.E.P., 325w. C.W., 125w. A.M.

Full range of accessories:
100 Kc. calibrator kit £9. 10
Opposite sideband kit £8. 15
Transistor V.O.X. ... £16. 0
Remote V.F.O. with 22 adaptor for up to 200 Kc. split frequency working ... £50. 0
Remote V.F.O. with 22 adaptor for full band split frequency working ... £57. 0
(As illustrated)
D.C. P.S.U. to be used with 230XC power unit (as supplied with transceiver) ... £33. 0

Shown with remote V.F.O. giving full "band in use" split frequency working (not just a few Kc/s.) or the same facilities as two separate transceivers. Basic transceiver with A.C. power unit/speaker £250

See them in stock at your local agents:
SCOTLAND : L. Hardie, 542 George Street, Aberdeen.

PETER SEYMOUR LIMITED

410 BEVERLEY ROAD, HULL, YORKSHIRE

Telephone: 41938 (43333 after 7.30)
AMERICAN HEATHKIT SSB EQUIPMENT

The first choice of Radio Amateurs throughout the World

Prices quoted are Mail Order and include duty, carriage. (Retail Prices carry a small surcharge)


Please send for the FREE

For the 80, 40, or 20 metre bands. 200 W. Power input 75 W., CW., 60 W. peak, C.C. phone. Output 40 W. A.C. Power supply available. RDF MULTIPLIER KIT, Model OPM-1. Covers all amateur bands 10-160 metres. Half-lattice crystal filter at 1-6 Mc/s. I.F. Provision for fixed, portable or mobile use. Switched USB and LSB for SSB. Crystal Calibrator CL-1. Model RA-1. Covers all amateur bands 10-160 metres. Half-lattice crystal filter at 1-6 Mc/s. I.F. Provision for fixed, portable or mobile use. Switched USB and LSB for SSB. Crystal Pack SBA-401-1. £17.10.6 Extra. VARIABLE FREQ. OSCILLATOR, Model VF-1U. Calibrated 160-10m. fund. outputs on 160 and 40 m. Ideal for our DX-40U and similar TX.


to DAYSTROM Ltd., Dept. SW-4 Gloucester, England Tel. Glos. 20217

Please send me

FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE

American Heathkit Catalogue 1/- ...

(Yes/No) (Yes/No)

Full details of model(s) __________________________

NAME __________________________

(Block Capitlals)

ADDRESS __________________________

Tel. Glos. 20217

HEATHKIT in LONDON

Demonstrations of Heathkit models given at the LONDON Centre, 233 Tottenham Court Road. W.I. Tel. 01-636 7349. See and hear the kit of your choice. Goods may be purchased for taking away, or orders can be placed for Mail Order despatch from our Gloucester factory.

DO COME AND SEE US WHEN IN TOWN